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ABSTRACT 

In this case study of an Anti-Sweatshop Group on the campus of a university in 

the Southwest, I present findings related to gender, the internet and organizational 

structure and discuss these in connection with the group's mission, behaviors, activities 

and perceptions. This is an exploratory, qualitative case study that spanned nine months 

of ethnographic field work. 

Through interviews, participation in and observation of group meetings 

throughout a nine-month period, and analysis of 1200+ listserve emails from that same 

period of time, I explored the lived experiences of a campus activist group and learned 

how members perceived gender issues, Internet usage and organizational structure. 

In the last years of the decade of the nineties, I became keenly interested in 

campus, and other, activist groups and began exploring how these groups functioned vis

a-vis the Internet, their organizational structure and concerns of gender. 

"Cyberactivism" and how these groups use the internet was the initial and primary 

interest; however, sex role issues and how this group in particular structured its 

organization grew in relevance. This case study adds to the unsettling literature that 

demonstrates that sexism and inequitable sex role behaviors continue to persist. Further, 

data from this study show that this campus group uses the Internet in basic ways, but very 

often utilizing email and listserves to increase their efficiency in organizing and sharing 

information. 
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Finally, this study encourages further research to 1) identify organizational and 

group structures that are favorable for equitable sex roles; 2) explore ongoing 

corporatization of higher education and its effect on students' roles in activism and as 

change agents; 3) encourage continued research among female students to understand and 

change their minimal representation in fields of computers, engineering and management 

information systems. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This case study is a story that explores, teaches and encourages further research. 

The Anti-Sweatshop campus activist group on South West University's campus is a story 

of student activists, their perception of technology, gender and their own group structure. 

Their story is ongoing and their group continues and evolves. What follows is a 

description of a slice of time, a year within the group, and all that I experienced by 

involving myself with this group. 

The history of sweatshops begins well before the more recent anti-sweatshop 

activity on American campuses. In early 19*^ century American cities the image of the 

seamstress, working too long and ill-paid hours responding to the rapidly expanding 

garment industry, is a familiar scene. Dressmakers were a different group than 

seamstresses and were responsible for the production of a total dress, suit or other outfit. 

Seamstresses, though, were poorly compensated and worked long hours making the 

pieces that went towards the total outfit. They were paid by the piece, did work that was 

physically demanding and often worked 16 hours a day, particularly during busy seasons. 

During the late 1800s and the early 1900s immigrants made up much of the contract shop 

labor and their workspaces often doubled as their homes. This sweatshop phenomenon at 

that time in histoiy was complex in terms of its outcomes. Many immigrants grew fi-om 

piecework labor to owning clothing firms and solidified their transition into American 
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society. Others, though, did not survive the tenement sweatshop and succumbed to 

disease, malnutrion and exhaustion. In the years between 1940 and 1997 a resurgence of 

sweatshops was noted due to a combination of forces nationally and internationally: a 

growing global economy, globalization, increased reliance on employment contracting, 

and a large pool of immigrant workers in the United States. 

The term "sweatshop" was not widely used until the 1890s in the United States 

and was ironically brought to the attention of the American public not by knowledge of 

real sweatshop situations but rather by a piece of "fiction." In 1907, a California socialist 

named Upton Sinclair published a novel called The Jungle. The description of a work 

situation in Chicago affected the public greatly. Sinclair describes a family of Lithuanian 

immigrants that suffered cold, dirty, and unsafe working conditions in a fictitious 

slaughterhouse. On March 25*"^, 1911, however, the American public responded to a true 

situation that typified sweatshop conditions and demonstrated that sweatshops were not 

just fiction. On that date in the Ash Building in Manhattan 500 employees were working 

on a Saturday eager to add to their $6 per week wages. A call of "fire" was heard and the 

onslaught of workers trying to cram into elevators that carried only 10 individuals at a 

time created pandemonium. When firefighters arrived they saw workers jumping from 

the 8"' and 9''* floor. Their hoses reached only the 7*''. Three hundred fifty workers had 

escaped though 146 died. The public reacted angrily and stories of the company's 

incivility to its workers made headlines. Rumors circulated that management had locked 

doors to keep the workers on the job. The rumor was never proven exactly and the 

company was acquitted of any criminal negligence. No doubt the conditions at this 
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company were not unique yet this incident culminated with New York City creating 

legislation that protected factory workers' health and safety. The incident spurred others 

to move in a similar direction following New York's legislative model. Key in this 

situation was the fact that most of the employees were women, young women who were 

new to this country. This fact struck a strong sympathetic chord with the public and 

demands for laws guaranteeing basic wages and working conditions grew and culminated 

in the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938. 

While progress had been made, an incident in El Monte, California in 1995 made 

the public realize that sweatshops were not gone and that fair and safe labor standards 

were still in question. In August of that year, the California Department of Industrial 

Relations and the U.S. Department of Labor arrived at a small apartment complex in Los 

Angeles. What they found shocked them and the American public. Inside the complex 

was a garment factory surrounded by razor wire. Locked inside the factory were 72 Thai 

workers, again mostly women and mostly illegal immigrants. These workers explained 

that they worked up to 20 hours a day, 7 days a week for 70 cents an hour. They were not 

allowed to leave and slept together in small rooms when they were not working. Their 

employers threatened them with physical violence and preyed on their fear of being 

turned in to the authorities because of their illegal status. Again, though this time in 

1995, the American public was shocked that workers could be treated this way in the 

United States. The Department of Labor undertook an aggressive campaign to stamp out 

sweatshops in the U.S. garment industry. 
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In spite of the progress made, sweatshops still exist in the United States. Because 

of the growth of the global economy and globalization forces it is possible for multi

national corporations to avoid United States sweatshop labor laws by contracting their 

work to other countries, thereby setting up sweatshops elsewhere. Sweatshops are not just 

a part of history. In the 1990s, the public again had a strong response when they learned 

that Kathie Lee Gifford's line of Wal-Mart clothing was made in factories with poor 

working conditions. The sweatshop issue was alive and well. 

In the middle and late 90s students on campuses throughout the United States 

responded strongly to the resurgence of knowledge about sweatshops and began 

educating others to the issue. The primary student activist group involved with this issue 

in the United States is the National ASG. The student anti-sweatshop movement is 

international, however, and is composed of campuses and individuals that are fighting for 

and educating others about workers' employment conditions and their rights. These 

students define "sweatshop" broadly and therefore are often involved in projects that are 

not connected to sweatshops as such though do reflect their commitment to improving 

workers' rights. These students have a particular interest and connection to apparel that 

is created in sweatshops because they attend universities that maintain contracts with 

apparel companies, usually sports apparel. These students express the belief that the 

university should live up to certain standards regarding their contractors and their 

working conditions. Students have pressed for the adoption of ethical and legally strong 

codes of conduct on the part of the university's contractors, fiill public disclosure of 

company information and independent verification systems to ensure that the factories 
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with whom these contractors work are not sweatshops. Students are using their power to 

affect a larger industry with which their universities are involved. 

The ASG group at SWU, a southwest, large university, is the protagonist in this 

story and represents one local group involved in the broader, campus-based, student anti-

sweatshop movement. 

This story begins after a peak of ASG group activity that was characterized by a 

"sit-in" and a "lockdown" in protest of perceived university complicity in sweatshop 

behavior. The "sit-in" was an occupation of the president's office and the "lockdown" 

was an occupation (students chaining themselves to the door) of the campus 

administration building. While I was not present for these highly energetic activities and 

situations because they happened before my involvement with the group, I was present to 

hear the stories and to see how these students wove these experiences into the narrative of 

their group history. 

I joined the group at the beginning of a school year. The previous year had seen 

the energy of the sit-ins and lockdown protests. Now these students were regrouping, 

fashioning their path and planning their activities for the upcoming year. The local 

campus group consisted of a core of 7-9 individuals that attended weekly meetings. 

Meeting attendance fluctuated from a low of 3 one night to in the twenties another night 

but the core group remained fairly consistent. 

The group had formed and evolved around the issue of labor sweatshops. The 

group's sit-in was in direct response to a then pending contract renewal between the Nike 

Corporation and the university. For 10 days these students had occupied the president's 
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office and discussed with him their list of demands. An agreement was finally reached 

between the students and the president which addressed their demands. The agreement 

stated that all university vendors must disclose their factory sites and provide the 

university with these lists. Students had also requested that the president entertain 

leaving the Fair Labor Association (FLA) and joining the Workers' Rights Consortium. 

These organizations are considered advisory organizations working with universities and 

private sector vendors. ASG students considered that the FLA was allied with the 

contractors and supported the interests of business rather than workers. Additionally, 

students requested that a taskforce be created that would have members representing the 

interests of students, faculty and administration. This taskforce was created and entitled 

The Faculty Senate Taskforce on Labor and Human Rights. 

The month after the sit-in the ASG group members involved with the sit-in were 

unhappy with the progress in working with their university president. There had been no 

action regarding the FLA and WRC and the lists of factories were meaningless because 

there was no monitoring function. They expressed their dissatisfaction by locking 

themselves to the administration building. They stated that the president had not kept the 

commitment that he had made during the sit-in. While the president had seemed to work 

with the students during the sit-in and reported good dialogue, he did not respond 

similarly to this lockdown. He called the police and students were arrested. 

Student ASG meetings continued and as the semester progressed, the ASG group 

expanded beyond just sweatshop issues and began work with other projects. There was 

much discussion regarding potential projects and which one or ones to endorse. Some 
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students were concerned that the group would take on too much and spread themselves 

too thin, thereby diminishing the potential for true change. Students finally decided to 

focus on a few projects, some which were of higher priority and others which were 

projects of a shorter term. They involved the Kukdong Factory in Mexico and its 

purported unsafe working conditions and the Taco Bell Corporation and purported 

unsatisfactory working conditions among tomato pickers in Imoklee, Florida. The 

students' activities surrounding these projects included education (passing out flyers and 

visiting campuses) and demonstrations (picketing on Taco Bell property). 

While the group remained active in these endeavors, a sense of floundering was 

palpable and students expressed fiustration regarding direction and purpose. This 

possibly could have been a natural cyclic pattern with this necessary plateau following 

the energy and perceived success of the sit-in. Successes defined immediately after the 

sit-in seemed to lose their luster as members began questioning what had really been 

gained. Of what value were the lists of factory sites when no real monitoring function 

existed? How could that be changed? Why hadn't the president pursued entrance into the 

WRC? How could students pressure him more and again? As the year continued efforts 

to effect change were confounded by severe budget cuts at the state and local levels. The 

few funds that had been allocated to the Taskforce were cut to a very low level. Meetings 

were held yet a certain malaise crept in as the group struggled to be heard by a president 

who was dealing with state budget cuts and reductions in staff, faculty and programs. 

Concurrent with a tense external environment were internal tensions that were 

characterized by student members as a gender issue. The core women of the group 
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expressed their fiustrations about overwork and lack of internal recognition and went on 

strike. This action occurred as I was completing fieldwork with the group and gave form, 

structure and sense to my ongoing perceptions of gender tension within the group. The 

strike lasted the summer and through this period of time negotiations and discussion took 

place via the Internet. In the fall, a few discussion and negotiation meetings led the way 

to a strike resolution. My fieldwork had been completed shortly after the strike was 

announced but I could not close the case with this rather drastic and important event 

taking place. I continued to stay in touch with the group, monitored the listserve and 

website and met with the striking women a few times. 

The negotiation meetings, according to those who attended, were not 

groundbreaking in terms of new ideas though serious issues were discussed. Some 

resolution was reached and students resume meeting again in the fall. The result of the 

negotiations included some members leaving and a few new members joining. The group 

was still relatively small, 7-9 members, yet now there were more females than males. 

The group had come to resemble the structure of other ASG groups nationwide, yet on a 

smaller scale. One ASG female reported that consciousness regarding gender issues had 

been raised due to the strike and that "things did feel different." At the close of the case 

study, with the strike resolved for the time being, students began their fall campaigns 

focusing less on sweatshop issues (though this is an ongoing research and education 

concern) and more on the issue of SWU contractors who are also prison creators and 

suppliers. 
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Overview of Chapter 

During the last years of the decade of the nineties I became interested in campus 

activist groups and how they might use the Internet to advance their causes and work. 

Authors, researchers, scholars and the media were discussing the Internet and its 

potentially "revolutionary" abilities as it intersected with social movements. Activist 

insurgency, human rights and social justice groups were using the Internet to advance 

their causes and effect social change (Mason, 1999, Pearce, 1997, Guernsey, 1996, 

Herszenhom, 1995, McManus, 1995, Tyson, 1995, Stoecker, 2000, Eagleton-Pierce, 

2001, Miller, 1998, Comwell, 2000, Pickerell, 2001, Goldberg, 1995, Danitz & Strobel, 

1999, Price, 2000). They utilize the Internet in various ways to promote their mission: 

disseminating information, mobilizing resources, and, in some cases, using the Internet 

itself as a technological tool of destruction. 

I wanted to understand how an activist group uses the Internet, and rather than 

collect data via the Internet or through reading others' case studies, I decided that I 

wanted to immerse myself, as deeply as possible, in an activist group. The 

"cyberactivist" literature was positive, exciting and touted the Internet's revolutionary 

nature within an activist context. I wanted to explore, first hand, how and if this was 

really happening. I also wanted to learn how activism was currently faring on campus 

and how a campus activist group was functioning at the end of the millennium. Because 

my research interests and personal passions overlap at the juncture of feminism, 

technology and international issues, I began this case study with those themes in mind. 
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For the duration of one school year, I explored the lived experiences of a campus 

activist group and learned how they perceived gender issues, Internet usage and 

organizational structure. My intent was to explore and explain how the Internet is used 

and to present one group and its inner workings deeply rather than view a cross-section of 

groups. I hoped that by joining a group as ethnographer and peer, I could explore and 

explain how the Internet was used, how men and women functioned with regard to sex 

roles and how the organizational structure of the group interwove with these issues. 

In this chapter I offer background information regarding student activism, the 

Internet, cyberactivism and the case study group, ASG (Anti-Sweatshop Group). I also 

present the research questions and theoretical frameworks which informed and shaped the 

case study. Previous studies of student activism have focused on; psychological 

approaches including who becomes an activist and why; which issues students take on as 

missions for change; and the history of student activism and how it may change due to 

the societal and political issues of the times (Altbach & Cohen, 1990, Schlumpf, 2001, 

Winbush, 2001, Toumani, 2002, Zeitz, 2001, Rhoads, H. 1991). Most studies on 

activism and the Internet deal with groups that are geographically dispersed (Sachs, 

2001) and how these diasporic groups connect. The researchers either interviewed 

individual members or examined discourse on the Internet. This case study adds to 

previous literature regarding activism by weaving together findings regarding campus 

activism, the Internet, gender and organizational structure through individual interviews, 

discourse on the internet, and immersion into face-to-face settings. 
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Problem 

Contemporary discussion about social justice and activism often neglects the 

study of how groups make social change and how the groups themselves function. This 

case study sheds light on the role of campus activism in the beginning of this century 

particularly within a higher education environment that is changing and situating itself 

closer to the market. Through immersion in one campus activist group, I explored how 

the students used the Internet, how gender and sex role behavior was exhibited and how 

organizational structure affected the group. It is my hope that findings from this study 

help other campus activist groups in their work. Research on current activist groups can 

be a valuable source of information for other activists and individuals, particularly on 

campuses, who are interested in peace, social justice, and human rights. 

This study is an exploratory case study of Anti-Sweatshop Group (ASG), a 

campus activist group at South West University. The group is part of a broad social 

movement protesting university complicity in sweatshops. The study incorporates data 

firom two other sites. Mid West University (MWU), and the national office of the Anti-

Sweatshop Group. The intent of this research, supported by the triangulation of 

observations, interviews, online data and document analyses, is to explore an activist 

group from the inside, to learn from the lived experience of student activists especially as 

their activities engage the Internet, to connect with issues of gender and to speak to the 

organizational structure of their group. 

I began the study by focusing on this campus activist group and how it might 

engage the Internet in its work. Quickly, strong findings and impressions expanded my 
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inquiry to include issues of gender and organizational structure. I entered this group at a 

dynamic point in its evolution; gender tensions were palpable and growing and the 

organizational structure of the group was in flux, often exacerbating the gender problems. 

While working towards external change in the anti-sweatshop arena of human and labor 

rights, this campus group dealt with internal disagreements, organizational disruption, 

change and inefficiencies. 

Background 

Campus activism 

University students are a powerful force in many countries. They 
both shape and express public opinion and cultural attitudes. Often 
at the forefront of political and social change, they deserve to be 
understood - and respected. (Altbach, Change. 1999) 

As a doctoral student, mother, worker and an individual passionate about social 

justice and change, I became curious about how activist groups were fiinctioning at the 

beginning of this new millennium. Periodically the media highlighted the "fact" that 

student activism was all but dead and that students were only interested in education so 

that they could find well-paying jobs. Students were characterized as apathetic and not 

interested in politics (Bartlett, 2003, Knull, 1999). There are varying perceptions 

regarding the level and intensity of campus activism over the past fifty years. While 

student attitudes have become more conservative with regard to many issues since the 

decade of the sixties, there is still evidence of political action, concern and activism for 

nuclear disarmament, consumer protection, busing to achieve integration, anti-apartheid 

activities (Altbach, 1990, Rhoads, 1998, Johnson, 1999, Levine, 1999, Cowen, 2001) 
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and, more recently, demonstrations against free trade and globalization (WTO - World 

Trade Organization, Summit of the Americas). 

Reports and literature regarding campus activism often contradict each other. In 

recent years the media had reported that today's students are disenchanted with and 

disenfranchised from politics, apathetic and only have one goal on campus, to get an 

education that will allow them prestige, work and money. Findings from a 1997 national 

freshmen survey conducted annually by the University of California, Los Angeles, 

showed that a college freshman's commitment to activism, political or social justice 

causes was the lowest in the 32 years that the survey had been utilized. According to the 

survey 26.7% of students believe that an interest in political affairs was important. This 

percentage compared to 57.8% of those surveyed in 1966. Additionally, the survey 

showed a 10% decrease in the number of students who held racial understanding as a 

goal (Astin, Parrott, Kom & Sex, UCLA, 1997). Matthews states, reinforcing these 

statistics, that higher education's role and locus in social movements is waning and that 

students are not as politically aware or involved (Matthews, 2001). Altbach believes that 

the reason for this perception is that current activism is compared to previous times and 

that assessment by comparison is far too simplistic. "The current period seems apathetic 

only in contrast to the previous decade. It may, in fact, be a bit more active than the 

normal for American students' politics" (Altbach, 1999). Alvarado agrees that simple 

comparisons to previous activist eras are inadequate and that student activism today 

encompasses a broader range of more diversified issues. "Campus activism today spans a 

much broader range of causes, with students organizing around international solidarity 
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and human rights; diversity in higher education and attacks on affirmative action; labor 

issues and the growing corporate influence on higher education; and a series of 

environmental concerns. Unlike the civil rights movement and Vietnam War activism of 

the sixties, no single compelling issue today mobilizes students. Student activism has 

become more dispersed, but no less influential" (Alvarado, 2002). While some authors 

cite statistics representative of student apathy and cynicism regarding politics, according 

to others, this does not translate to a lack of activism. A study conducted by Levine and 

Cureton (1998) suggests that today's students may be the most socially active generation 

since the late 1930s; however, these figures measure a broad spectrum of social activities 

A confounding factor in an assessment of contemporary student activism is the 

researcher's and author's definitions of activism. Contemporary studies of student 

activism do not distinguish between community service work, volunteerism and a more 

revolutionary activism. Students may be highly involved in community service and 

volunteerism but that may not fit another's definition of activism. 

Purohit describes UNC (University of North Carolina) as a campus nationally 

known for its activism. Mother Jones, a national progressive magazine, ranked it as one 

of the top 20 activist schools of all time in 1996. However, there are thousands of these 

UNC students who participate in service activities such as Meals on Wheels, Dance 

Marathon and Big Buddy, Big Brother and Big Sister programs. While Purohit 

recognizes the high level of student involvement on campus she notes that activism and 

service employ different approaches to change even though the social issues may be the 

same. 
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Although it may often go unrecognized, a tension exists between 
those who choose to serve the needs of the community versus 
those who attempt to change the system in order to avoid similar 
problems in the future. Everyone recognizes the necessity of 
helping those who are either socially or economically 
disadvantaged, but what if one wants to take the next step and 
somehow not only help their immediate problems but also change 
the system that perpetuates such problems? Dom Helder Camara 
spoke directly to this issue when he stated; "When I give food to 
the poor, they call me a Saint. When I ask why the poor have no 
food, they call me a Communist." 

Purohit adds though that there is a correlation between service and activism. She 

states that students who are involved in volunteer activities within the context of social 

justice and community issues begin to see the breadth and depth of the problems and 

begin to become more activist in their approach in order to attack causes and not just 

soothe symptoms. 

Both activism and volunteerism provide very important services to 
the community but there does seem to be a natural ideological 
progression so that those who do service begin to recognize the 
breadth of the injustices that exist in the world, and thus feel 
motivated to work to change the system (Purohit, 2001). 

This student describes her evolution into activism and reinforces what Purohit 

posits that students may evolve from service learning into activism. This ASG member 

credits an earlier service learning experience as a trigger for her interest in activism and 

social justice issues. 

When I was a freshman I had a class in English and part of it was a 
service learning experience. The teacher suggested certain things 
to do and I got involved with a coalition for organizing grad 
students (female ASG member). 

Others believe that charity, volunteerism and service dampen the need for 

uprooting and changing the causes of the problems. David Wagner, in his book. What's 
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Love Got to Do with It? A Critical Look at American Charity (2001) suggests that 

charity and service work are explicitly unequal and signify symbolism and not 

accomplishment. In other words, acts of charity and volunteerism smother real political 

engagement and activism. 

The president of the local university reinforced the view of activism as a kind of 

learning in his response to the ASG sit-in carried out in his office. 

As long as they are passive and not denying other students their 
rights, then I am anxious to provide them with a positive 
experience because it's all about education. I mean that's why 
they are here (university president). 

Wagner asks if volunteers are engaged in advocacy and activism along with their 

direct services so that action can be focused on root causes and prevention of new 

problems and not just band-aid solutions for the symptoms. He illustrates the irony of his 

point by describing a cartoon from the "365 Days a Year Dilbert" calendar. A CEO sits 

at his desk busily cutting health-care benefits. Later that day he joins the board of the 

local free medical clinic. In the last frame he receives an award for having increased the 

clinic's number of clients during his tenure on the board. 

Susan Ellis, in her article, "Tackling Causes Not Symptoms: New/Old Roles for 

Volunteers," (2001) suggests that volunteers are wanted for their work and not their input 

or advocacy. She adds that encouraging volunteers to speak their minds will aid in 

making the connection between volunteer work and social change and advocacy. Some 

scholars add to this discussion charging that purported student apathy is the result of 

corporate influence. 
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Academic Capitalism (Slaughter & Leslie') 

As a student in a higher education program, my particular interests and attendant 

research about activism are situated within a campus context. Student activism displays 

unique factors and raises exciting questions that thread deeply into the changing and 

dynamic nature of the current higher education climate. Student turnover and attrition, 

ages of activists, students' world views, the targets of protest actions, administrative 

response, and the particular role of the university and higher education within the larger 

context of social change are all questions and themes that grew as I collected my data. 

Higher education campuses and universities have historically been oases of critical 

thought, academically-contextualized questioning and intellectual probing. Social 

movements and past activism were bom within and among the buildings on campuses 

across the United States, and in other countries. The university, increasingly 

corporatized, provides a dynamic context for discussion about higher education's role and 

implications for current and future campus activism. 

This student crystallized the issue raising the point at an ASG meeting. 

The university is profiting off fashion. The university is a corporate place! 
Just as students in the 80s raised awareness about university complicity in 

apartheid, students now are reacting to their universities' business activities, confronting 

and educating about social justice issues on campus. The anti-sweatshop movement is 

coimected with corporatization of the university as administrations "bolster institutional 

revenues by giving corporations exclusive rights to use and market university products" 

(Slaughter, 2001). Students are increasingly becoming more "consumers" of education 

and campuses are engaged more and more in "academic capitalism" (Slaughter & Leslie, 
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1997), increasingly "corporatized" 1999, Castree, 2000, Siivey, 2003), and becoming 

"entrepreneurial universities" (Bok, 2003). Some scholars charge that the purported 

student apathy is the result of growing corporate influence (Risen, 1999, Knull, 1999) and 

that the complexities that arise from this growing "academic capitalism" (Slaughter, 

1997) discourages activism. 

The typical logo-emblazoned cap, a staple at most universities, 
costs around $20. Of that, $1.50 goes to the school, $18.42 goes to 
the manufacturer and about eight cents goes to the worker who 
made it. Why is it that with so many issues touching students' 
lives every day, all we see are isolated outbursts, often prompted 
by media hype, that die out as soon as the spotlight dims? Take 
school apparel. Most college kids know that most universities get 
their merchandise through licensing out their logos to companies 
who, in most cases, use sweatshop labor, often children, to produce 
mass quantities of items at little cost. 

Procter & Gamble, who has one of the worst records in terms of 
animal testing, also employs a large number of graduating seniors, 
at great salaries. Knowing that, how many kids are likely to turn 
out for a PETA rally? 

In the end college kids thinking about activism must ask 
themselves - how does a year of protesting sweatshop labor stack 
up against the chance for a $50,000 salary, plus a signing bonus? 
Faced with this two-fold pressure to be passive, students have little 
choice but to ignore injustice, even when they have the capacity to 
do something about it. Where's the outrage? Oh, it's probably 
there but no one's going to admit it. (Risen, 1999, p. 24). 

Because I had been an activist high school student and college freshman during 

the late sixties and early seventies, I had been aware of and involved in various activist 

groups both at the high school and college level, involving myself particularly with those 

groups focusing on anti-war and women's liberation activities and causes. I returned to 

the university campus in the late 90s and saw that activist groups were alive and well. 
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The contradictory accounts of students as activists moved me to explore a campus 

activist group and see how it functioned at this particular time in history. Because of my 

interests in technology and, particularly the Internet, I began the case study with a focus 

on the Internet and how it was used and perceived in ASG. Contemporary literature 

about the democratic nature of the Internet and its potential to empower and give voice to 

marginalized groups quickened my resolve to wed my intrigue with technology to my 

passion for equity and social change. Further, because the lens through which I view the 

world is a highly gendered one, I began my study engaging a feminist framework. I 

knew that existing literature, interviews and data regarding activism could distill the core 

issues surrounding activism, gender and organizational structure, but I knew that 

immersion over a period of time into a real activist group would provide the lived 

experiences and rich findings that would illuminate how a student activist group 

functions day to day, week to week and semester to semester at the beginning of a new 

millennium. 

The Internet 

Social movements and their related activist groups have always employed various 

tactics, tools and behaviors from a cache of resources to protest and effect social change 

in hopes of meeting the goals of their group. Strikes, demonstrations, marches, sit-ins, 

legal actions, and violent activities such as bombings and threats have all been used to 

protest, make a statement, gain attention, educate and threaten, all towards the goal of 

creating social consciousness and change. With the creation and evolution of the 

Internet, many of these protest activities have gone on line, allowing this technology to be 
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part of this historic toolbox of tactics. Groups and individuals began using the Internet 

for recruittnent, information dissemination, resource mobilization, swift communication 

and, in some cases, electronic civil disobedience (hacktivism). 

From the Zapatista National Liberation Army in Chiapas, Mexico to Beijing, 

China's women's rights groups, activist groups are mastering the world-wide-web and 

using information technology (IT) in their mobilization, information dissemination and 

protest efforts and activities. In Zapatistas in Cyberspace: A Guide to Analysis and 

Resources. Cleaver lists 44 world-wide-web sites that contain analysis, information and 

action that pertain to the Zapatistas. They include several sites with access to film, 

graphics and photographs, 5 archived sit-ins, and nine listserves. "The Zapatistas are the 

first revolutionary movement to understand and effectively use the power of the Internet" 

(Cleaver, 2002). 

Many activist groups are engaging the world-wide-web and creating a presence 

and process there as they pursue their activist agendas. Falun Gong, Human Rights 

Watch, freechina.net, freeserbia.net, Anti-Sweatshop Group (ASG), gay, lesbian, bisexual 

campus activist groups, edano.gr.ip \ the Revolutionary Association of the Women of 

Afghanistan (RAWA), faculty and graduate students, militia and neo-Nazi groups are just 

some of the activist groups that have taken collective action and causes online. Carr 

(1999) discusses how the labor movement has benefited from new forms of 

communication like the Internet by building solidarity through transnational networks 

across borders. He states that the "Internet revolution... may also facilitate global 

' a Japanese site where political issues are discussed, lobbyists work with bureaucrats and citizens use 
online polls to affect policy 
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networking and cooperation among the protagonists of subaltern counterhegemonic 

projects, as the recent experience of the Zapatistas of Chiapas suggests" (Carr, 1999). 

Adams (1998) states that "telecommunications do not simply rearrange information and 

ideas in space, they also alter the balance of power in social struggles" by transcending 

the "boundaries of domination" established by systems of authority. 

These groups' online organizational and protest activities are referred to in 

various ways including high tech politics, technoactivism, cyberactivism and online 

activism. 

Definitions and History of the Internet 

The world of the Internet and its related spaces are fraught with new compound 

and coined terms that have similar meanings and frequently use concepts that are difficult 

to concretize. Terms like cyberspace, web, Internet, virtual space, virtual and cyber 

communities, information superhighway, CMT (Computer Medicated Technology), IT 

(Information Technology), IMT (Information and Media Technology), and digital 

information are used often, sometimes interchangeably. For the purposes of this study I 

use a few terms consistently and simply in order to bound the discussion to the concepts 

most important to the study and to create the meaning needed for this data without 

engaging in discourse analysis on computer terminology. In a context that is continually 

changing and forming, where technology and new hardware and software change often. 
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the mere naming of the concepts becomes a field of study in itself A brief description of 

the Internet and other terms used in this document provides background to the case study 

and terms used within. 

The Internet, the world's largest computer network, is comprised of thousands of 

interconnected computer networks and reaches millions of people throughout the world. 

The Internet was originally developed in the United States in 1969 by the Department of 

Defense (DOD) as a project under the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA). The 

Internet began as a Cold War project allowing decentralization of communication in the 

case of external attack. The purpose of this project was to provide to the government a 

reliable and economical communication network between the Department of Defense 

(DOD) and military research contractors as well as among a large number of universities 

doing military research. This network would be able to interconnect disparate computers 

regardless of operating systems or networks and its decentralized nature would withstand 

nuclear attack. 

Once the Internet grew and opened to entities beyond the DOD, The National 

Science Foundation's (NSF) NSFnet became the backbone of the Internet, connecting 

hundreds of campus networks. These regional cooperatives gradually evolved into the 

profit-making Internet Service Providers (ISPs), offering Internet access to private 

enterprises and citizens (Smithsonian.com/intemethistory.html). 

According to Commerce.net, a group which tracks active Internet users in more 

than 20 nations (which account for more than 90% of the world's Internet users), the 

Computer Industry Almanac reports that in 2002 the number of Internet users surpassed 
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665 million, up from 544 million at the end of 2001. Projections are that the growth of 

Internet users will continue in the developing countries for another decade. The 

worldwide numbers of Internet users will top one billion in 2005 but yearly growth is 

projected to be just under 20%. The U.S. has a large lead with over 160 million Internet 

users; however, the U.S.A. has fellen behind some other countries (Korea, Scandinavian 

countries). The world-wide-web is a subset of the Internet and is one of more than 

60,000 independent, interconnected networks that comprise the Internet. The world-wide-

web is a hypermedia-based system for browsing the Internet and consists of many sites 

linked together in web-like fashion. Users move from one section to another by clicking 

on hyperlinks. 

Sweatshops and Anti-Sweatshop Groups 

Our primary aim is to make sure that this does not happen for 
university licensed apparel and that the university is not engaged in 
exploitation and oppression in our name by being associated with 
sweatshop labor (Anti-Sweatshop Group webpage). 

In order to obtain specific, immediate information and lived experiences about 

how the Internet is used in an activist group, I chose one particular activist group related 

to the broader social movement of labor justice and sweatshop labor. ASG at South West 

University is one of many campus groups concerned with labor rights and abuses, 

particularly as they relate to vendors that do business with their universities. United 

Anti-Sweatshop Group (UASG) is the national organization of students and community 

members at over 200 campuses. ASG at SWU is a member of the national group whose 

offices are located in Washington, D.C. ASG and similar groups are typically situated on 
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campuses with primarily student members. Some groups draw community members that 

join the ASG efforts and there are many connections with ofF-campus community groups 

with related missions. These connections with the community and other groups are 

maintained through physical meetings and online connections. At the time of my data 

collection, three fiill time staff were employed at UASG. These employees were recent 

college graduates who had been members of similar groups on their own campuses prior 

to their employment at the national ASG office. Data from interviews with national staff 

added do the breadth of the interview portion of my study because these staff people had, 

in addition to their perceptions as recent student members of anti-sweatshop groups, a 

larger, national, and international view of the mission, the organization and campus-based 

groups. National staff described their group as part of a larger movement that supports 

the struggles of working people and concurrently challenges corporate power. 

We work to build power on campuses, we develop solidarity with 
workers. The energy and lessons from those campaigns have 
deepened our commitment to support the rights of working class 
people everywhere (national ASG webpage). 

While consciousness about sweatshop issues was growing in 1996 and 1997, it 

was in 1998 that students at several campuses formed their own groups, began building 

strong campus campaigns and increased the communication and coordination among the 

various campus groups. Students began to find and speak in a unified voice, taking on 

national targets and providing a network and base that spread nationally and 

internationally. College-licensed apparel is a $2.5 billion annual industry and is about 

2% of the American clothing business (Chronicle of Higher Education, 1999). 
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A sweatshop, according to the Massachusetts Interfaith Commission on Worker 

Justice, is a workplace in which workers are employed for too-long hours and extremely 

low wages and work under unhealthy and/or oppressive co nditions. The United States' 

definition of a sweatshop is a workplace which violates wage, overtime or child labor 

laws (the Fair Labor Standards Act) and health or safety laws and regulations. Several 

U.S. Department of Labor Surveys in the 1990s show that 60% of domestic garment 

production takes place in sweatshops that are located nationally and internationally. 

Between 1942 and 1979 there were few sweatshops in the United States but the effects of 

globalization, increased ability of capital flow, multinational corporation networks, 

information technology and a marked increase in consuming nations' firms financing 

sweatshops abroad, have increased the unhappy sweatshop phenomenon. Statistics and 

the broad view of reports and literature can highlight core themes and the injustices of the 

sweatshop labor phenomenon but it is the lived experience and real life of the individuals 

that speak most strongly. 

I work at least 56 hours a week. Sometimes I go 66 hours a week. 
I make $207 a week. The factory is very hot in summer and cold in 
winter. My boss is screaming to me all the time. He is always 
very angry. All the time he hits me (she gestures hitting her head 
with her fist) (Source; Campaign for Labor Rights, December 4, 
1999, National Labor Committee, nlc®,nlcnet.org). 

At the Doall Factory in El Salvador where Liz Claiborne jackets are made, a 

worker reports that she works 85 to 92 hours a week and earns 60 cents an hour. Two 

bathroom visits are permitted for a 13+ hour day and women are tj^ically fired if 

pregnant. There are no sick days even for a mother whose child is ill, an employee can 
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be fired for raising a grievance and all union talk is forbidden. The dangers for 

individuals w^orking in maquiladoras (foreign-owned factories in Mexico at which 

imported parts are assembled by lower-paid workers into products for export) is gravest 

for women, who represent the majority of workers. The lack of safety standards and 

accessible transportation and the necessity of working long hours into the night have 

increased the instances of murder, rape and assault of these women after they leave the 

workplace (Arizona Daily Star, 12/4/2002). 

The Anti-Sweatshop Group (ASG) at SWU 

For this case study I immersed myself into the activities of ASG at SWU for nine 

months, interviewed students from this group and visited and interviewed individuals 

from a similar group at Mid West University (MWU). Additionally, I interviewed the 3 

individuals who work full time at the National ASG administrative office in Washington, 

D.C., three faculty (two from SWU and one from MWU) and the university president at 

SWU. 

The ASG Group at South West University is a campus based activist group 

officially begun in 1998. Its history is woven into the fabric of labor rights groups' 

issues. ASG meeting agendas periodically included visitors firom groups with cormected 

missions. Representatives of the National Humanist Organization, the local Stage and 

Theater Workers Union, Amnesty International, the Progressive Alliance and MeCha 

(Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano a/de Aztlan) all visited the ASG meeting during the 

case study period. 
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During the years 1996 and 1997 students became aware of and began educating 

about and protesting against conditions in the collegiate apparel industry. Aided by a 

national awareness of working conditions in the apparel industry, brought to national 

attention by Kathy Lee GifFord and her clothing contracts with Wal-Mart, students began 

spreading information on their campuses about labor and human rights abuses in the 

apparel industry. It was revealed at that time that GifFord's commercial clothing line was 

being produced by sweatshop workers. Students became aware of similar types of 

contracts on their campuses. They focused on their particular universities and educated 

themselves about which companies were vendors on their campus, thereby raising 

awareness of working conditions at factories where shoes, hats, caps, apparel and other 

paraphernalia that carried the school logo were produced. Students increasingly feh 

empowered to insert their voices into the dialogue and transactions between university 

administration and campus vendors. University contracts with Nike, particularly at 

South West University, provided an initial, highly visible issue around which students 

could educate others and act. A group of students began asking questions about Nike's 

labor and human rights record following a multi-million dollar deal between the 

corporation and South West University. SAS members vehemently opposed the SWU's 

$7 million contract with Nike, signed in August, 1998, which gave the corporation 

exclusive rights to provide most of the university's athletic equipment and apparel. ASG 

denounced a clause in the university's contract with Nike that does not require an 

independent inspector to monitor its factories in Southeast Asia (http://sasua.orgy "We 

are just trying to let it be known that we're still opposed to the Nike contract," said one 
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ASG student. "We just want to let it be known that even though there is a code of 

conduct clause in the contract, the problem is that, in the past, the monitors have always 

been on Nike's payroll." ASG students stated that the university's current labor 

agreements are too lenient on apparel companies (Finley, local campus paper Arizona 

Daily Wildcat, 2001). The pressure on the university resulted in the president conducting 

meetings and seminars regarding the sweatshop issue and an agreement with suppliers to 

disclose factory locations. 

As campus groups have grown and evolved, they have involved themselves in 

many projects and actions and taken on the agendas of other, sometimes loosely related 

groups. ASG students have aligned themselves with initiatives and actions that reflect 

their social justice sensibilities and concern about labor rights, both domestically and 

internationally. After the events of September 11,2001, ASG became involved in 

campus anti-war demonstrations. The range of potential initiatives for these students was 

very broad. 

The ASG group at SWU reached a peak of protest activity during the years 1999 

and 2000. In the spring of 1999 students occupied the president's office and held a sit-in 

that lasted for ten days. The rallying point for this demonstration was the pending 

renewal of a $7,000,000 university contract with Nike and students' demand that the 

contract, and any other similar contract, include: fiill public disclosure of factory 

addresses for the companies and their subcontractors; pledges to pay a living wage; 

implementing unannounced independent monitoring of factories; and enforcing the 

protection of women's rights with respect to equal pay, non-discrimination, pregnancy 
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and maternity leave, and freedom from sexual harassment. In addition, students 

demanded that the University cease to continue its participation in the Fair Labor 

Association and, rather, affiliate with the Worker Rights Consortium. 

In the fall of2000 several students demonstrated again, locking themselves to the 

door of the administration building. This protest lasted for eight hours at which point the 

president called the local police and had several students arrested. This "lockdown" was 

carried out to protest the president's non-compliance with agreements made with him in 

1999. An ongoing issue for ASG students is the university's link with the Fair Labor 

Association (FLA), a non-profit organization combining the efforts of industry, non

governmental organizations (NGOs), colleges and universities to promote adherence to 

international labor standards and to improve working conditions worldwide 

fhttp://www.fairlabor.orgY ASG students believe that the FLA is too allied with the 

contractors and universities and does not represent a truly fair and unbiased presence. 

Rather, ASG students would like the Workers Rights Consortium (WRC) functioning in 

this role. This change has not happened at the South West University though it has at 

other universities 

Over the years, ASG students have identified with and embraced various projects 

that have yielded some measure of change. As of this writing they continue to evolve 

and are active on campus. 
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Major Research Questions 

The research questions guiding this case study are: 

1) How and to what extent is the Internet used, integrated and perceived within 

ASG? 

Guiding Questions - Which views are most relevant to this case 
stucfy? What are students 'perceptions regarding technology, and 
specifically the Internet? Do students believe that the Internet is a 
revolutionary force within their group and as it relates to social 
movements broadly? How does online activism change, affect, and 
intersect with theories of social movement? To what extent does 
the Internet change or add to social movement theory and 
discourse about activism ? What are students' perceptions 
regarding this? 

2) To what extent and how is the Internet, within the context of the group's 

activist work, empowering or disempowering? For example, is the Internet 

instrumental in creating change, challenging traditional inequities, and 

reinforcing and repeating past social order? 

Guiding questions-How does activism online irtform reproduction 
of gender identities and male/female roles? What are the 
leadership and work roles in ASG? To what extent is ASG 
reinforcing and changing traditional roles, if it is? 
To what extent does ASG, and other activist groups, change or 
reinforce the traditional social and political order? 
What are the symbols, languages and ritual processes that are 
embedded within ASG? 
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3) How does the group function with regard to gender and sex roles and how 

does this affect the leadership and structure of the organization? 

Guiding questions - What is the amount, breadth and quality of 
women's involvement in ASG? What are women's roles within the 
group online andface-to-face? What perceptions exist regarding 
the Internet and its ability to further the ASG movement and 
women's rights? What are the perceptions of ASG as having a 
gender component both within the local group and in the larger 
international context? What are the communication, activities, 
language and behaviors within ASG as they connect with a gender 
focus? How do the Internet and information technology 
specifically empower women in their activist missions, if they do? 
How is the theme of gender perceived as relevant within the 
sweatshop movement? 

4) What is the organizational structure of the group and how does this relate to 

the group's activities, gender issues, and Internet perception and usage? 

Guiding questions - What is the structure of the group? Are there 
leaders? Who are they? How is leadership attained and 
maintained? Do leaders change semester to semester? Who are 
leaders in relation to the Internet usage and technology? Does 
leadership equate with power? Who has power? 

Theoretical Frameworks 

Theories about Cvberactivism 

Much of the research and literature regarding cyberactivism reflects a liberal, 

positivist approach and analyzes web activism with an eye to what does or does not work, 

a kind of "best practices" for cyberactivism, seeking to ascertain if the Internet is 

changing the way citizens participate in and protest politics. This literature explores and 

focuses on the positive aspects of the Internet as a tool for activist groups and its 
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capabilities for empowering individuals and groups to connect and create political and 

social change. This discourse foresees a sea change in traditional social movement 

processes and theory due to the addition of the Internet as a force in activism and social 

change. In some cases, theorists predict that the result of mastering the web as a weapon 

will cause a "fundamental transformation in the nature of politics" (Engardio, 1999). 

All are not positive about or embracing of the Internet and its capabilities. Some 

see the Internet as neutral, a new tool in the cache of weaponry utilized by activist groups 

and as a socially neutral democratic platform with predicted universal access (Travers, 

2001). Others see it as a negative force eroding democracy and democratic movements 

(Sclove, 1995, Noble, 1998), threatening established educational order (Noble, 1995), 

invading privacy and not challenging traditional structures due to issues of access and the 

tendency to reproduce existing power structures. Further, some authors note the 

complexities and contradictions of using the Internet in activist causes stressing the 

"double-edged sword" nature of its use in activism (Danitz & Stroebel, 1999, Brook & 

Boal, 1995, Ebo, 1998, Wong, 2001). Wong crystallizes these authors' points of view, 

describing the Internet with regard to social change as a Faustian bargain. "It giveth. It 

taketh away." "Technology is neither good nor bad, nor is it neutral" (Kranzberg in 

Castells, 1996) 

Attitudes towards technology 

The literature surrounding information technology (IT) and technology in general 

tends towards an identification with optimistic or pessimistic discourse. "Technophobic" 

and "technophilic" identify extreme identifications. Optimists describe IT as a "core" 
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technology, rivaling and even surpassing electricity and steam power in its importance 

for society. The power, speed and sophistication of new information technologies will 

"revolutionize" all aspects of global society. Pessimists challenge the discourse of 

"revolution" and describe rather the "evolution" of technology (Beniger, 1986). Extreme 

critics (Weizenbaum, 1976, Roszak,1986, Winner, 1985) tell cautionary tales of 

unbridled and non-monitored technological evolution that will have deleterious effects on 

society, raise ethical dilemmas, dangerously shift or destroy economic sectors and hinder 

social development (Forester & Perry, 1990). Whether or not information technology 

changes are as socially significant as the Industrial Revolution and what the economic, 

social and political implications are and will be the subject of continuing research and 

debate. 

Social Movements 

McCarthy and Zald (1977) describe a social movement as a set of opinions and 

beliefs situated in a population that has preference for changing elements of social 

structure and/or the reward distribution of a society. 

The literature surrounding social movements includes theories that emphasize 

resource mobilization, (Morris and Herring, 1987, McCarthy and Zald, 1973, Tilly, 1978, 

Jenkins, 1983), collective behavior, rational choice/action identity and empowerment, 

Melucci, 1989, Taylor and Whittier, 1992) and new social movements (McAdam, 

Johnston, Mamay). Resource mobilization theory sees social movements as rational and 

novel responses to new situations and new opportunities in societies. This approach to 

social movements explains their emergence, success, or failure in terms of access to 
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resources such as time, money, people, and leadership and organizational skills. From 

this viewpoint, social movements are not seen as symptomatic of social malfunction; 

rather they are part of a growing and evolving political process and are connected to 

political opportunity structures. Collective behavior theories see social movements as 

symptoms and manifestations of an unhealthy society, one characterized by imbalance 

and conflict. This view emphasizes social movements as revolutions seeking to correct a 

misaligned social structure. This body of literature includes but is not limited to, 

disasters, riots, protests, rumors, panics, fads, fashions, popular culture, strikes, and 

reform, revival and revolutionary movements. 

Rational Choice theory stresses the normalcy and necessity of social movements 

in preventing social stagnation thereby ensuring some degree of social emancipation. 

Sociologists and political scientists that identify with this school of thought have tried to 

build theories around the idea that all action is fundamentally "rational" in character and 

that people calculate the likely costs and benefits of any action before deciding what to 

do. Its application to social interaction takes the form of exchange theory (Scott, 

Emerson, and Cook). 

New social movement theories connect to this study in a basic way because they 

emphasize the articulation of tensions caused by globalization and raise issues of 

"cultural reproduction, social integration and socialization" (Habermas), The distinction 

made in "new" social movement theories is the recognition of new and unique tensions 

produced by new contradictions in contemporary society, particularly between the 

individual and state (Snow and McAdam, Gamson). These themes, unique to current 
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society, include the globalization process, advances in information and communication 

technologies and changes in perceptions of the historic nation-state configuration and 

population. For example, new technologies and ownership of knowledge represent 

spaces where intellectual property conflicts are acted out. Literature connected to 

transnational activism, as well as media-related activism, which includes cyberactivism, 

provides a view of new social movements that acknowledges historical social movement 

themes yet weaves in global and technological sensibilities (Smith, Chatfield, Pagnucco, 

1997). These more recent viewpoints connect best with this case study because of the 

focus on technology, usually the Internet, and a world view that goes beyond the local to 

consider globalization processes. 

Social Reproduction 

Social, educational and cultural reproduction literature has held educational 

settings as its primary research sites and is surrounded by voices emanating fi-om critical 

theory and pedagogy. According to the primary authors of reproduction theories, the 

processes are often unconscious, yet inherent is the notion that power is endemic in 

structure, and that language, symbols and rituals reinforce and reproduce previous power 

lines (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990, Foucault, 1984). Because the process and effects are 

often unconscious, consciousness-raising activities and education are critical. Briefly 

described, if we look at social systems as reproducible social structures there is an 

inherent pressure and tendency to reproduce historic roles, structures and perceptions. 

These sensibilities inform activism and, more specifically, the Anti-Sweatshop Group by 
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guiding an exploration of what changes truly are or are not taking place. For example, in 

the midst of activist change with the Zapatista insurgency it was reported that the male, 

more "elite" voices were on the Internet while female voices were marginalized, pointing 

out that the Internet often reproduces traditional power and gender lines, privileging those 

who have power already. Another example is political activists and lobbying groups 

who use the Internet to gain political information and to lobby. These lobbyists are 

typically young white males who are already in politically powerful roles. They can then 

use the Internet to lobby, mobilize and gain power thereby reinforcing and augmenting 

their already privileged positions. 

Feminist Theories and Gender Issues 

Feminism embodies many theories rather than being a single 
discrete theory, and rather than begin a politically coherent 
approach to the subordination of women, is a political commitment 
or in some of its forms, an ethical commitment to giving women 
their true value (Wilson). 

There is neither one embodying theory nor guiding grand narrative of feminism. 

Even the term "feminist" is sometimes replaced with "womanist" (hooks) distinguishing 

itself from a movement that has been criticized for representing the voices of white, 

middle and upper class. Western European and American women. However, generally, 

feminism is theory that men and women should be equal politically, economically and 

socially. This core notion is sometimes referred to as "core feminism" or "core feminist 

theory" (Lamont, 1999). Historically, four main currents of feminist thought have been 
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widely recognized: Liberal, Radical, Socialist, and Marxist, though divisions in feminist 

thought have evolved, splintered and continue to change (hooks). According to Gimenez, 

"Divisions in feminist thought have multiplied as the effects of post structuralist and post 

modern theorizing have merged with grass roots challenges to a feminism perceived as 

the expression of the needs and concerns of middle and upper middle class white, 'First 

World' women." Several traditional approaches to feminist theories, however, are useful 

in treating issues within this case study. 

Theme Focus Relevance 

Liberal Feminism Attainment of economic, 
political and social equality 

This viewpoint connects with 
women's roles in ASG and sex 
role stereotype-linked 
behaviors 

Radical Feminism Men and patriarchy as main 
causes of oppression of 
women 

This theme also connects with 
women's roles in ASG and 
begins to weave in a larger 
view of ASG viewing 
patriarchy as an influence 
within the ASG group and also 
on a macro level within labor. 

Marxist Seeks to wed Marxist theory 
with feminism to recognize 
capitalist structures as source 
of oppression of women 

Marxist viewpoints help 
illuminate the larger issue of 
labor within the practice of 
sweatshop labor, pinpointing 
capitalism as an abetting 
structure aiding women's 
oppression. 
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Cyberfeminism 

Another newer strand of feminism that is helpful in considering this case study is 

a body of literature that has situated itself in technology cultural studies. The Cyborg 

Feminist is an image ^ that is often used to represent those who are consciously working 

to deconstruct gender identities imposed by the patriarchal environment that they believe 

to be endemic in cyberspace (Turkle, 1996, Haraway, 2000, 1999 Harcourt, 1993). In 

recent years the scholarship over and about the Internet culture has begun to apply 

postmodern and feminist theories of gender to understand cyberspace. These treatments 

critique and analyze the Internet as it intersects with feminist and postmodern theories. 

This body of research and literature maps the online world, focusing on issues and raising 

questions about online communities, culture and women. In this postmodern, feminist 

context, anthropologists, communications experts, development workers, media analysts, 

and women's movement activists are discussing the Internet, culture, power, women, 

patriarchy and virtual identity and presence. This literature addresses the social, 

economic and political biases in which the culture of the Internet and cyberspace is 

embedded and yet it also addresses the Internet's potential for revolution and 

transformation with a consistent focus on the proposition that nature and technology are 

^ "A Manifesto for Cyborgs", a 1985 Donna Haraway paper, was a social feminist essay that used the 
concept of the cyborg (short for 'cybernetic oiganism') in a theoretically insightM way. The paper 
inspired a nmnber of critical essays that have come to be known collectively as "cyborg anthropology." 
Emerging from the field of cybernetics, which is the stu^ of the control airi regulatory properties of 
complex systems, the notion of "cyborg" originally meant the altering of the human body with machines. It 
has come to mean a being that is part human, part machine and is situated in a growing body of feminist 
theory. 
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constructed and neither discovered nor invented (Haraway, 1998, Turkic, 1998, 1999 

Harcourt, 1993). Haraway explains that cyborg feminism is a critical feminist theory 

and uses the notion as a metaphor describing different possibilities and modes of being 

and ways of knowing. "Cyborgs can go beyond static, dualistic boundaries and can 

(re)construct identities in the artificial realm" (Haraway, 1998). In other words, 

technology is not neutral and, therefore, is socially constructed in its direction, meaning, 

usage, power bases and effects (Bijker, 1995). Many believe that cyberspace is a 

repressive place for women and marginalized peoples and the Internet is often seen as 

"inhospitable to women" (Herring, 1991). Yet another group of scholars view 

"cybernetic technology as potentially liberating from the power structures that embody 

the gender myth" (Turkle, 1999). 

Reproduction and feminist theories are connected as I apply them to a 

consideration of roles and leadership within ASG. This connection became clear when at 

the end of my case study, the women of ASG decided to go on strike, primarily due to an 

uneven distribution of work within the group. Traditional sex role stereotypes and 

divisions of labor connected to those roles were ongoing issues within ASG. While 

distribution of labor was the initial focus of the strike, the women also described other 

issues in their strike statement. 

Summary of Chapter 

In this introduction I have described my interest in and viewpoint regarding the 

aims of this case study. I have provided some background for the reader so that the 
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potentially discrete themes of gender, activism, students in a higher education setting, 

organizational structures, the Internet and its history, "academic capitalism", 

cyberactivism, technology and reproduction can be woven together into a cluster, a base 

from which this study begins and a touchstone to which it returns throughout the process. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODOLOGY 

Overview of Chapter 

In this chapter I describe the methods that I used during this case study in which I 

engaged in both face-to-face and online fieldwork. This case study employed mixed 

methods, and while it is not a total virtual case study, I address cyberethnography and 

issues related to this relatively new form of ethnographic field work. I describe the 

methodology, my activities in the field, and my perceptions and feelings during the work. 

Data Collection 

In order to collect, code, analyze and interpret data for this exploratory study I 

spent nine months involved with ASG, a campus activist group. My data collection 

included interviews, observations and document analyses and involved a multi-site 

approach that included my attendance at meetings, face-to-face and telephone interviews, 

collection and analysis of emails fi-om the group's listserve and website, and visits, 

interviews and observations at two additional sites beyond the local group. 

A Note about Cvberethnoeraphv 

Because a portion of this case study includes online data, information fi-om 

listserves and websites, it is important to address the methodological issues that could 

arise fi-om doing ethnography on the Internet. Cyberethnography, field work in 

cyberspace, is a relatively recent and dynamic field of study and scholarship. The cyber-

ethnographic field work in this case study was a portion of the broader study; however. 
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engaging cyberethnography literature provided a framework for analyzing the online 

portion of the study and connected with students' perceptions about themselves in virtual 

versus face-to-face settings. 

David Hakken in Cvborgs@,Cvberspace (1999) describes the work of studying 

cyberethnography as an attempt to create some kind of "intellectual order" within the 

field. According to Hakken, computer theorists use the term "cyberspace" to refer to the 

social arena we enter when using computers to commimicate. 

Cyberethnography, virtual methodology and doing fieldwork online represent a 

relatively new but quickly growing research field. This body of literature explores, 

discusses and analyzes methods for online fieldwork and the distinct and new issues that 

are raised in virtual methodology context. Stressing that data collection in cyberspace is 

distinctly different than physical "in the field" work, authors and researchers that discuss 

methods in cyberspace, state that attention must be paid to the social and cultural contexts 

of cyberethnography. (Hakken, 1999, Mason, 1996, Lyman & Wakeford, 1999). 

Data-gathering and analysis on the web, according to authors exploring fieldwork 

in "cyberspace," are not simply a matter of changing venues for data collection. Rather, 

when cyberspace is the field, issues are raised in methods, thought, behavior and analysis 

that are different than typical face-to-face. One of the goals of Hakken's work aims to 

"problematize the dominant way of talking about cyberspace so that it becomes the object 

of study rather than presumed" (Hakken, 1999). Lyman & Wakeford (1999) seek to 

shape an interdisciplinary field for the study of digital technologies and help to create 

methodological resources for analysis of virtual communities. 
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While this case study was not entirely virtual, issues and themes raised in 

cyberethnography literature did connect with my collection and analysis of listserve 

email messages and students' perceptions of themselves online versus face-to-face. 

Design 

In August 2001 1 attended my fu-st ASG meeting, presented my research agenda 

and asked that I be allowed to be part of the group for the school year. Two days later I 

learned that ASG had accepted my proposal and would allow me to become a participant 

and observer in their group for the school year. 

In order to answer my research questions, I employed a design structure that 

included interviews, participant observation and document analyses. 

My design and format include: 

1) interviews with students, faculty, staff and administration involved with ASG. 

These taped interviews were intended to draw perceptions from students primarily; 

however, in order to triangulate that data with other data sets, I included interviews with 

faculty, staff and the university president. In total I interviewed 24 individuals, (18 

students, 3 faculty) who were sjonpathetic to and worked with the students, and 3 staff 

from the national ASG organization. Of the students, 7 were active members and 4 were 

past members of ASG at SWU, 3 were active members at MWU, and 4 were members of 

other groups at SWU who were connected with or dealt with ASG. The range of 

interviewees gave breadth to the data and provided perceptions from students who were 

currently very involved with the group, those who had a history with the group but had 

graduated and moved on and were no longer involved, students who were involved in 
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similar organizations on the same campus and finally students who were in a similar 

group on another campus. These interviews provided data from the faculty, student, 

administrative (university president) and national organization points of view. Local 

students naturally could provide a view of their group from the inside. Speaking to the 

president offered an administrative view and speaking with national representatives 

allowed perceptions of staflF that had the advantage of seeing national trends among their 

200 groups. 

2) document analyses including both web-based and hard copy documents related to or 

referring to ASG. These included the ASG national website, the local ASG website and 

1201 email messages from the local ASG group's listserve. 

3) observations of the weekly Anti-Sweatshop Group, ad hoc meetings, social gatherings 

and actions and demonstrations, 

I taped, transcribed, coded and analyzed interview data. After transcribing all 

interviews, I reread and analyzed each several times. At the end of the dissertation 

writing process I again revisited the interviews to see if I still considered valid the 

findings to date and to extract and highlight additional quotations. I spent a great deal of 

time working with each interview and was supported in this endeavor by Eisenhardt's 

approach (1998) to interview and data collection. "The overall idea is to become 

intimately familiar with each case as a stand-alone entity. It gives investigators a rich 

familiarity with each case, which in turn, accelerates cross-case comparisons." I felt that 

I knew each person and could imagine, at the end of transcribing all tapes, that I was 

sitting in a room with them all together as we discussed their answers to my questions. 
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Several months after the interview I again contacted some interviewees to clarify 

answers, ask additional questions and inquire about the status of the women's strike. 

As I worked through interviews and observations, patterns and findings emerged, 

forming the themes of the case study findings. Collecting these central points began the 

formation of my findings' structure. I then began a rudimentary sketch, a template of 

the findings, and extracted all statements from interviews that connected with these 

findings. I called this section of my notes and data organization, "Clusters, 

Commonalities, Connections and Comparisons." In that docvmient I collected quotes that 

were relevant and placed them into each thematic section. Again, I reread my 

observation notes and notes after meetings and from these I pulled relevant information 

to collect in the "Clusters docimient." At the start of my data-gathering stage I utilized 

an early analysis technique, the Contact Summary Sheet, suggested by Miles, 1994. The 

Contact Summary Sheet is used soon after a particular field contact and includes 

questions that focus and summarize. This tool enabled me to synthesize the main themes 

from a particular contact, be it observation, interview or document, then hypothesize 

regarding findings, speculate about the process, record hunches and brainstorms, and note 

ongoing tasks, and changes in direction. This form was helpful in the early stages of data 

collection when I was unsure about findings that were taking shape. The questions on the 

Contact Summary Form included: A) what people, events or situations were involved? 

B) what were the main themes and issues that flowed from this contact? Which of these 

related to the initial theoretical frames? C) what new hypotheses, speculations, hunches. 
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ideas and future directions were suggested? This early analysis attention was 

instrumental in focusing on findings that emerged as intense and relevant early on. 

A Note about Terms: Feminism and Gender 

Shortly after I began the interview portion of my data collection I became 

concerned that word choice within one of my interview topics may be unduly coloring or 

influencing interviewees' responses. During my first few interviews I sensed a tension 

and defensiveness, particularly among males, when I framed my question around the term 

"feminism." I chose to replace the term "feminism" in my interview questions with the 

term "gender." I noted less tension, particularly among males, when I asked their 

perceptions about gender, rather than feminist issues. I believe changing my frame from 

feminism to gender broadened the discussion to include discussing sex role stereotyping 

and behaviors connected to both men and women. This point of view drew responses 

that engaged topics of organizational structure and leadership and how they related to 

gender. In a twist on my original hypothesis I learned from one male student that he felt 

marginalized because of his gender. 

For observations and participant-observer situations, I created thick-description 

fieldnotes (Geertz) utilizing a grounded theory approach that allowed for the emergence 

of concepts that might exist and emerge beyond my initial coding and analysis guidelines. 

Singleton describes the researcher's dilemma of entering the field and seeking an 

insider's view of reality while recognizing that the product of observation must go 

beyond mere description. The researcher walks a fine line between entering the field 

with set theoretical formulations and hypotheses and embracing a sense of potential 
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discovery. Grounded theory (Corbin and Strauss, 1990) captures the essence of this 

dynamic process by respecting findings yet distinguishing these findings from 

conclusions related to a priori assumptions. In order to hold to the spirit of initial 

theoretical frames and hypotheses yet allow for discovery, the grounded approach 

advocates a loosely structured research design that allows ideas to "emerge from the field 

in the course of the study" (Miles and Huberman, 1994). 

In order to answer the research questions, I constructed a design that would 

explore the questions informed by the data and would concurrently refer me back to the 

guiding theoretical frames. In this way I remained open to emerging concepts while 

respecting my theoretical frames, coding structure and hypotheses. Indeed, as the study 

continued, the gender and organizational structure issues emerged and were in fact 

somewhat surprising, leading me to new bodies of literature. 

Discussion of Design as it Relates to Research Questions 

To answer the research questions, I utilized interviews, observation and document 

analysis using a coding structure that connected to theoretical fi^es and hypotheses. 

Research Questions #1 and #2 

1) How and to what extent is the Internet used, integrated and perceived 

within ASG? 

2) To what extent and how is the Internet, within the context of the group's 

activist work, empowering or disempowering? For example, is the Internet 

instrumental in creating change, challenging traditional inequities, and reinforcing 

and repeating past social order? 
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I hypothesized that students would perceive the Internet as integral to current and 

future social movement activities and, specifically, to their group. Additionally, I thought 

that these students would describe themselves as technophiles, computer literate and high 

users of Internet and related technology. In order to see the extent of Internet use and 

how it was perceived by students, I asked students questions related to their Internet use 

and how they felt about it. During interviews I probed, and in observations I noted, 

perceptions, tacit or implicit beliefs, and feelings and opinions regarding the Internet. 

Students offered stories and narratives regarding cyberactivism and I compared these 

stories to other grand narratives about the revolutionary nature of the Internet. I asked 

students how the Internet informs and shapes social movements and, conversely, how 

social movements may evolve and structure the Internet both now and in the future. 

We spoke of their individual activist histories and experiences with the Internet prior to 

and upon arriving at the university. 

While participant/observer at weekly meetings I noted and coded any mention of 

computers, the Internet and the listserve and made notes regarding the context of these 

statements to see what points of view towards the Internet were being expressed. What 

was the speaker saying with the mention of the Internet and what attitude did it reflect? 

How often was the Internet mentioned and what was the context? What did these 

findings express regarding Internet usage and activist causes? 

I joined the ASG listserve and retrieved, coded and analyzed 1201 email 

messages that were posted to the listserve during the case study period. I read, coded 

and analyzed these listserve messages tallying the number of messages, whether they 
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were original or forwarded messages, and analyzing their content. I measured gender 

presence on the listserve by coimting how many listserve messages were from females 

and males and noted their content. ASG representation is tj^ically more highly male so 

findings related to gender presence had to be viewed taking this demographic into 

account. 1 did a content analysis of each email in order to ascertain how the web was 

being used. Were emails discussing issues, solving conflicts, disseminating information, 

rallying, recruiting, and organizing? Were the emails lengthy or short, and did they 

include other links and attachments? During observations I noted behavior, linguistic 

style, who spoke, how and about what. I compared these observations with the 

correlating behavior online. Did individuals act, speak or relate differently online as 

compared to physical meetings? Were rituals, signs, metaphors and activities different 

online and in physical encounters? I expected these answers to inform me regarding 

potential reproduction and how the Internet was reinforcing or transformative. 

Research Question #3 

How does the group fvmction with regard to gender and sex roles and 

how does this affect the leadership and structure of the organization? 

What is the organizational structure of the group and how does this relate 

to the group's activities, gender issues, and Internet perception and usage? 

In order to answer questions about gender, leadership and social reproduction, I 

created interview questions that elicited perceptions of leadership, roles and activities in 

the group. I asked broadly about gender issues and if interviewees saw any connection 

with leadership issues. I asked who the leaders of the group were, how leadership was 
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attained and maintained, if there were salient gender issues within the group, if gender 

issues related to their activist work and if and how any of these issues were played out 

and represented on the Internet. While the bulk of the interviews were with students, I 

also interviewed and included faculty and administration responses in my analysis and 

interpretations. Because I was doing interviews concurrently with observations, each 

process informed the other. For example, if interviewees raised an issue, then I could 

observe at a meeting more aware of their ongoing concerns and more cognizant of what 

they saw as important points. I asked students questions about how their group was 

organized and who the leaders were. Their responses led to further probing regarding 

work load, perceptions of leadership and beliefs about how organizations should be 

structured. I observed meetings and a conference watching for explicit and implicit 

forms of organizational structures and leadership. 

The Process of Participant-Observer Analvsis 

For the duration of a school year (nine months) I became a participant-observer 

within the Anti-Sweatshop Group at South West University. I attended twenty-eight (28) 

weekly student meetings, and interviewed 24 individuals involved with the local or 

national ASG. These interviewees included students, faculty and staff, and the president 

of the university of the local ASG group. Additionally, my involvement included 

observations of class and group presentations and personal involvement in ASG-

sponsored or related causes. The participant-observer role was challenging because of its 

inherent complexity and malleability. Each weekly meeting offered choices that weighted 
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the participant or observer role differently. During the weekly ASG meeting my 

methods of data collection included copious note-taking and periodic involvement that 

would include a comment, idea or reference. Any time I spoke or volunteered 

information, ideas or help, I labored beforehand weighing the intent of my action and the 

appropriateness of my behaviors. 

Field research is often closely associated with the participant observation process. 

(Becker & Geer, 1970, McCall & Simmons, 1969, Taylor & Bogdan, 1998) all describe 

this process as one in which the observer participates quite actively with the people and 

in the situations under study. However, as I came to leam quite viscerally, there is, as 

Singleton describes, "a rather fine line between non-participant and participant 

observation" and that it can be a tense experience. Shaffir, Stebbins and Turowetz, 1980, 

describe fieldwork as "unusually inconvenient to say the least, sometimes physically 

uncomfortable, frequently embarrassing and, to a degree, always tense." Many times I 

chided myself after a meeting asking myself, "Why did I say that?" I was constantly 

mindful of when I was passive or active, silent or verbal and monitored my role so that I 

would gain trust by being involved but not greatly affect group behavior or alienate 

myself from the group. 

While interview and document analyses were a crucial part of my data 

collection, I found that my level of involvement within the participant-observer role was 

the most intense and complex. I grew to have an emotional stake within the group but 

continually monitored my involvement, all the time being aware that my initiations, 

offerings and verbal additions enhanced students' trust. One particular evening during a 
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discussion about meeting protocol one student said, "Hey, Mary Beth. You take 

incredible notes. Why don't you be the minute-taker for our meetings?" In a rather 

imcomfortable moment I declined the offer, politely stating that my notes would not 

really suit their needs and that my serving as secretary and note-taker probably would not 

be appropriate. I was concerned that this response would lower my access and their trust 

for a while. I sensed that this was the response but it was short-lived. At the next 

meeting I was asked to attend a rally and march that would be held downtown. No one 

else in the group was able to attend, yet an ASG presence was desired. Recalling the 

previous week, I hurriedly agreed and that weekend, child and husband in tow, I 

marched, sang and shouted. I believe that this was a positive step in ensuring interactive 

access and trust and, additionally, it was a demonstration of my own beliefs. 

After each meeting and observation I taped my immediate impressions, 

transcribed these tapes and included them in my observation documents. This allowed 

me to flesh out my fieldnotes the following day and add depth and breadth to my Contact 

Summary Sheet. While I sensed that students were sometimes curious about what my 

notes contained, no one asked to see them nor did I share any notes with them. I often 

brought paperwork such as information from the National ASG website or activist-related 

documents and read these during the break. I felt that this activity heightened credibility 

and trust among the students towards me and my research. For several weeks I believed 

that I was observed to ensure that I was not an infiltrator in the group. 

A high point during my involvement with ASG was my announcement that I 

was to present my findings to the Pacific Sociological Association during their annual 
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conference in April 2002 in Vancouver, British Columbia. Generally students seemed to 

respond in an excited manner to this, even requesting that I advertise their website to 

whomever I should encounter. During a time when ASG was struggling with vision, 

maintaining but enduring a limbo-like low period, I believe that my interest in exploring 

ASG enhanced their own feelings of credibility and value. This response highlights the 

dynamic and intense nature of the participant-observer process. 

In order to obtain meaningful and credible data within a participant-observer 

situation, issues of entree, commitment and involvement are key. Access continued as 

an ongoing issue during my time with ASG. Ongoing open meetings were periodically 

augmented with ad hoc "Let's meet at the pizzeria" meetings at odd hours with little 

notice. A few of my observations included these meetings; however, I sensed an implied 

privacy to these meetings that discouraged me from trespassing and in these cases I 

assumed non-inclusion as the best tack for preserving this relationship. Lofland and 

Lofland state "the possible combinations of investigator, setting and participant attributes 

generate an almost endless litany of discrete 'access situations'" (1984) and Taylor and 

Bodan state that "the conditions of field research, what, when and whom you observe 

must be negotiated continually" (1984). Through my involvement with ASG I was 

mindful and conscious of my role, its mutations and the constantly changing boundaries 

that surround requests and denials of inclusion and access. 

Trust levels varied on an individual basis but I felt that I was generally accepted 

by most of the group, welcomed at meetings and periodically asked to help out in various 

activities and actions. ASG students had an increased sensitivity regarding observers. I 
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was told that this particular ASG group experienced outside infiltration, i.e., others not 

supportive to their cause lurking on their listserve. 

Yeah, there was this one guy who got on the listserve and it turns 
out that he's on the campus police force. I took him off the 
listserve when I figured it out (ASG member/listserves moderator). 

One student explained that during a particularly intense time when they were 

conducting a sit-in, a few people attended meetings acting as interested parties but were 

actually spying. This student was a member of a group on campus that was politically 

very different from ASG. He explained that he was very negative towards ASG and was 

curious about how they conducted their meetings. During the initial weeks of my 

fieldwork it happened that I interviewed a student who had attended an ASG meeting 

under false pretenses. This student contacted me because he had heard that I was 

interviewing students with ASG and wanted to talk with me. Until the interview started I 

was imder the impression that he had had interest and involvement with ASG, though he 

wasn't currently a member. I asked this student questions as if he were any other 

interviewee and listened as he spoke about his perceptions of ASG. 

Free markets lead to fi-ee people. I think their cause is ridiculous 
and what they're asking for is, too. I think they go overboard in 
what they do. If working conditions suck, well, no one herded 
these people in there. They don't have to go in there if they don't 
want to. I went to their fifth meeting. They don't go into depth. 
They could put on clown suits and it would be the same to me. 
Their lack of transparency really irked me. I was there to see just 
what a load of crap they were. It didn't take but five minutes to 
figure it out. As far as computer goes their listserve doesn't 
recruit. Their emails never really seem to say anything. You need 
user fiiendly websites and weekly updates. These are kids that 
have chosen to rebel against their parents' ideologies. The system 
is there and you gotta work within the system (South West 
University student). 
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I consider myself fortunate to have been accepted at the level that I was within the 

organization considering their experiences. 

As time passed, I realized that my level of involvement and my emotional 

investment in the group and in particular individuals were growing. In order to gain 

perspective and control for potential bias I utilized peer discussion and reflection. My 

research partners and dissertation group helped bring a sense of perspective to my 

responses, findings and conclusions. 

The Process of Interviews and Analvsis 

In order to deepen my research, bring personal narratives to the forefront and 

triangulate various types of data, I interviewed 24 individuals. This group of 

interviewees included staff at the national ASG office, faculty members working with 

these students, students who were either past or present members of ASG, and finally, the 

president of the South West University, the primary site for the study. The interviews 

that I conducted were semi-structured and lasted fi-om one to one-and-a-half hours. One 

interview exceeded the two hour limit and the interviewee had to stop. I completed the 

second part of this interview in a second meeting. The flexible nature of a semi-

structured interview allowed interviewees to digress, ramble, and follow discussion 

points that they considered relevant. This interview style worked well with the 

"grounded theory" approach. Indeed, the data regarding the hidden, sexist weblink 

would not have been made known had I not let one student meander. Eisenhardt states 
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(1989) that the "freedom to make adjustments during the data collection 

process allows the researcher to probe emergent themes." 

Because gender emerged as a strong theme as this study progressed, I hypothesize 

that being a female researcher had effects during data collection. I was sensitive to 

responses and feeling tones when I asked males about feminist issues and at times felt 

tension and some defensiveness in responses. On the other hand, I felt that the women in 

ASG, particularly those who were key players during the strike, saw me as an ally. 

As feelings about gender, sex roles, and sexism grew during my time with the group, I 

sensed camaraderie with 3 women in particular. Students knew that gender was a keen 

interest of mine and I sensed that women connected with me regarding this topic. At the 

very end of my data collection, at one meeting of the women strikers, I mentioned that I 

had felt some tension in talking with males about the gender issues. "Well, that's 

because you, too, have a vagina." I was intrigued by this response to the word 

"feminism" and believe that further research about naming and response to words would 

be worthwhile. Titles, terms and linguistic framing are key in media and activist 

campaigns. Indeed, once I chose to use "gender", rather than "feminist" I noticed less 

tension among men in their responses. The "Women's Movement to Equality" group is 

an example of a radical group eschewing the word "feminist." Demonstrating that even 

among activist, feminist (if I may use the word) women the term connotes negative 

images. 

We haven't used the F word in these articles and we won't in the future. Whether 
it's -ine or -ist, we will not use this word which was created by the hegemonic media to 
label, control and restrict our movement. The spin doctors, nurses and political media 
defined our movement with the F word giving it a meaning that both dissed our 
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movement and (worse) limited it. Yes, our Movement has been usurped mainly by those 
who claim leadership by academic degree (decree). They create and exchange theories 
full of smoke, sex and culturally-defined propaganda about womankind. Their main 
purpose is to obfuscate issues. So we read their books and learn that there is no 
Movement. It is no longer needed. Rather, we are all either pre F, post F, neo 
F (Gender Gappers.com). 

A Note about Ethics and Confidentiality 

Due to the sometimes delicate and potentially incriminating nature of the 

information of these interviews, I assured interviewees that no individual names would be 

used in any narrative description, articles, presentations or dissertation."* On two 

occasions interviewees asked me to turn off the tape recorder while the interviewee 

described a situation or expressed a thought. Generally, students did not want their 

individual names identified but did want their stories, viewpoints, and narratives shared. 

I was mindful and sensitive to what was not being said during meetings and 

interviews because silence and avoidance of certain topics and conversation can be 

meaningful. For example, during one meeting a female student stated that her previous 

comment had been ignored yet had been lauded after it was repeated by a male. A few 

others wanted to pursue this issue but she said, no, and said, "Let's just move on." A 

tense silence lasted for a moment and then the meeting resumed. Attention to what is not 

said and awareness of tense moments during an interview can flag an emergent theme, 

albeit subtly. Immediately after each interview, usually in my car while driving back to 

my office, I spoke into the tape recorder, and made comments, observations and reported 

how the interview "felt." This added a dimension to the interview process that is lost if 

This project was approved by the Human Subjects Department at South West University. I conducted all 
research in accordance with Human Subjects' guidelines. 
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one merely sets aside the interview tape and transcribes later. With this procedure I was 

able to catch hunches and record feelings that only later had meaning. 

While dealing with interviews several times during my process (interview, taping 

my immediate impressions. Contact Summary Sheet, transcription) made this process 

tedious, the result was that I felt that I came to thoroughly know the content of each 

interview. 

I obtained interviewees through the ASG weekly meetings. I made a request 

during a group meeting, interviewed those that came forward and employed the 

"snowball sampling" technique of gathering potential interviewees. At the end of each 

interview I asked the individual if s/he were aware of someone else who was involved 

with ASG currently or historically who might be open to being interviewed. Their 

answers led me to individuals who had been active in ASG, graduated and had moved 

away from the university, had attended meetings once or twice and had not returned or 

who were members of closely affiliated groups. 

The Process of Document Analvsis 

As part of my triangulation of data process I gathered and analyzed documents 

from the local and national ASG websites and the local ASG listserve. This yielded 1201 

email messages as data for analysis and additional information regarding both national 

and local websites and what existed on those sites. I gathered and analyzed statements, 

on-line dociraients, mission statements, and other links and documents that are connected 

to the main ASG website. For each document, I read and noted the type of discourse and 
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language that surround the organization and its activity in order to glean the salient 

themes, and the culture of the representative group and to compare their virtual discourse 

with their actual communications. I focused on typical discourse, rituals, processes, 

symbols, and language type and code e.g., Is language style and usage different online? 

Do males and females speak differently than each other? Do individuals speak and "act" 

different online versus in virtual settings?) While this project is not a discourse analysis, 

attention to language became meaningful at times. Women's use of strong language to 

equalize power is one example of the importance of looking at discourse. A previous 

research project that I conducted, analyzing an online course, taught me that individuals 

might report certain things online that they change or contradict in personal, confidential 

interviews. In this previous project, the comments that the participant made online in the 

asynchronous website chatroom were vastly different from her statements and opinions in 

a confidential telephone interview. Her statements were in contradiction depending on 

the venue. Her positive statements on line were to "please" her instructor. Because of 

this experience, I have learned that findings will be more authentic if the virtual data are 

integrated and triangulated. 

I continued the simultaneous process of analyzing sites and informing my coding 

and fieldnotes and then returned to analysis. This circular process, the "constant 

comparison method" (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), informs both analysis and data gathering 

protocol by encouraging exploration, allowing themes to emerge, and calling for the 

simultaneous collection and analysis of data. 
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Limitations 

There are many campus and other activist groups and voices that are not reflected 

in this case study. I hope that the depth of my experiences in this case study somewhat 

diminishes this Umitation. 
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CHAPTERS 

INTERNET 

Overview of Chapter 

"Do you think me a learned, well-read man?" "Certainly," replied 
Zi-gong, "Aren't you?" "Not at all," said Confucious. "I have 
simply grasped one thread which links up the rest."' 

In this chapter, I present findings from this case study regarding the Internet. In 

order to answer the research questions related to the Internet, I focused on the ASG 

group's usage and perception of the Internet as it connected with their activist work. Was 

there really an Internet revolution afoot and how did students perceive the Internet? How 

and to what extent was the Internet really used within ASG? How did students think and 

feel about the Internet both in general and in relation to their activist work? Did students 

perceive the Internet in their work as liberating or domesticating ? Was it perceived as 

helpful, peripheral, a nuisance, or a threat because it made them and their work more 

visible? 

ASG's Internet Infrastructure 

The ASG group used various functions of the Internet for their work. The 

students had created a website which included an asynchronous discussion board^; 

however, it was the listserve of 100+ individuals that students used the most. Electronic 

' Recounted in Sima Qian 145 ca 89BC "Confucius" in Hu Shi, The Develq)ment of Logical Methods in 
Ancient China, Shanghai; Oriental Book Company, 1922 quoted in Qian 1985:125 

 ̂An asynchronous discussion board allowed students to post messages and react to previous messages 
thereby creating a trail of emails that was a discussion trail. Asynchronous means that students were not 
online simultaneously when they wrote; rath ,̂ they posted a message th  ̂others could read later and 
respond to. 
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mailing lists, listserves, are just one of many tools that a group of individuals can use for 

exchange of information. This function allows for the maintenance of a list of email 

(electronic mail) addresses of individuals or groups referred to as subscribers, and an 

email address, sometimes called the distributor's address, to which messages can be sent 

and then distributed to all subscribers. These lists can be moderated, which means that 

one designated person or more can check messages that are sent and then decide if these 

messages will be sent on. At the beginning of the fieldwork, I had been approved by the 

group and its listserve manager to be on the group's listserve; therefore, I was able to 

track, code and analyze email messages, which during the time of the case study totaled 

1201. The listserve was the platform for sharing information, organizing, initiating calls 

to action, communicating and discussing. Through reading, coding, and analyzing these 

email messages on the listserve, findings emerged that were informative, yet paradoxical, 

yielding contradictions and surprises. 

Listserve/Email 

The emails from the ASG listserve came from ASG members and other 

individuals who were not in the group but had chosen to be on their listserve. After 

reading, coding and analyzing all emails from the ASG listserve, I organized them into 

the following categories: 

i. Number sent by males and females 

a. I presume that this number would be relevant and connect to 

research and popular thinking that females "communicate" more. 

The difficulty of this statistic is that it is a subset of an "n" that is 
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not fixed. There were 79 individuals, 41 males and 38 females, on 

the listserve but these were not the only people that posted on the 

listserve. A listserve may be closed in the sense that membership 

is moderated but it becomes open and amorphous through usage. 

For example, someone on a listserve may send a message to 

another person who may or may not be on the same listserve. A 

reply function can create a message back to the complete listserve 

or to the individual. In this way the listerve is web-like. In spite of 

this dynamic, "n," findings showed that messages from males were 

in the majority on the listserve during the period of time that I 

collected emails (the course of the case study). While this finding 

cannot be expressed in a percentage against a fixed "n", it is 

relevant that one listserve surveyed for a school year displayed 

higher male usage. 

ii. Forwarded messages with no introductory, integrating comment 

iii. Forwarded messages with an explanatory, introductory comment that 

helped the reader prioritize and understand the message 

I counted the number of emails sent by males and females in order to answer 

research questions regarding gender and internet usage. I tallied email messages with 

and without introductory comments because I thought this would connect with research 

questions about conmiunication online compared with face-to-face, virtual identity and 

how students used the internet. I then chose organizational themes as descriptors for my 
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^alysis of email content and coded and separated the messages under the following 

descriptive categories: 

i. Information-sharing - telling about current events, planned actions, 

information about sweatshop and other issues, forwarded content about 

related issues 

ii. Organizing - information about meeting times, activities and future plans 

iii. Calls to action - requests to come to a rally, demonstration or meeting. 

These were distinct from requests to do something online. 

Passive/template activism - requests for the receiver to fill out a form, write a letter, send 
a fax or call and send it to a political representative, group or organization (anti-war, 
Amnesty International, globalization, sweatshops projects, political issues, and union and 
organizing efforts) 

Male Female Email Messages Total 
733 (61%) 468 (39%) 1201 

Fwd with no comment Fwd w/intro Comment Original Content Total 
324 276 601 1201 
27% 23% 50% 100% 

Of 1201 total emails, 50% of those were emails that held original content, comments, 

statements, or thoughts. The rest of the emails (600) held forwarded information. 

Slightly more than half of these had introductory, integrating comments that told the 

reader the context of the forwarded message. Slightly less than half held no such 

comment. 

Of 1201 emails 61% were from males and 39% were from females. The emailing 

messages show higher male usage of the listserve. 
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Info Shariî  OiHanizing Call to Action Passive Act. Total 
58% (697) 32% (384) 9% (108)s 1% (12) 1201 

Sixty-one percent of the emails were sent from males and 39% were from 

females. Males held a roughly 60/40 ratio in terms of using the listserve. These data 

challenged stereotypes of women as higher communicators over males. These data do 

corroborate statistics that while males and females are equally "connected" in the U.S. 

(have internet cormections), males use the Internet more and have more online hours per 

week than their connected female counterparts. 

Women reported that the quality of their communication online was potentially, 

and periodically, different. They felt freer to say things that they would not say in person. 

One male group member shared this feeling. He, too, felt that he could speak more 

freely online. 

I've been able to raise issues online on email that I don't really feel 
comfortable doing in meetings or I can confront someone directly 
by email. Communication can get nasty online. I feel comfortable 
raising some issues online as opposed to in person. That's because 
there's a certain distance provided by email communication that is 
not present in personal conversation (male student). 

This student spoke to a certain freedom that she felt communicating online. 

I think there is a difference. People are more careful about what 
they say when it's face-to-face. A lot of times when people are 
talking on listserve they will blurt it out without thinking things 
through or thinking about the way that it should be phrased. I'm a 
primary example of this. This can be a good thing or a bad thing, 
depending (female student). 
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Information-sharing v̂ zl% the dominant email activity at 58%. The information 

sharing category included a broad range of messages, all with the purpose of sharing 

information. There were forwarded messages with links to websites, newspaper articles, 

and other emails. The intent of these emails was to pass along information, educate and 

raise consciousness. Communication related to organizing comprised 32% of the emails. 

These messages offered or clarified information about meetings, actions, and activities. 

They included memos regarding meeting times, changes in time, meeting sites or 

organizing an activity for an action. At 9%, calls to action represented the next most 

active portion of the listserve. The distinction I make between calls to action and 

organizing points to the intensity and immediacy of the message content. Calls to action 

urged attendance at an action, demonstration or protest. The tone was initiative, 

dynamic, and vibrant, included a specific time, site and action and urged physical 

presence. All call to action emails were sent by females. 

While the listserve was usually primarily for communication, in a few instances it 

was used to create protest tools. In these cases, students sent an email to the listserve 

with an attachment. The attachment was a flyer that s/he had created and the recipients 

then had an original flyer that they could download, print and copy for distribution. 

In addition to the listserve, the group also maintained a website. The website had 

sections that described the group, gave some history and explanation of the anti-

sweatshop movement, and contained links to the national group and to articles about the 

sweatshop issue. When the women of the group went on strike, the women's and men's 

statements were posted to the web then discussion about the statements would happen in 
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email messages on the listserve. A few students feh though that the power of the Internet 

website and listserve was not fully embraced. 

The fijture of this Internet stuff, well, I'm thinking about media 
sites. Now you can upload live video and digital videos. This can 
be a really powerful media tool. I mean, wow, if you can send 
somebody a video. Not too long ago I saw an activist slide show. 
It was really an art work. It was a blend of information, art and 
activism. (ASG member). 

A national staffperson, too, saw the potential of the Internet for activist use yet 

feh that the national website was underutilized. 

We have a national website that we use. It's been used at various 
times. We don't have a full time web person. There is a ton that 
you could do. It could be such a great organizing tool if you have 
someone with the resources that could actually take advantage of 
that. The idea was originally that we would have a very interactive 
site (national staffperson). 

During the strike the listserve was used heavily to communicate because women 

did not attend meetings, and therefore, their primary communication to the men of the 

group was through the listserve. 
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How Students See the Net 

Paradoxes 

Students held mixed feelings about the Internet stating that it was an incredible, 

indispensable tool that they could not live without but that it could often cause more 

problems than it resolved. 

Positive Narratives Regarding the Internet 

When spiders unite they can tie down a Hon. 

The Internet as a relevant force within ASG is dramatically displayed in the 

narrative of the group's creation. ASG began as a Ustserve. 

My understanding of how ASG got started was that for quite a 
while it was nothing but a listserve and a completely virtual group. 
That's pretty amazing to show how important the Internet is for 
this group, this movement (ASG member). 

Students at various universities throughout the country began conversations about their 

respective universities and the corporate contracts that their administrations were 

involved in. Students created a topical listserve throughout the country in order to have 

these discussions and educate themselves and others, and organize. These listserve 

presences grew to become campus-based activist groups that began meeting face-to-face, 

physically extending beyond their virtual communities. This national stafl^erson 

explained how important the Internet was to the initiation and growth of ASG and to its 

ongoing functioning. 

We do a lot of our organizing over the Internet. We have a pretty 
expensive listserve communication system. We have a national 
listserve. We just have a series of listserves just for national issues 
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as well as campaign issues. Students are communicating over 
email to help coordinate the campaign that they're working on and 
there's a committee listserve as well. For us it's been really crucial. 
I don't think that ASG would exist in the way that it does without 
the Internet. When ASG started it started as a Ustserve. Students 
were communicating as only a listserve. So that's pretty awesome 
(national stafFperson). 

The only feasible way to communicate on a regular basis is the 
Internet. The most effective thing for us has been basic listserves. 
We have a website that gets updated but we could be putting more 
resources into the website. I don't think students use it. It's not 
really utilized in the way that it could be but in terms of the 
Internet. I think the listserves have been the biggest thing that has 
been utilized. There is a ton that you could do. That could be such 
a great organizing tool if you have someone with the resources that 
could actually take advantage of that. But for right now there is 
information on the website but it could be a lot more I think. As 
far as international work like communicating with NGOs and 
unions in other countries most of them do not use it (national 
staffperson). 

All students interviewed had some positive response regarding Internet use in 

their activism, even if it was just to tout the efficiency of the tool. The president of the 

university expressed positive value of the Internet, as a communicative medium that cut 

through and blurred physical markers that we respond to in face-to-face settings. 

I do want to say something about the Internet that I think is worth 
noting and that is it provides, it allows people to express their 
views without identifying characteristics that might handicap them 
in social dialogue, race, disability status and I think that is a 
wonderfiil dimension to the Internet. You can get a kid who's, kid, 
anyone whose body is twisted and paralyzed and yet that person 
can function on the Internet just exactly the same way you and I 
can (university president). 
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This student crystallized the general feeling about the helpfulness of the Internet. 

It is hard to imagine life without email, how activism could work 
without email (past member). 

The time and space compression qualities of the Internet were mentioned most 

often. Students praised its ability to create momentum, efficiency and a presence that 

were crucial to their organization. They liked the swiftness of communication that could 

encourage quick mobilization, broad information-sharing and fast, easy communication. 

While other technological tools like the telephone and fax are still used for organizing, 

these students defer to the Internet making it their first choice of communication over the 

telephone and fax machine. 

In spite of the shared perception that the Internet was indispensable in the group's 

creation and ongoing activities, students had perceptions about and feelings towards this 

electronic communication technology that were complex and contradictory, sometimes 

positive and sometimes negative. 

Positive responses included students' reports that the Internet was indispensable 

in ASG's organizing efforts, a liberating force in its ability to quickly and efficiently 

reach greater numbers of individuals and potentially connect within the U.S. and 

internationally. This student states succinctly how important the Internet is to activist 

work. 

The Internet is potentially an absolutely amazing resource which 
could make or break the activist movement. The web is so 
democratic that anyone can set up a website and have a worldwide 
audience (ASG member). 
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Negative Narratives Regarding the Internet 

The master's tools will never dismantle the master's house (Audre Lorde, 2000). 

Balancing the positive feelings regarding the Internet were skeptical responses 

towards the Internet, questioning the "computer revolution" rhetoric that the students felt 

surrounded them. Computer revolution rhetoric is, according to Hakken (1999), discourse 

that reflects a positivist, "fait accompli" attitude towards the potential of information 

technology to foster grand social transformation, as if it has already happened and has 

been proven. Hakken calls for this computer revolution talk to be deconstructed into 

"precise notions about the possible social transformations that might be associated with 

computerization," He asks that we be "ethnographically prudent." The discourse 

among ASG students and faculty displayed a critical attitude which held a balance of 

praise and skepticism. They believed that the Internet, while extremely helpfUl in some 

contexts, was also a hindrance, a domesticating and negative force in others. They were 

critical of discourse surrounding the Internet that seemed trendy, naive and that only 

touted its supposed revolutionary nature yet they believed that their group would not be 

as effective today without the speed and efficiency of their Internet communication. 

This student saw the value of the Internet for sharing information but thought that 

physical meetings were more eflfective. 

ASG has tried to use face-to-face meetings to make decisions and 
to use online communication to pass along information and in 
some cases have discussions. At various points though, things 
have come upon the Ustserve that have blown up with arguments 
and nastiness online. So there are sometimes attempts now to 
make sure that the important stuff happens in face-to-face meetings 
(ASG member) 
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A national stafFperson echoed his comments explaining that in spite of all the 

technology available to ASG groups, physical meetings were most effective. 

I say go out and do the face-to-face. You can have a really great 
website and a really bad group (national stafiperson). 

This student echoes these feelings and believes that physical actions and encounters have 

made the group successful in creating some change. 

My sense is that the only way we were effective is by people 
putting their bodies on the line, impeding people and standing up 
to the police (ASG member). 

One student and one faculty person agreed that email is effective and efficient and 

facilitates activism yet they both voiced concern regarding its accessibility and lack of 

confidentiality. The medium is too open and potentially accessible by anyone. 

One of the down sides, and I know some people that I work with 
on various issues that feel this way, is that they are leery of using 
the Internet to discuss things or to give out certain information. 
There are two fears: someone can be on the listserve who is not 
sympathetic to the issue and anyone can sort of break into the 
listserve (faculty member). 

We use independent media to get out our events and pictures, etc. 
Some of the limitations that we've come into with our 
communications are when we have planned things that are illegal. 
We have to be really careful about those kinds of electronic 
communications. It's a powerful organizing tool (ASG member). 

The president of the university recognized negatives to Internet communication 

while also recognizing its positive points. He commented that controversy and conflicts 
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spread quickly via the Internet but that good news, resolution and positive efforts did not 

meander the web as quickly. 

It's an absolutely fantastic device for spreading bad news. It's not 
so good at spreading good news (University President). 

Students saw the Internet as indispensable for organization and information-

sharing purposes but did not believe that it would radically change much in social 

movement processes. Contrary to the body of literature that predicts a sea change in 

social movement processes due to the Internet (Warf & Grimes, 1997, Metzl, 1996, 

Engardio, 1999) ASG students did not believe that it would make a radical difference in 

social movements. 

Hey, protesters can use the Internet but the powers that be and that 
we're fighting have access to the Internet, too (ASG member). 

This student saw the inevitability of technology even though he was not 

comfortable or happy with its encroachment. 

You can't get away from it. You get on campus and you get an 
email account. You need computer access. There's no way 
around it (ASG member). 

This student agreed that the Internet made things easier and quicker but did not 

believe that it would greatly change the nature of social movements. 

It makes organizing a movement and exchanging information 
among workers easier, even internationally. The fact that the 
Kukdong campaign ^ spread was probably due to the Internet. 
How much it will change the future and the world we live in, well, 
I don't think it has so far. I think the people who are involved 
today are the same people who were involved twenty years ago 
marching against Vietnam. I think it's the conditions that m^e it 
all happen (ASG member). 

 ̂ The Kukdong factory in Mexico was the site of a campaign by ASG. 
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Complicit in Labor 

Some students highlighted the Internet's potential for increasing global problems, 

making multinational corporate linkages easier and exacerbating sweatshop injustices. 

They described the Internet as a "tool" that is complicit in globalization processes 

reinforcing the labor inequities that they themselves are fighting. Student responses 

typically characterized and defined globalization as situated within an economic context 

that created negative consequences within societies. A few students made a direct 

connection between the Internet and the forces of globalization, explaining that time and 

space compression and the increased rapidity and ease of financial transactions are aided 

by the Internet. 

This just encourages a capital flow because of an increasing 
connectedness among all areas of the planet. I'm fond of the term 
"corporate globalization" versus a democratic globalization. This 
discussion can never be far from what we're doing simply because 
the phenomenon of international apparel production is closely 
related to the mobility of capital. If you look at the last fifty years 
there has been a shift away from having manufacturing done in the 
first world and having it done in the third world. New 
technologies make this all easier to do (ASG member). 

The paradox of the Internet as complicit in exploitative globalization and yet 

concurrently a tool for combating it was described by this student. 

I don't know a lot about the Internet and global exploitation. I know more about 
how fighting globalization takes place on the Internet. I am assuming the people 
in power do the same but it's to our advantage. One of the tools that is used in the 
system of exploitation is limiting the information that people get. The Internet 
gives us access to information. It makes it more possible for us to act. In 1993 
when Boris Yeltsin was attacking the Parliament Building and imposing martial 
law, they brought in tanks and there was a block on the news. The Russian people 
couldn't get information but the news spread like wildfire. It was because the 
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Russians could go and read western websites. Then that circulated through 
Russia. If you have Internet access you cannot control the press (ASG member). 

This student expressed a general mistrust of technology which included the 

Internet. He made the connection between technology and globalization and stressed a 

resultant homogenization. 

I think that globalization as it manifests itself now is really a kind 
of cultural dominance. It's an economic dominance that 
homogenizes - that's it. This all gets aided by technology like the 
Internet (ASG member). 

The student who spoke about Russia touted the democratic nature of the Internet 

yet this student clarified, explaining that global access is limited. 

As far as international work like communicating with NGOs ^and 
unions in other countries most of them do not have it. Most of the 
countries that we are in dialogue with, Mexico Indonesia, 
Dominican Republic, don't have access across the population. We 
communicate with certain point people that have access but the 
local people very rarely have email access. Like for example the 
union leader in Indonesia has been absolutely, really difficult to be 
in touch with communicating over email. We, we have an ASG 
student who is working with the AFL-CIO at the Solidarity Center 
in the Dominican Republic so she has email access. So we 
communicate with her. We don't communicate directly with any 
workers. Nobody in ASG I think is communicating with the union 
in the DR factory (national stafiperson). 

Students were able to recognize the positives of the Internet in their work, 

praising its compression of time and space, yet would describe how outsourcing, capital 

flow and labor exploitation are aided by this technology. They saw it as a supporting 

tool of globalization, a concept that they saw in primarily economic terms and as a 

 ̂Non-governmental organizations 
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process that is exploitative, causing negative consequences for most societies and 

functioning only at elite levels. 

Two students explained that they thought there could be positive effects of 

globalization. One used the term "internationalization" to describe a potentially positive 

process helping create a world in which individuals and countries could truly connect, 

cross boundaries and work towards human rights and social justice ends with the Internet 

helping achieve this vision. 

I think maybe a kind of bottom up globalization that could make 
globalization more democratic. That's a possibility and in that 
sense the Internet could help (ASG member). 

On the other hand there is a good side to what people call 
globalization. We really do live in a global community. There is 
international communication. I can write to people in Mexico, in 
Russia and that's the communication of globalization. It's the 
exploitation park that we work on (ASG member). 

Communication not Hacktivism 

ASG students used their listserve for communication and organizing. They did 

not approach their Internet use with the idea of the computer being used as a tool of 

protest in itself Students were unaware or neutral regarding the notion of "hacktivism." 

Hacktivism is the "fusion of hacking and activism," a combination of activist and 

technological behavior used as "electronic direct action" in the form of protest and 

pressure. In the context of rapid Internet changes and design, hacktivism is not static but 

a dynamic process that changes as technological skills are increased and adapted to the 

target of the protest. Examples of hacktivist behavior can include locking up a computer 

system with a barrage of emails sent concurrently from several sources, sending viruses. 
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infecting sections of computers or sabotaging and shutting down networks. These 

students did not consider the Internet as a tool in their cache of protest weapons. They 

considered it a helpful communication tool with others but not a weapon against others. 

Yet, this student from the Mid West campus tells of one humorous episode, during a sit-

in at a Dean's office. In this case students moved from a level of using technology as a 

communication tool to a context where technology (Ebay and the Internet) were used as a 

tool, albeit a humorous one, in protest. 

We occupied the dean's office and at one point the guys, we 
brought laptops with us, we had access. They must have used a 
modem. Anyway, they sold the dean's office on Ebay for 30 
dollars. They had a description of the office and a few people 
made bids. There were bids for like nine cents and it went dl the 
way to 30 dollars. Ebay eventually caught on and stopped it 
(former member of Mid West campus ASG type group). 

Generally, ASG students held a hierarchy of protest actions that prioritized non

violent, non-aggressive actions as their first protest choice. However, their campus 

president was aware of the power of the Internet as a disruptive tool. During a protest 

unrelated to the sweatshop group, the president received a barrage of emails regarding an 

on-campus environmental issue. A few ancient and beautiful trees were threatened by a 

development project and students and community members argued for a stay of execution 

for these trees. Granted, the trees were to be uprooted and replanted but experts had 

reported that this would mean their certain death. The president of the university 

experienced the email barrage as a hacktivist action, albeit unintentional. His computer 

was overloaded and essentially inoperable due to tiie overload of email messages, many 

of which were identically worded letters. He reported that the action was effective in 
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raising his consciousness about the issue but that he became numb, closed off and 

irritated at this form of protest. 

If you're a social activist professionally, yes, this is a powerful 
tool. I am, of course, on the other end of this. I am instead 
receiving, well, virtually everyday, Internet messages regarding 
(another action regarding development near SWU) usually from 
Italy or the Netherlands. Obviously there is a global network there 
that has caused people to believe that if they send a message to me, 
and it's always the same message, identical, that it'll shape 
my thinking which is just an error because when I get a large 
number of identical messages, they're gone. They get filtered out 
before they even come into my computer, by my instruction, so all 
these messages have zero impact because of the way they are 
clearly manipulated, or if you will, orchestrated (president of 
SWU). 

While most students spoke positively of the speed and efficiency of the Internet, a 

few commented that an over reliance on the listserve and the ability to quickly send a 

note can cause unintended consequences that ironically sabotage that efficiency and 

productivity. Sometimes a last minute email would come from someone who was 

canceling a meeting or changing its time or place. The sender believes that s/he has 

effectively communicated; however, the note may be too late or ill-timed. For example, 

I was asked by group members to take part in a rally supporting the creation of a holiday 

honoring Cesar Chavez. At the rally I was to meet with a student member in order to 

obtain a large banner that we would carry during the demonstration. I lefl for the rally 

yet never saw the other individual. I marched - no banner. Later, when I checked my 

email, I found a message from the student. He could not attend. Could someone come 

and get the banner? The sender of the message had communicated, although too late. 

One's perception of time, space and communication is altered online. In spite of the 
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complexities of email and a sense of being overwhelmed, ASG used email consistently. 

For these students, email was "the work horse of online activism" (Papciak, Sierra Club, 

2001). 

In the end, students, faculty and national staff presented positives and negatives regarding 

the Internet, thought critically about technology and activism and were usually aware of 

the ironies. 

Dampening the Activist Spirit 

Please remove me from the ASG listserve. Reason - too many 
emails. Thank you. (message on ASG listserve). 

During the school year (nine months) in which I was involved with the group 

1201 email messages were posted to the listserve. The emails were not just from 

members of the core ASG group which averaged 8 or 9 individuals, but also came from 

others, almost always individuals from closely linked groups that were involved in labor, 

social justice and human rights issues. Several students complained of too many email 

messages. In addition to the ASG listserve, these students would receive emails from 

related listserves. As this case study progressed, findings began to emerge that 

underscored a phenomenon that I call "passive activism." While ASG students remained 

active with their own cause, many pointed out that the overabundance of information 

regarding social justice issues and activism, was overwhelming. They expressed concern 

that this sense of being overwhelmed could have negative consequences for activism in 

general. 
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We had a debate actually on how much we should rely on online 
communication versus face-to-face and the argument was that 
there's something about face-to-face that is more effective and 
more engaging. The amount of activist stuff that's going on the 
Internet is actually disturbing. It's actually quite passive (male 
member). 

This student pointed out that an overabundance of emails and information can 

overwhelm an individual, numbing one to injustices and creating a sense of helplessness. 

The other danger is that there is a greater potential for overloading 
of information. You can get on all these listserves and you get 
email after email about campaigns going on all over the world. 
Some are particularly relevant to the specific things that ASG is 
working on. Some aren't. Some are pretty distant and you get 
campaigns and you get news stories. The amount of information, I 
think, has the potential to be disempowering and that's either 
because you can't sort it all out, or you can't even remember it. 
There's so much being thrown at you, you develop a more blase 
attitude about it if you're getting a message every day (ASG 
member). 

My fieldnotes attest to my frustration as researcher when dealing with and reading 

the email information from just this one ASG listserve. 

I am trying to grasp all the connections with this group and get a 
sense of all the content here and it's frustrating. The amount of 
emails doesn't bother me that much. I get a lot of emails through 
my work. I cannot tolerate one more email message with no 
introductory statement and twelve pages of forwarded information. 
And when I have to click 3 or 4 times just to open an attachment 
and then there's 12 pages. How do I categorize this in my brain 
and why didn't the writer help with some sort of introduction? It 
actually feels rude to me! (fieldnotes) 

This comment by the university president confirmed that an overabundance of 

emails may not gain an audience's ears and cause the response desired. He was 
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overwhelmed by emails, with and without introductory comments, and eventually closed 

his eyes to them. 

Now by the time I got into January the emails were coming in 
floods. There was no way I could keep up with them. I stopped 
reading them (SWU president). 

The president did note that emails with original content were more likely to draw his 

attention rather than formatted, repeated messages. 

The original email messages, and some of them really were very 
thoughtful, were very interesting, and really, if I hadn't had the 
Internet I would not have gradually come to understand the 
problem (SWU president). 

One form of cyberactivism has taken the form of a call to action - online. This 

"passive template activism" makes it quite easy for an individual to become an activist by 

sending a letter or fax, filling in a form or adding his/her name to a list and forwarding 

that on. This student believes that this kind of activism is probably ineffective. 

You don't even know what kind of an effect all these forms or lists 
are having. I don't know, maybe it affects something but I really 
don't think so. Amnesty International does their website stuff 
really well. They'll do lists like this but they probably get into the 
right hands (student). 

The president reinforced this student's view. 

All the emails, repetitive, had a counter response. I don't like to be 
bullied. I am like anybody else. Nobody likes to be forced. I like 
to be educated and at the beginning of the process I was being 
educated. Thoughtfol people who were writing, for the most part, 
thoughtful arguments, about why the original plan had to be 
reconsidered regarding these trees. 
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Virtual Protests 

Sharing sit-ins online 

The colorful history of ASG has included demonstrations and protests that 

resurrect images of campus activism in the sixties. This group's protest and educational 

activities were primarily physical, face-to-face encounters that included distributing 

flyers, speaking to classes at the university, setting up educational tables at peak times of 

campus activity, gathering in groups on campus and demonstrating with banners, chants 

and shouting. During a peak of activity in anti-sweatshop protests, when a Nike contract 

was at issue, students held a sit-in at the university president's office. This action 

coincided with sit-ins by similar groups at other universities. January 27, 1999, was the 

ASG national day of action which spurred awareness nationally and kicked-off a series of 

sit-ins at various universities. Four universities had sit-ins on their campus, one each 

month, from January through April. Then the SWU ASG began theirs. Months later, 

students chained themselves to the doors of the administration building in a lockdown 

action protesting the university's non-compliance with agreements made after the sit-in. 

While many students had stated that it was the power of physical presence that was most 

powerfiil in demonstrations, a few were energetic and positive about how the Internet 

added energy to their and others' sit-ins. This student described a palpable energy 

during the ASG sit-in when they witnessed, via web cam, other students protesting and 
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having effect on other campuses. The web cam's simultaneous connection allowed them 

to watch and talk with other students on other campuses as they were protesting via sit-in. 

I think that the Internet portion is pretty important, actually. A lot 
of groups were able to communicate with groups instantaneously 
and like one example I can think of during the ASG sit-in is that 
(another university) was also sitting in at the same time. We had 
cell communication and at one point I left the president's office to 
check email and we looked on the Internet because they had a web 
cam going on the whole time during the sit-in. I was with another 
person and I looked at the website. We could see them "We won. 
On to South West." This person was holding a sign and that was 
how we knew about their success. It was first on their website! 
It's been pretty integrated (female student). 

This student echoes the excitement of using the Internet to connect these physical sit-ins 

in a visceral way. 

The other thing during that sit-in is that we had a web cam and it 
updated every 30 seconds. I forwarded that to my friends' 
campuses across the country. They watched it and said they were 
engrossed by us sitting on the couch in the president's office. It 
was an exciting organizing tool. It brought people to our website 
and was a link to our website (male student MWU - Mid West 
University). 

The visceral effect and energy of the Internet connection also crossed borders. This 

student described a response from another country during the sit-in. 

We got emails from a few different continents. One of our 
members was in Honduras exactly at the time we were in the sit-in. 
She was visiting a maquiladora and the workers were cheering us 
on. Pretty amazing actually (ASG member). 

This student said that the speed of the Internet was a key positive attribute and 

instrumental in the energy and effect of the web sit-ins. 
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I suppose the important piece of the Internet is probably the speed. 
People can learn about and pass information quickly. When we 
talked before I mentioned this wave of sit-ins and I think the speed 
of that wave of sits-in was in large part due to the technology 
(ASG member). 

While most students believed that physical, face-to-face experiences were most 

potent and effective, these students were struck by the palpable energy of these linked 

web cam sit-ins and the ability to quickly connect across borders. My fieldnotes 

underscored the students' beHefs that a physical action and in-person encounters have a 

vibrant energy that the Internet has not replaced. 

I have not marched like this for years in support of a cause. It hit 
me as we were singing and walking that this kind of energy cannot 
come from a website, or an email. The Internet can be used to 
send lots of information but this kind of energy comes form human 
bodies together, united. I feel a sense of solidarity. It's a physical 
tingle of power as individuals come together. Now, what is most 
effective in social change? Will a hacktivist action some day have 
the same effect as a 100 people converging on a building? 
(fieldnotes during march for Cesar Chavez holiday). 

Summary and Analysis 

In this chapter I have presented findings regarding the Internet as it connects with 

activism and how it is used, integrated and perceived within the group. Students were 

empowered by the Internet to the extent that they used it for communication, organization 

and, at a particularly energetic time, during their sit-ins. In general, however, they did 

not see it as revolutionary in creating change, rather it reflected their world as it was. 

This was especially true when analyzed through a gendered lens. Males posted more 

emails on the listserve and had created and were now maintaining the website. An 
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exception to this view were the two students, one male and one female, who feh freer to 

communicate online than they did face-to-face. The findings display contradictory 

views, and mixed responses towards the Internet in an activist context. The mixed 

responses were evident within individuals, rather than a variance across members of the 

group. A student stating positives about the Internet also expressed negatives. Their 

views tended to be global and critical, seeing both positive and negative impacts. The 

culture of the group tended toward a critical skepticism of the Internet connected with 

activism though they could eloquently express when it was useful and exciting. In 

general, they did not predict a sea change in social movements and activism due to the 

Internet. 

I guess there are revolutionary things about the Internet Uke 
contacting people quickly. First of all it's overrated. It takes a lot 
of, takes the risk of the personality out of communication. Why 
call someone? You don't have to deal with them. It takes a lot of 
the humanity out of it (female student). 

The ASG nationally and locally had evolved from its beginnings as a listserve. 

The ASG at SWU utilized its listserve often and, additionally, had created a website 

which provided information about the group and had an asynchronous discussion section 

which was not utilized often. There were 4 messages on the discussion board since its 

inception in 1996. During the women's strike, strike statements directed to the men 

were posted as were the men's responses; however, it was the listserve and email portions 

of the ASG web infrastructure that were used most often and were stated by students to 

be most helpful in their communication and organization. Students alternately expressed 

amazement at how helpful and efficient the Internet is in supporting their organizing, and 
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suspicious and critical of how it does not live up to discourse touting its revolutionary 

nature. They used the Internet in basic ways yet became excited when they saw ahemate 

uses. The students who spoke of the webcams during the sit-ins were enthusiastic. When 

they spoke of how the Internet was used in other locations, like in Russia or with the 

Zapatistas in Mexico, they were enthusiastic. They were less so when talking about their 

daily use and when predicting if the Internet would be revolutionary in the evolution of 

social movements. 

The ASG used email and their listserve frequently, on average 6 times a day, 

including weekends. Their primary use was information sharing at roughly 60% with 

half of those emails being forwarded on from a previous source. This supports my 

analysis that the primary power of the Internet for this group was for educating each other 

and sharing information. It was a tool that was largely internal to their group helping 

them share information among themselves. Their organizing emails constituted 32% of 

their listserve activity and served to set up basic structure regarding meeting times and 

changes in schedules. The most initiative portion of the listserve, in which the listserve 

was used to push direct action, was the "calls to action" section. The Internet was used in 

this section more as a tool to create change. It is noteworthy that all emails of this type 

were sent by women. These data reinforce and weave in with the perceptions, made 

highly noticeable during the strike, that women undergird the movement and action of the 

group. This female student member crystallized the viewpoint that actions were more 

effective than online communication. Her statement included her perception that women 

were more active. 
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He thinks he can just sit there and intellectualize online and this 
will take the place of action (female ASG member). 

Another female member echoes this thought. 

Men think they can add their feelings on the listserve and yet not 
do the legwork (female ASG member). 

The ASG group saw email and their listserve as a helpful tool in their work even 

if they felt overwhelmed by information. The Internet structure in ASG was basic and 

there was no grand mission to learn how to use the Internet more effectively in their 

activism. Their skepticism regarding technology correlates with basic usage of Internet 

tools in their activism. These findings display an irony, that ASG sprang from a listserve 

and evolved into the group it is today, yet Internet use, while important to their 

organizing, remains a tool for information and education, not an activist tool in and of 

itself This national staflperson bemoans the inefficiencies of using the Internet while she 

also saw the potential that was unused. 

The technology was a little frightening to them (referring to 
student members). Like, I don't know how to use that technology. 
There .. .teach them.. actually do it... that's how to help with 
students and leadership. Also there's a problem that one or two 
students would be in charge of that website and then they would 
graduate. So there have been several times when the national 
website was just sitting there and we wouldn't have anyone who 
could actually take it and work it. There was information there 
that stayed there for a long time because nobody knew how to get 
in there and change it. 
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CHAPTER 4 

GENDER 

Overview of Chapter 

In this chapter I present findings regarding gender that emerged from the case 

study of ASG. Issues that came forth highlighted work roles and division of labor, 

women's role as emotional manager, language in virtual and physical setting, social 

reproduction online and women's relationship to the Internet. 

Coimections with Second Wave Feminism 

Feminist theory, developed and nuanced in the 60s and 70s, (Friedan, 

Rosen,) was my initial theoretical touchstone as I observed and became involved in ASG. 

In an academic and societal context where sophisticated theories of gender and 

postmodernism were now the currency of discourse, I found myself revisiting the era of 

social movements of the 1960s and 1970s and finding relevant theoretical guidance in 

literature from that time that highlighted sex-role stereotyping, male/female work roles 

issues and classic sexist behavior. The 1960s feminists' early statements with regard to 

division of labor seem almost as applicable today as in the 1960s (Hayden and King, 

1965,Friedan, 1984, Rosen, 2001, Smircich, 1996 Morgan). 

Casey Hayden and Mary King wrote a statement in the late sixties which flowed 

from their experiences as volunteers for SNCC (Student Non-Violent Coordinating 

Committee), a civil rights movement organization. A Kind of Memo is regarded as one 

of the groundbreaking early documents supporting the emergence of the women's 
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liberation movement. King and Hayden noted women and problems of work as a 

concern for them and this theme reverberated in the ASG community. 

Feminist literature from the 60s reports that many women in the social 

movements of that era found themselves relegated to duties such as making coffee, 

sweeping floors and typing, and not having an equal voice (Chafe, Hurley, Sommers, ). 

King and Hayden's memo, written during "Freedom Summer," listed grievances and 

instances of sexual discrimination within their organization, the Student Non-violent 

Coordinating Committee (SNCC), that connect with complaints voiced by ASG women. 

In "Sex and Caste" A Kind of Memo to a number of other women in the peace and 

freedom movements (1965), Hayden and King list several focus areas that were 

problematic to them. This memo, though written in 1965, informs my analysis of current 

ASG gender issues. The focus areas in Casey and Hayden's memo follow. The 

statements in italics relate to points in the Memo and are quotes from ASG students' 

interviews. Some issues connect more vibrantly with ASG women's concerns. 

1) Sex and caste ~ There seem to be many parallels that can be 
drawn between treatment of Negroes and treatment of 
women in our society as a whole. Women we've talked to 
who work in the movement seem to be caught up in a 
common law caste system that operates, sometimes subtly, 
forcing them to work around or outside hierarchical 
structures of power which may exclude them. Women seem 
to be placed in the same position of assumed subordination 
in personal situations, too. 

There is a lot of gender dominance going on. We didn 't see where 
it was coming from, to our discredit. In meetings it took a while 
and eventually (name/a woman) brought it up as more explicit. She 
brought in some guidelines on nonsexist meetings. There were 
practices that end up in not so obvious ways making men dominate 
(ferruxle ASG member). 
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2) Women and problems of work: 
The caste system perspective dictates the roles assigned to women 

in the movement, and certainly even more to women outside the 
movement. Within the movement, questions arise in situations 
ranging from relationships of women organizers to men in the 
community, to who cleans the freedom house, to who holds 
leadership positions, to who does secretarial work, and who acts as 
spokesman for groups. Other problems arise between women with 
varying degrees of awareness of themselves as being as capable as 
man but held back from full participation. 

It's strange and ironic. It's like the same from the sixties. Women 
do a lot of the grunt. Women are treated more like secretaries 
than the males, although it's a majority female membership. It's 
like three women to every one male (national stqffperson). 

3) Women and personal relations with men: 
Having learned from the movement to think radically about the 
personal worth and abilities of people whose role in society has 
gone unchallenged before, a lot of women in the movement have 
begun trying to apply those lessons to their own relations with 
men. 
Each of us probably has her own story of the various results, and of 
the internal struggle occasioned by trying to break out of very 
deeply learned fears, needs, and self-perceptions and what happens 
when we try to replace them with concepts of people and freedom 
learned from the movement and organizing. 

4) Institutions: 
Nearly everyone has real questions about those institutions which 
shape perspectives on men and women: marriage, child-rearing 
patterns, women's and men's magazines, etc. People are 
beginning to think about and even to experiment with new forms in 
these areas. 

5) Men's reactions to the questions raised here: 
A very few men seem to feel, when they hear conversations 
involving these problems that they have a right to be present and 
participate in them, since they are so deeply involved. At the same 
time, very few men can respond non-defensively, since the whole 
idea is either beyond their comprehension or threatens and exposes 
them. The usual response is laughter. That inability to see the 
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whole issue as serious, as the straight jacketing of both sexes, and 
as societally determined difficulty in establishing dialogue 
with men is a recurring theme among people we've talked to. 

There does seem to he a pattern that the women are the doers in ASG. They 're the 
ones that do the work. I don't mean, that's not to say that men don't do work. We 
do the day-to-day, keeping tabs on what's going on stuff. Have you called so and 
so? Oh, let's call this person. The men claim not to really know what we 're 
talking about (ASG member). 

6) Lack of community for discussion: 
Nobody is writing or organizing or talking publicly about women, 
in any way that reflects the problem that various women in the 
movement come across and which we've tried to touch above. 

Objectively, chances seem nil that we could start a movement 
based on anything as distant to general American thought as a sex-
caste system. All the problems between men and women and all 
the problems of women functioning in society as equal human 
beings are among the most basic that people face trying to 
build a society which would see basic human problems (which are 
now seen as private troubles) as public problems, trying to shape 
institutions to meet the human needs rather than shaping people to 
meet the needs of those with power. Raising questions like those 
above illustrates very directly that society hasn't dealt with some 
of its deepest problems. It is a radicalizing question taking people 
beyond legalistic solutions into areas of personal and institutional 
change. 

This position paper was not warmly accepted. The most infamous statement from 

the era addressing women's role in the social movement of the time was from Stokely 

Carmichael, who said, "The only position for women in SNCC is prone" (Rosen). While 

the contemporary world is different than the 50s, 60s and 70s, findings from this case 

study demonstrated that there are salient points of connection with second-wave 

feminism and gender problems within ASG. 
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While feminist theory was a major theoretical frame in my design for this case 

study, I was somewhat surprised when during my very first foray into the field to find 

that gender was such a prominent point - and so soon. It was the first weekly meeting of 

the semester for the ASG group. Carlotta spoke quickly and intensely, as was her style. 

She made a suggestion. The discussion continued and others spoke. Carlotta's comment 

was largely ignored. Then, David spoke making a suggestion that was quite similar to 

what she had said. She sprang up and stated assertively. 

This has happened before. A guy brings up an idea that a woman 
already says and then he gets the credit (female ASG member). 

There were a few comments made in a humorous tone and the incident passed, 

quietly. Later, during an interview, another female student described these kinds of 

situations as ongoing concerns. 

We have like typical problems that activist groups have. A woman 
will say an idea. It doesn't get carried and a guy says it in a 
different way and it's great (female ASG member). 

This student echoed her perception. 

Like the division of work. Who does most of the work? Things like 
that and sort of the typical gender problems that activist groups 
have. A woman will say an idea. It doesn't get carried and a guy 
says it in a different way and it is adopted (female). 

My awareness of gender as an issue within this group grew slowly and evolved. 

Initially, I noticed bits of behavior, like the incident previously mentioned. Then, as I 

was able to learn more during individual interviews, I could see feelings and thoughts 

percolating under the surface and slowly coming forth. 
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Women's roles - "The only place for a woman in the movement is prone?" 

or just working a lot? 

At the beginning of this case study, my hypothesis regarding gender issues was 

that themes would be present, but not intense and operative in only subtle, 

institutionalized ways. I did not expect to find these issues on the surface and so palpable 

throughout the study, and obvious at my first observation of the ASG group meeting. 

The relevance of gender issues and perceived inequities became a group issue, gaining 

momentum and growing in importance over the next several months, to the point that the 

women of ASG went on strike as I was completing the case study. 

Supportive statements came via email showing that individuals beyond the group 

recognized, supported and sympathized with the women strikers. This email supported 

the strike. 

All I can say is rock on! It takes a lot of courage to strike inside ASG but it's 
obviously necessary. Sorry it's come to this but I hope your male ASG colleagues 
will get it! In solidarity (female). 

Two faculty members, who were not active with the ASG group, provided 

personal email comments that underlined the link to previous feminist work and struggle. 

I very much sympathize with what is happening. We have been here before ! 
(faculty member). 

Kudos to the women of ASG. Yours in solidarity! (faculty member). 

The pattern of females taking on the majority of the busy work and providing the 

energy to create and maintain momentum within the group was the primary and initial 
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message and complaint when the women members of ASG struck. It is important to note 

that the women in ASG were aware that there were individual men who did not fit the 

pattern. 

There are guys who have never fit this gender dichotomy of 
women working and men slacking (ASG website strike website). 

However, there was enough discontent that the female ASG members went on 

strike over this issue. 

The males in ASG were aware of the women's perceptions regarding work 

inequity and there was general agreement that the women's perceptions were right. A 

few stated that they were only aware of the situation because women had brought this to 

their attention and raised their consciousness. This student, a past member of ASG, 

recalled these behaviors from a few years prior. 

I remember once we were leaving after a meeting and because it's 
not really our office, but it's actually the board, we can't just leave 
it a mess and it has to be picked up. I remember once we were 
leaving and (two women's names) and maybe a few other people 
stayed back and picked up stuff. That was like a classical example. 
The boys were making a mess and the girls were cleaning up. 
That's the worst. That's something that's been imprinted in me. 
It's something you have to be extra conscious of That's kind of 
embarrassing but that's a good example of how gender things work 
in ASG (male past member/interview). 

This male student, a member of ASG, did not agree with the perception that 

inequality in work was a gender-related issue; rather he attributed any imbalance to 

individual personality, style, energy or availability. 

I don't think it's a gender thing. How come men do the talking 
and women seem to do the work? Personally, I don't think that's 
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why ASG has so few women. I think the reason they do most of 
the work is because they are the most committed ASG members 
and invest most of their time into it. It's a volunteer organization. 
They choose to do what they do (male ASG member). 

This student explained that the division of labor issue was historical and one that had 

been raised for discussion often. 

It's an issue we've addressed a lot of the time. There's only one 
answer and that's that you have to keep revisiting it. It's hard. 
(female ASG member). 

One female member reported that initially the males were resistant to hearing the 

women's perceptions of this issue and that some men did not understand the problem 

even if they agreed there was one. The growing tensions regarding the gender issues and 

the lack of structure to deal with them created fertile ground for a confrontation, a strike 

by the women of ASG. The strike began at the end of my fieldwork, after nine months of 

data collection and involvement with ASG, at the end of a school year. The strike played 

out over the summer but it was not a heavily active time because many students were not 

on campus; however, ASG members used email throughout the summer, putting 

statements, proposals and responses on the listserve. After the summer, a flurry of 

meetings took place in September. Finally, the group called in an outside mediator, in 

which the men and women dissected, discussed and analyzed their respective proposals 

to resolve the strike. 

Most progressive organizations' mission and beliefs are, on the surface, in 

opposition to old structures and systems. There is an inherent tendency to reject any 

critique that there is sexism, sexist behavior and gender inequity because the organization 
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is admittedly progressive. However, several students were aware of this potential pitfall 

and in dealing with gender issues. 

Hey, we think we're all progressives and we're beyond the sexism 
issues that occur in the mainstream (female). 

There's this kind of thing where, like, I'm a leftist. I'm a feminist. 
These gender things don't apply to me (female). 

These words were part of the women's strike statement and describe a culture in 

progressive organizations that discourages analysis of internal oppression. 

Overall, it has been difficult to address these issues with the men 
of ASG. There are many reasons for this, but the most basic one of 
all is that there is a general culture in activist networks that 
presumes that progressive means perfect; that progressive people 
don't duplicate in any way the systems they are fighting against; 
and most importantly, that progressive people are exempt from 
analyzing the systems of oppression that they themselves are a part 
of and contribute to (strike statement). 

Finally, with the strike statement, women spoke of the need for radical change 

within the organization in order to address and, hopefiilly, radically change the 

organization to eliminate these problems. 

How do we fit into the current campaigns the ones we left off 
when the women began their strike so many months ago? It's 
about time we started up again! But not until we completely uproot 
ASG South West. Not just modify it, but completely take it apart 
and start from the bottom up. The process will create a lot of 
anguish and anxiety, but it is necessary to be uncomfortable should 
we want to change our collective efforts into something actively 
beneficial for our community (SAS-Q strike statement). 

The women of ASG expressed sentiments similar to Rosen's, 

reminding that overwork remains a contemporary issue. 
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Unlike the "Second Wave" during which feminism was mainly 
made up of white women and often perceived as a dirty word, the 
present movement is a united multiracial group acknowledged to 
be an economic, political, and religious force to be reckoned with. 
Their "old" problem, however, remains: Women have to do it all 
(Rosen). 

Power. Leadership and Work 

Paradoxes, complexities and contradictions abound in students' perceptions of 

workload, power and leadership. By most accounts women did do more work. Men 

and women shared this perception but expressed contradictions when the discussions 

during interviews flowed from workload to leadership. Women tended to do more busy 

work and because this made them visible to the local (campus) and external (other 

organizations and media) environment they were often perceived as leaders. The women 

were aware of this but did not necessarily equate this with power. Discussions about 

power and leadership and the connection between the two were just begun in this study 

and students were genuinely not always sure about the relationship between these two 

concepts. Observations showed that while ASG worked hard to avoid a hierarchical 

structure and the naming of official leaders, women were often perceived as leaders due 

to their work and constant activity. 

I find it so interesting that everyone is saying that there are no 
official roles, yet, there is a president, etc. Here I am in a meeting 
and (name) is writing out a check. She is the treasurer so she is 
doing that work but no one wants to really say that they have roles! 
They laugh and tease about the roles in order to defuse the power. 
It's Uke they are afi*aid of it (observation notes). 
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This ASG group was and always has been a majority male, graduate group unlike 

the pattern in other similar groups nationally. Some students' statements implied or 

clearly stated that these majority numbers did translate to power. 

Last year this was an entirely male dominated group. This is 
getting a little better but you can still say most members are men 
so it's mostly male consensus (male ASG member). 

The environment and ambience of group meetings were considered by some 

students to be gendered issues. They believed the structure favored male membership 

even if they could not explain exactly why or how. 

We've had the problem that when women come to the meeting the 
first time, often when women come, they come one time. Then 
they don't come back but generally men come and they stay. I'm 
not sure because I haven't compared the numbers or anything but it 
just seems like we might not be attracting women. There is 
something about the atmosphere of our meetings (female ASG 
member). 

These students connected the meeting atmosphere with eventual 

leadership. 

When it comes to gender, men who join the group seem to become 
comfortable in the group quicker than women who join the group. 
It seems to me that this results in men being perceived as being 
leaders faster (female ASG member). 

Women who come to meetings the first time are always more 
passive observers at first than participants in the discussion. Men 
seem to feel more comfortable just blurting out ideas (female ASG 
member). 

This faculty member demonstrates the circular nature of low 

female membership and high male leadership, the traditional pipeline 

argument. 
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Because it is more male dominated more males have taken lead 
roles (faculty member). 

This student gave a possible explanation for the group atmosphere having a 

negative affect on women. 

Our meetings, well you've seen what our meetings are like. ASG 
people like to talk and argue. They like to argue about stupid 
points. I mean, in a room in which males are predominant, this 
could be an intimidating atmosphere, especially with all these 
acronyms. This might look bad to a woman who comes for the first 
time. She might be intimidated and never come back again. That's 
part of the reason why ASG has for such a long time been a male 
dominated group. I guess the best thing to do, to deal with this, is 
to tell a new member that you don't have to be afraid. If you have 
an opinion, say it (male ASG member). 

These two students thought that an academic tone prevailed during group 

meetings that had a negative effect. 

There was one guy who talks more academically. That I think is 
important in relating to other people - not sounding so academic 
(female ASG member). 

Another criticism that has been leveled against ASG is that things 
are too intellectual (male ASG member). 

This faculty member hypothesized a reason for higher male 

membership. 

Maybe men are more militant. It's (ASG) clearly looked at by 
many people on campus a kind of revolutionary group and maybe 
the most activist group and maybe women on this campus aren't 
willing to get that politically active. I hate to think that's it. 
(faculty member). 

Working hard, being visible and being a strong contributor did sometimes 

correlate positively with leadership, at least external perceived leadership. 
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She does a lot of the work in the group so she is seen by the media 
as a leader of the group (male ASG member). 

This faculty member saw perceptions of female leadership as 

inconsistent. 

ASG is more male dominated. More males have taken sort of lead 
roles although two women have been quite involved and have been 
looked upon as leaders but it's probably a hit and miss thing (male 
faculty). 

One female was quite active within the group and was perceived by the media, 

other students and the president of the university to be a leader of the group. Yet, she 

explained that being seen as a leader was not the power or recognition that women 

sought. 

If this is leadership who wants it? It's not really power, it's just 
working more. We want equitable work hours and recognition of 
our work (female ASG member). 

Another female member echoed her comment. 

Leadership, well, it comes from people who have been in ASG for 
a long time and it's for people who take on a lot of responsibilities. 
They're looked to and relied upon for leadership. That kind of 
leadership I'd like to see get spread out a little bit more. Maybe 
there are two different ways of looking at leadership, like power. I 
don't think, I think power exists but that's different than the 
leadership of getting things done. That kind of power would be 
better to spread around (female ASG member). 

This situation connected with literature that shows that many contemporary 

women now enjoy the role of worker and leader outside the home, yet when they return 

to the house, they shoulder the majority of the work (Hochschild). 

The work that students were involved in included doing class presentations, 

organizing speakers, planning actions and demonstrations, writing letters, creating and 
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distributing flyers, and setting agendas and defining tasks for the group. Flurries of 

emails would go back and forth in a day communicating when an action would take place 

and who had the flyers. Who made them and who is making copies? Where can they be 

picked up? During the course of this case study, women's frustration grew. They felt 

that they took care of the bulk of the busy work and if they weren't doing the work they 

were reminding male members of what needed to be done. Then, immediately following 

this statement and displaying woman's traditional role of doing the busywork and 

motivating others to get their tasks done, the statement included a list of tasks that needed 

to be completed by the men while the women were on strike. 

The following is an initial list of tasks that must be accomplished 
in the absence of the women of ASG: Coca Cola flyer, copy of 
flyer, attend meeting tomorrow at 3:30 p.m., continue coordinating 
with (another group), contact (name) about nominees, due April 
22, meeting with faculty member, action for May Day, speaker for 
peace march (strike communication on listserve). 

This student explained that women typically had to keep after others to get work 
done. 

I pointed him to various places where he could go.... He could 
have it done in a week and half and he still hadn't done it. That's 
just the kind of stuflFwomen do, do people's work that other people 
won't do (female). 

Women were not only feeling busier they were expending emotional energy. A 

male student commented that women functioned in the group as energy-givers and 

provided energy, passion and emotion and that women were the spark that ignited the 

group's energy. 

Women usually initiate whatever the issue is and tend to do that to 
an uncomfortable degree. The fact also that most think that on the 
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whole, since women have so much other social work, that they're 
expected to do, like, the social work (male). 

This dynamic was displayed clearly to me one evening during the weekly 

meeting. I arrived a bit late and was concerned about my ten-minute tardiness but was 

relieved to find that the meeting had not started. I walked into the room and three male 

students were present, each involved in a quiet, individual activity. One was reading the 

paper, one was writing and the other seemed to be doing homework. The weekly 

meetings started at 7:00 p.m and often went to 9:00 p.m. I arrived at 7; 10 feeling quite 

guilty about my tardiness. As I entered, the silence and lack of connection among the 

three men present were palpable especially as compared to other meetings. The clock 

ticked on and the lack of conversation and activity was very obvious - to me. I had to 

fight my own instincts to bring things to order and get moving! My notes during this 

experience were intense and revealed my finstration. 

What is going on here? I can't believe that no one is starting this 
meeting. It can't just be numbers. They've started meetings with 
just a few people before but, yes, a woman was here. I am glad I 
can sit here writing because I am so tense and awkward. The 
awkwardness of waiting is so obvious to me. Are these guys afraid 
to start this meeting? Are they afraid to take on a leadership role? 
The leadership thing in this group is a conundrum. Outside views 
of leadership seem to connect with doing lots of work. The power 
seat seems to reside with personality within the group, though. 
That doesn't seem connected virith gender. When will this meeting 
start? (fieldnotes) 

Finally, at 7:40 one of the female student members arrived and shortly after, 

another female entered the room. "Okay, now we can start" was a male response. 
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The local ASG group at South West was an anomaly when compared to other ASG 

groups nationally in terms of gender distribution. The ASG group members were 

primarily white male graduate students while other national campus ASG groups held 

majority female, undergraduate members. The local group was keenly aware of these 

differences and constantly trying to figure out why this was the case, how it affected their 

functioning and how to increase female participation. 

While dualistic, traditional male-female roles were played out, finer points 

regarding power, who has it and how it is maintained were becoming relevant as this case 

study progressed. Males held power in some ways and females held a different kind of 

power. This male student believed that women initiated the agenda for the group and that 

that was a kind of power. 

They always have to instigate and then the guys say, all right we'll 
go along with that. Women bring the issues to the table and guys 
respond to it. That seems to be the general dynamic and that puts 
women in power (male). 

Throughout the study women of ASG expressed concern about their roles within 

the group. The core group of women in ASG averaged four to five, though other women 

were involved in ASG at rallies or as representatives of other organizations with whom 

ASG worked. Gender issues were sometimes raised in the weekly meetings, though not 

usually directly. Rather, an individual would make an ofiEhand comment or reference to 

past discussions about gender and gender-related confi-ontations. Students' perceptions, 

thoughts and feelings regarding gender issues were revealed primarily during private 

interviews. This student described a situation that happened during a group meeting. 
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Last week, Grace said she thought we were being too analytical 
and David said, 'That's stupid.' I think that's a rather gender-
laden thing (female member). 

Men, too, were cognizant of issues regarding gender because women had 

previously raised sex roles and gender as issues during group meetings; however, while 

there was awareness it was primarily a response to the women and not an issue that males 

truly owned or felt. 

Women take care of the basic day-to-day, the ins and outs of 
keeping the organization together. The men claim not to really 
know what we're talking about (female). 

The ASG group took part in a retreat some months prior to my involvement and 

gender was the topic at one session. Several students told me about this retreat and while 

gender topics had been discussed there they did not feel that fundamental changes had 

followed. 

A note about male/female dualism 

Negative feelings and separatist tones prevailed at the beginning and during the 

strike. The tone of the strike was framed in male/female terms and only later did some 

students, both within and without the group, comment that a more complex, nuanced 

view of gender issues was needed. One student commented that the formation of a strike 

group was an alienating force. 

I see the formation of S AS-Q as separatism that alienated the men 
from really having valid input in solving their perceived sexism by 
the women. The proposals were not worked on together but in 
gender specific work groups, thus separating the acts of labor but 
still keeping in pattern with the gender division of labor. We need 
to work together (female). 
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At one of the women's strike meetings one woman began to explore gender issues as not 

sex and gender bound. 

What we need are more male feminists (female ASG member). 

This student also made the distinction between male/female conflicts and 

masculinist/feminist though stressing that it is not sex-linked. 

There are women who are worse for womankind than men. 
Women can perpetuate things that hurt women. It's about a 
masculinist viewpoint that gets played out and it is gender issue, 
not just a male and female issue (female ASG member). 

The discourse surrounding the strike, though, was primarily contextualized in male and 

female dualistic and essentialist descriptions. When I expressed my concern at being an 

observer, participant and female, one student reinforced a concern that had been lurking 

regarding my raising all these issues and maintaining trust with male students. 

Yeah, it's a problem. You have a vagina (female ASG member). 

Who "Works" the Web - Women Staving Away in Droves. 

Literature about the Internet and gender, women particularly, aligns itself into two 

general clusters. On the one hand, some see the Internet as a decidedly male space and 

stress its inhospitable nature for women. These authors describe a purportedly 

democratic space now controlled primarily by men where women are demeaned by 

pornographic websites and oppressed by the patriarchal, anti-female discourse on much 

of the Internet. Opposing narratives emphasize the empowering potential of women 

connecting over the Internet, giving voice to alienated, silenced and marginalized groups. 
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This body of literature offers stories of women empowering themselves via the internet; 

women in rural settings with new, community access connecting with each other, 

furthering their education through distance learning and learning new technological skills 

towards their empowerment, personally and professionally. 

The students in ASG began analyzing more deeply their relationship with the 

Internet and computer technology during our interviews in response to exploratory 

questions. I did not see that the Internet as a topic or discussion point was relevant to 

students during meetings. According to one student, the topic of the Internet and 

activism had not really occurred to him but now he was thinking about it. 

I'm concerned that we're not really helping you. I mean I feel like we should stop 
and talk about how we use the Internet. I haven't really given it much thought 
until you brought this all up (ASG member). 

During our interviews students explored their perceptions regarding their 

relationship to the computer and the Internet. Three interview questions probed 

specifically for thoughts and feelings about the Internet and gender. 

A Male Domain? 

All students that I interviewed at the South West case study site knew that one 

male individual had created and maintained the website in the past and that currently a 

male student was in charge of the group listserve. They were complimentary of this 

person's work and his creation and maintenance of the website. Only after probing did a 

few females seem to make connections and become conscious of gender and technology 

issues as they related to their own website. The case study itself and the interview 
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questions functioned as a kind of consciousness-raising regarding technology, the 

Internet and gender. Some females reported that they "should" learn more about web 

page development and the Internet. 

I guess I hadn't really thought about it until now but it is a male 
who set up the website. It's a male who maintains it (female ASG 
member). 

This female student expressed her sense of disempowerment because she did not have 

web-authoring skills. 

All the people who are maintaining the, I mean, traditionally 
women do the grunt work but now a male is maintaining the 
website. It's disempowering because this should go on the web 
page. I don't know how to make a web page. I'm 
disempowered the listserve may not be female friendly 
(female). 

She then noted the irony of women's typical roles as maintainers and that fact that a male 

maintained the website. 

It is typically a female taking care of maintenance stuff. 
It's kind of funny that we have a guy who does web 
maintenance. 

She then chided herself and said, 

I should probably learn how to do this stuff (female ASG 
member). 

The listserve was perceived as an important tool in recruitment, information 

dissemination and organizing and the owner of a listserve is perceived as having some 

measure of power. He or she, and in this case it was a "he, allows new members on the 

listserve or deletes those that are not wanted. For example, during this case study I, 
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admittedly, was "lurking" in the website of another campus group, a conservative 

political group that had had interactions, albeit not positive, with ASG. I requested 

admission to the listserve and was added. However, after a few months, I was deleted 

and no longer received mail. I believe it is because I became known as an individual on 

campus doing research with ASG, a group that was at ideological odds the conservative 

group that I was observing online. 

These power roles, webmaster and listserve owner, were not a subject of great 

discussion among students during interviews, however some female students were 

beginning to realize the measure of power that they were lacking by not holding and 

utilizing these technological skills. I believe that the fact that two males who had the 

technological skills held these roles was more a fiinction of institutionalized sexism and 

unconscious reproduction and not an overt seizure of power by males. The male student 

that maintained the website described his evolution into the role. 

All the links weren't important and it was outdated by more than a 
year. I decided to do it during the lockdown when we locked 
ourselves in the president's office. I knew html and so I decided to 
run it and fix up the website (male ASG member). 

Because one person, who is male, has the web authoring skills, that person 

continues with the web authoring and maintenance. Because another person is not 

comfortable or familiar with creating and maintaining a listserve that person does not 

"evolve" into that position. However, these students reported that these skills and 

workspaces brought some credibility and prestige. The power of these roles was not 
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obvious on the surface but the admiration of computer skills and the power of having a 

website was made clear during interviews and at the women's first strike meeting. 

Let's make a webpage for the strike then they'll have to take us 
seriously (female ASG member and striker). 

And indeed that one woman did. 

Women used the technology yet were absent as webmasters and listserve owners. 

This behavior reflects the continued phenomenon of women's meager numbers in higher 

level computer-related employment and MIS (Management Information Systems) 

educational programs. Girls and women still remain largely out of the loop of 

information technology. While Internet usage is only slightly less by women, few 

involve themselves in new technology creation and design. It is still primarily a male 

bastion and they represent the relevant social group in the development and evolution of 

computing. It remains a "male clubhouse" rUnlockine the Clubhouse. Margolis & 

Fisher, 2002). 

This female ASG member, familiar with the history of the Internet decried its 

roots and structure. 

The root creation was masculinist and it has military roots and the 
people who are creating it and deciding what web pages look like 
generally are going to be men and reflect their values and it's 
difficult to pierce. It's not impossible. This whole thing isn't that 
complicated. It is a method of technology that women could 
certainly take advantage of and that needs to be taken into 
consideration whenever we look at it (female ASG member). 

This past ASG member commented on the gaming culture of the 

Internet and connected it with lack of female presence. 
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Outside of ASG there is like a whole male culture of computer 
gaming and that's not really something that women want to spend 
their time doing (past ASG member, male). 

With the notable exception of one female student who created the strike webpage, 

female members of ASG did not report Internet usage beyond the, albeit very important, 

functions of emails, listserves and information sharing. Their male counterparts designed 

and maintained the original main webpage, owned and organized the listserve and, at the 

end of this case study period, created and maintained a new and improved webpage. 
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Reproduction "Bitch of the Month" 

The more things change, the more thev stay the same? 

In examining whether the Internet is transformational or reproductive, whether it 

functions as an agent of change or simply reproduces and mirrors reality online, 

researchers and scholars analyze discourse, behavior and practices to explore whether and 

how technology produces and reinforces traditional, entrenched, and unequal power 

relations that are part of our daily lives and are implicit and often hidden within our 

structures (Beasley, 2000, Bosah, 2001, Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990, Castells, 1996). 

All technologies reproduce cultural arrangements. In this sense, all technologies 
are reproductive technologies (Balsamo). 

Computer technologies can never be neutral; they are completely embedded in 
cultural processes (Hocks). 

Koch, Schockman, Crowston and Kammerer argue that gender roles are perhaps 

reinforced, or at a minimum, maintained, on the Internet. Technology in general, and 

more specifically the Internet, is a potent site for feminist struggles, working out gender 

issues, and examining and realigning traditional power alignments. Research regarding 

technology done from a feminist framework often stresses the idea that information 

technology and specifically, the Internet, essentially reproduce the cultural and social 

arrangements in our lives and societal structures. Scholars have stated that computer 

technologies in particular reproduce class divisions and gender inequality (Kaplan in 

Hocks) and that technology cannot be neutral (Beasley, 2000, Ebo, 1998, Bijker, 1995, 

Fredrick, 1999, Haraway, 1998, Harcourt, 1998, Morritt, 1999) 
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"The Bitch of the Month", a site linked to the main website of a politically 

conservative campus group where I had been lurking, was a blatant example of social 

reproduction, a sexist structure taken into and mirrored online. During interviews with 

students, three hesitantly revealed to me the story about this initially hidden, but later 

found, website. Later, a fourth student was not hesitant in describing the situation. She, 

in fact, had been a "bitch of the month", and it was during her tenure in that position that 

the website was found, unlocked by a male member of ASG. It was found out that the 

hidden site, obscurely linked to the main website, was inhabited by six male students, 

members of a different campus group, admittedly conservative. These students discussed 

crudely, in a juvenile manner and with non-moderated bravado who looked good, or not, 

at their last meeting. Who was a bitch? Who was a babe? They had created a unique 

section within this site entitled "Bitch of the Month." While the targets of these 

comments were not females in ASG, one target was a female who was sympathetic to 

ASG work. When the site was found it happened that the "bitch of the month" moniker 

was awarded to the president of the conservative group's rival, a leftist political group. 

The women in both groups were angered and the site was quickly shut down. Once 

women in both groups became aware of the site, they reacted quickly to make it public 

and demanded that the site be shut down. Ironically, the males that created this site were 

members of a conservative group of which a woman was president. She had the site shut 

down, though I am not privy to the communication that took place to lead to this end. 

While examples of the democratic, empowering and liberating qualities of the Internet fill 

computer revolution discourse, it is naive to assume that its structure does not 
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accommodate domesticating spaces. This online small, private males club was silenced, 

at least for now. This student felt the effects most strongly and reflects the overlap of 

reproduction and gender as she describes her reaction to being "bitch of the month." 

I was the bitch of the month. The whole thing was disgusting and 
rude... .and completely juvenile. It's recognized that email 
communication is a white male domain in the sense that if they 
want to debate something on their terms, they'll do it that way. If a 
debate starts over email, it's the white males who jump in and who 
feel the most comfortable in that space and no one is there to react 
immediately. There is no accountability for what you say or do 
(female). 

Language On and Offline 

In this case study findings emerged at the nexus of gender and language observed 

during both online and face-to-face interactions. One female student reported feeling 

fi-eer making statements and comments on the listserve. 

I'll say things online that I don't want to bring up in group. Well, 
I should say, that I don't feel comfortable bringing up in the group. 
It doesn't seem like the right time but it does seem like it's things 
that should be brought up. So I kind of feel that kind of freedom 
(female ASG member). 

A peculiarity of this campus activist group, a feature that would not be consistent 

in other activist groups using the Internet, is that most members knew each other and had 

consistent contact offline. Their Internet communication, rather than taking place in an 

anonymous chatroom or listserve, represented a kind of virtual asynchronous discussion 

among individuals who knew each other's identity both online and off. Virtual identity 

issues were not particularly relevant as they would be where anonymity online allows for 
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creation of a malleable, virtual personality. So, the freedom that was felt by students 

online was not in an anonymous context. The ones that said they felt free communicating 

online did not feel that out of anonymity per se. Communication happened online that 

did not happen during group meetings. "Fights" happened online. Barbs were thrown 

back and forth. One male sent an email stating that people were getting "catty" online. 

Another male reported that people tend to be too conciliatory face-to-face so that people 

are more frank online. 

People's conversational styles are different, the way men 
speak to men. I think that sometimes Jane and Ella and 
others would feel like Jim or Alan was bullying them. 
(pseudonyms) The guys might be more apt to curse and get 
really aggressive and get really aggressive in a male way. 
Their frustrations would come out in their conversational 
styles. It was very male. I'm sure that Ella had her 
fiixstrations but it wouldn't come out in the same way 
(male-past member). 

Some women were quite verbal during weekly meetings. The few verbal females 

would display a language style that I perceived to be a communication style intended to 

gain power through a kind of language expectation violation. Specifically, these few 

women would employ shock value language, profanity and intense verbal expressions, 

which would grab attention and increase energy. Conversely, and in seeming 

contradiction, women would also exhibit traditional language patterns including 

qualifiers and apologies at the beginning of statements. Female self-deprecating 

language was present online and off. This female student apologized online. 

I know you all are tired of hearing from me (female ASG member). 

This national representative was organizing leaflets at a table and said. 
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I should put these the other way. I'm such a doofiis (national staffperson). 

This female student remarked during a meeting 

I'm an airhead. I know. . . we don't need to be reminded of it here (female ASG 
member). 

I did not notice this self-deprecating language from males, either online or off 

The women's communication tone during meetings at times embraced extremes, 

swinging from expressions of self doubt and apologies to litanies of confident-sounding 

obscenities. Women, especially when upset or seeking to convey energy and emotion, 

punctuated their speech with "fiick", and other colorflil profanity, quite often. The 

patterns of extremes in communication were not as evident online. Women would tend 

to write more crisply and honestly with fewer obscenities on the listserve. In this 

refreshing and rather humorous message to the listserve a female student offers an 

apology and then expresses her authentic anger. 

I really apologize for saying I wanted to whap all the men upside 
the head with a 2 X 4. The anger I've expressed is present in all of 
the women. I just don't have the ability to control my expression 
of it. I just hope y'all understand how much this issue (strike) has 
affected our lives, especially our emotional lives. We are really in 
pain (female student striker). 

Email messages were less formal than any statements put on the actual webpage. 

As anger regarding work roles escalated, women found a mode of communication on the 

listserve that was clearly different and less controlled than expressions during the face-

to-face meetings or on the website. This female expressed her fhistration in a listserve 

message. 

Ever notice how when men in ASG drop the ball it's the women 
who pick it up? Look, guys, if you really are non sexist, do the shit 
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you say you're going to do and volunteer to pick up the slack of 
your flaked-out brothers (female student). 

Herring states that women tend to use language that is attenuated, apologetic and 

personally oriented in computer conversations (Herring, 1991) and Gilligan states the 

same though she comments on face-to-face conversations (Gilligan, 1982). The women 

of ASG revealed these language patterns both off and online, yet seemed to 

counterbalance the self-deprecating discourse with punctuations of obscenities, as if a 

balance must be maintained. 

The sweatshop movement as a feminist issue - Labor pain as women's domain 

The women's strike is a just and correct struggle. It does NOT 
distract ASG fix)m its struggle against sweatshops - this IS the 
struggle against sweatshops (male listserve message). 

This comment sent to the listserve by a male who was not a core member of ASG, 

displays an attitude displayed that female group members did not usually hear and 

consistently called for - the point of view that sweatshop labor is a feminist issue. This 

student explained that women have been trying to educate to this point in hopes of 

gaining more female members. 

There are large global issues around this. The vast majority of the 
traditional sweatshop workers are women. It's definitely mostly 
women. So there is that issue. We've actually struggled with how 
to make that connection to try to attract more women to the group 
(female ASG member). 

If numbers were the unique and only measure to characterize the nature of the anti-

sweatshop movement it would need to be defined as a feminist issue. The great majority 
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of sweatshop workers are female, and between the ages of 18 and 25 (Featherstone, 2002, 

BuUert, 2000, Louie, 2000, Klein, 2000). Most of the women interviewed and many of 

the men were aware of these statistics; however, it was women members that called for a 

feminist characterization of the sweatshop problem. Throughout this case study the 

discourse that dominated the sweatshop discussion highlighted labor and economic 

issues, rather than gender. These words, from the initial strike statement, connected the 

strike to women's work issues internationally. 

We are making tije following suggestions and demands to the men 
of ASG; that two causes be formed to address the gender issues 
that are being discussed in ASG; e.g. male and female caucus, that 
the women of ASG will go on strike beginning today, and 
cuhninating on May 1®\ International Workers Day in the hopes 
that the men will be able to see how much work the women 
contribute by having to take and initiate these responsibilities on 
their own. 

Some rhetoric surrounding the sweatshop issue characterizes these women 

workers as third-world workers needing our paternal help. This student explains this 

It's like these poor women need our help. We need to do something 
on their behalf. As soon as that rhetoric changes with more about 
solidarity and less about advocacy, like, this is a feminist movement. 
This is about, this is a feminist movement. We talk about these 
women as victims. They are fighting in every way they can (male). 

In one of tiie strike statements on the webpage, female students clearly state their view of 

the coimectedness of sweatshops and gender issues. 

We believe that the struggle for gender equity is directly related to 
the struggle to end sweatshops. Patriarchal ideas that place less 
value on women's work contribute to the proliferation of 
sweatshops on a global scale. The same patriarchal ideas are what 
allow women sweatshop workers to be oppressed through sexual 
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harassment, forced pregnancy tests, and the exploitation of the 
desperate situation of single mothers (female ASG member). 

At one meeting, while plamiing a Feminist Invasion Week, one student took the 

opportunity to again make the link between sweatshop issues and women's labor. 

People who make our clothes are women, women of color. It's the 
women in Kukdong, Mexico that are making SWU sweatshirts. 

This student explained that the sweatshop issue is a feminist one and that it has 

not been brought out as such. She also explains the complexity of simultaneous 

oppression and freedom that female sweatshop workers may experience. 

It's very much a feminist issue that we're working with. Primarily 
the women who are working in these factories are young girls. It's 
not an accident. We've done a bad job of getting this message out. 
It's not on purpose. They are the people that have the least power. 
Economic imperialism. Foreign countries mess with the economy. 
The old model of economic imperialism is you captured and raped 
the women then you've got a stronghold on society. The fabric, 
women are the fabric in this new kind of imperialism. Go after, go 
after the girls. One interesting side to this is, how much 
empowerment women find in these factories. For a lot of them it's 
the first time they've made money. For a lot of the girls that can't 
have a social life at home. At factories they have a boyfidend and a 
social life. One woman said, despite everything I love the factory. 
I love having a skill (female ASG member). 

A female faculty member involved with the ASG group agreed that some males' 

perceptions of the sweatshop issue did not include a feminist focus. 

I have had an informal conversations with a couple of my young 
men whom I respect a lot asking them why they got so involved in 
issues involving women and childworks. They saw them as 
exploited. That there is a gender issue hadn't occurred to them 
(female faculty member). 
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Conversations about the sweatshop phenomenon often intersect with discussions 

of "living wage" issues (Rosenbaum, 1993, Sweatshop Watch, 1998). This faculty 

member explained that living wage issues are feminist issues and underscored the belief 

that the sweatshop issue should be framed thus. 

I have taken it upon myself to push the idea that many of the issues 
are not just sweatshop issues. They are livable, living wage issues 
and these are women's issues. I remember some of the demands 
on the agreement with the university president. It listed various 
things like they must respect women's rights, no pregnancy tests, 
holding their jobs, etc, (faculty member). 

There is a tendency to look at sweatshop workers as workers rather 
than as female workers. I think it seems like men aren't as 
conscious in a way women are conscious that these workers are 
mostly women (Male ASG member). 

Smashing the Activist Status Quo SAS-0 Women activists on strike. 

The tensions regarding gender issues evolved escalated and culminated in a strike 

by the women of ASG on April 18,2002. The strike began on April 18,2002 "as a result 

of gender dynamics" (ASG webpage) in the Anti-Sweatshop group. The women 

formalized their strike group and named it SAS-Q (Smashing the Activist Status Quo). 

They ceased attending regular ASG meetings and, rather, held strike meetings with the 

four women who were the core ASG female members and strikers. The opening words in 

the women's strike statement focused on the imbalance of woric, though as the strike 

developed many other issues were raised by men and women. 

The women of ASG have come to the conclusion after serious 
considerations that there is a definite imbalance of power and work 
within our group. We, as the women within ASG, feel it has been 
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taken for granted not only the amoiint of work that women in the 
organization contribute to projects and campaigns, but also how 
much is initiated and carried through by women. Our work has 
seemingly gone undervalued and refused recognition." (SAS-Q 
strike statement on the ASG webpage). 

The women's primary complaint related to an imbalance in work with women working 

more and receiving little recognition for their work, as compared with men. The SAS-Q 

link was part of the main ASG website and annoxmced the strike with these initial 

statements: 

The strike began on April 18, 2002 as a result of gender dynamics 
in ASG at South West University. The women of ASG came to the 
realization that there were various levels of internalized oppression 
at work that were keeping us from working equally and frilly. 

In ASG we are dealing with issues that are primarily affecting 
women, so it is only logical that we began to address the ways that 
systems of oppression affect not only the women that we work 
with and for, but also ourselves as women and how men relate to 
us. 

The male student in charge of the website added a link to the ASG webpage that 

contained information about the strike and included statements from the women and men 

regarding the strike. The initial strike statement was put on the webpage link and then 

was followed by the male response. "Official" commimications, such as a strike 

statement or a response to the strike statement, were posted on the website SAS-Q link. 

Others, including many interested students who were loosely connected with ASG both 

on and off campus, posted comments to the listserve regarding the strike. At the 

beginning, most of the commimication regarding the strike happened online either at the 

website or on the listserve. This paragraph in the strike statement clarified that official 

communication would be posted on the SAS-Q link on the ASG website. 
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Updates will be posted on this website as the strike progresses to 
keep interested commxmity and activist networks informed on what 
is going on and what we are fighting for: breaking away from the 
presumptions of the current culture of activism in order to create a 
truly revolutionary social justice movement (fix)m ASG website, 
SAS-Q link). 

The initial strike statement was made public on the website on April 18"', 2002. 

On May 1®* women sent an additional statement expressing frustration because they had 

not received any kind of collective response from the males in the group. To the 

demands of the first letter, the women added that men needed to offer a concrete plan for 

resolving the gender oppression in ASG. A seeming irony is that the women stated their 

frustrations and then added that men needed to respond with a plan. Initially, this seemed 

like contradictory behavior not unlike a union striking and then asking the employer to 

create the settlement. Yet, the women complained of overworic and they perceived that 

raising awareness, educating the men, striking and crafting the solutions was again doing 

too much of the work. So, 8 ASG men wrote and crafted a response. That response was 

not accepted as fiilfilling the demands of SAS-Q and the matter stalled for a period of 

time. On May 2^, many of the men and women had a joint meeting but, according to 

reports subsequently posted to the website, the discussion was only an initial one and 

only "chipped away at the distrust built up in the first five weeks of the strike." The 

strike continued. The women held some strike meetings and as the summer progressed 

and students returned to campus in the fall, the members of ASG began to plan a strike 

negotiation meeting. Planning for a negotiation meeting, and follow-up meetings, was a 

tenuous and tense process. 
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In the end the strike had the effect of raising awareness of gender issues, causing 

discussion, and according to this female student member, changing the membership 

representation of roughly half the group. 

So now ASG is half new people. We're working hard on our new 
campaign. We haven't t^ed about race or gender yet. We're 
concentrating on getting our campaign off the ground. We're 
hoping it will bring in a lot more people and then we can really 
deal with things. The situation doesn't feel like it did before 
thou^. I don't feel swamped with work because I'm a woman. I 
feel like the men are working but they are the ones who were 
working before anyway (female ASG member). 

Summary and Analysis 

Gender issues, particularly women's issue framed by feminist theoiy, were 

vibrant, emergent findings in this case study of ASG. Issues of work inequity were most 

salient and intense; combined with other problems raised by the women of ASG, bubbled 

below the surface, grew, and took shape over a school year culminating in a strike. This 

case study demonstrated the connection between contemporary women, the women of 

ASG, and second wave feminism, feminists and literature of that previous era. While 

changes have been made to create some equity for women, this case study adds to 

contemporary literature showing that gender inequity and sexism still exist. In ASG 

inequity in work among the men and women was the tag issue, the conflict that erupted, 

forcing conversation about gender roles. The women in ASG took on the role of day-to

day workers, the emotional strongholds and visionaries, those that scanned the 

environment, planned future action and checked to make sure that all were on task. 

While data showed that women were complicit in this behavior to the extent that they 
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"chose" it, the focus was on male privilege and group structure as causative factors. The 

conversations stayed primarily with the complaints and male behavior as causative of 

gender role problems. Discussions began regarding group structure and how this might 

exacerbate the role issues but the group's natural tendency to avoid hierarchy and top-

down structure discouraged further exploration into the link between organization 

structure, gender and leadership. Further studies and research are needed to clearly 

establish this link and to explore new structural paradigms privileging both genders in 

terms of power and leadership. 

Findings also showed that technology and Internet work was one domain in which 

women did not initiate or overwork. This case study, while including second person 

narratives of the revolutionary nature of the Intemet in activist contexts, did not 

demonstrate similar data. While students used the listserve and email functions of the 

Intemet broadly, they did not perceive nor use it in any "revolutionary" sense. Aside 

from its speed and efficiency, it was seen primarily as a tool, like other tools. Findings 

also showed that while some students believed that there was a potential for 

empowerment via the Intemet it primarily reproduced societal roles online. The "bitch of 

the month" discussion could have taken place in a private, male clubhouse in a physical 

setting. Here, the same conversation took place in a private, male clubhouse - online. 

Finally, this case study demonstrated that the anti-sweatshop movement, at least 

on this campus, is perceived as primarily a labor and economic issue, not a feminist one. 

Further research is needed here, too, in order to explore social movements, how they are 

framed and how this connects with identity and then, membership and involvement. 
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Gender issues had long been percolating under surface and the women in the 

group had repeatedly raised these issues. They had not seen any resolution and at times 

felt that their suggestions were dismissed, ignored and treated lightly. It is possible that 

this case study drew attention again to these issues and legitimized the women's 

concerns. During this particular school year the women were able to gamer enough 

courage and were frustrated enough that they chose to strike and draw attention to the 

problem. How these gender issues will be formed in the fixture is unclear though a 

female member of ASG said that after the strike the problems had subsided. Their action 

was a success in that it drew attention to the problem, created a format for discussion, and 

set a precedent for taking internal group issues seriously. 

In spite of emergent issues, conflicts and problems, which a case study like this 

will tend to draw out, ASG fimctioned and had a recent, colorfiil history and reputation as 

a revolutionary group. Their pressure on the president of the university brought the anti-

sweatshop issue to his attention. Their work continues to educate on campus even as they 

expand into other areas. As this case study came to a close the students of ASG were 

raising awareness about private companies working with their university running both 

private prisons and food services. 

We have traditionally focused on labor rights. However, part of 
our work is fighting the systems of oppression that are linked 
together with the exploitative economic relations that create 
sweatshops. The focus of this aspect of our work is currently on 
getting SWU to divest from private prison companies, because 
private prisons are a particularly vicious means of control that 
especially victimize people of color and your tuition money helps 
pay for rape, assault, abuse of people your age, mistreatment of 
immigrants and racist injustice. What we discovered was a deep 
history of SWU complicity with the major financiers of private 



prisons, through construction and consolidation bonds (ASG 
website). 
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CHAPTER 5 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE - ANTI-HIERARCHY AND 
HYPERDEMOCRACY 

Overview of Chapter 

Issues regarding the ASG's organizational structure and its effect on group 

functioning emerged early during fieldwork. In this chapter I present students' 

perceptions of their group and its structure, leadership and power, and meeting structure. 

Of Regional Conferences and Structurelessness 

For several months ASG students spoke of a regional conference that would take 

place locally yet draw participants from several surrounding states and possibly even 

further. My excitement grew because this would be a culminating event and help explore 

how the local ASG group woriced with and connected well beyond its own borders, 

metaphorically and geographically. Twice the ASG group changed the date because it 

was quickly approaching and they did not feel prepared. Finally, the date came. I arrived 

early, eager to attend the workshops listed. My eagerness diminished swiftly and 

continued to wither throughout the morning. 

It is 9:35 a.m. The schedule said registration would start at 9:00 
a.m. Now, it's 9:40 and nothing is happening. It seems like total 
disorganization. There are 3 females here and one male. The 
room is locked and they are looking for the key. Many people I 
know to be involved are just not here. I'm really blown away. 
There is a palpable laid back feeling, except for Carlotta who is 
high energy and trjdng to track down a key. If I were a community 
member who happened into this conference I think I'd leave. The 
other most active females in the group are not here. Jim is sitting 
and reading (fieldnotes). 
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I sat for an uncomfortable period of time baffled and sometimes angry at the time, 

resources and potential that were lost. Much time was lost in problems regarding room 

keys and set-up and there was little pressure to begin because there were disappointingly 

few people to register for this regional conference, roughly three. A few students milled 

around, came in, left and returned. A national staff person set up a table in the back of 

the room. This waiting time was a rich period for observation. I asked one person where 

she was from and why she was attending the conference. After her introduction she 

concluded expressing her frustration. 

These people are trying to change the world and they can't even 
hold their own fucking conference (community member-
overheard at conference). 

A workshop session finally did begin at 10:30 a.m. and there were sporadic meetings 

throughout the day with low attendance. The conference continued throughout the day 

with meetings and get-togethers but with general low attendance. 

The culture of the group included a tendency to shun structure. Members 

expressed a philosophy of hyperdemocracy that eschewed formal roles and behaviors. 

Group Structure and Meeting Protocol 

The nature of many leftist, progressive and, particularly, student activist groups 

(Freeman) includes an a priori tendency to resist traditional or existent hierarchical 

structure. ASG too rejected top-down management structures and this was reflected in 

many ways. One way in which the group expressed this was the conscious decision not 

to create a group format that had presidents and vice-presidents. There were no ongoing 
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roles that they themselves created. Ironically, however, in order to receive certain 

benefits (a space for meeting and some ftmds for copying) they had to register their group 

each year as a student group like any other club or group on campus. Paperwork which 

includes the naming of a president, vice-president, secretaiy and treasurer is required to 

be an official student group. And, while members rejected and joked about these titles, 

the roles were of more importance than was initially expressed. 

We don't have an office. We don't have official leaders. 
The organization is very loose. The loose organizational 
structure is purposeful. The whole thing is based on 
consensus. It isn't always as great as this makes it sound. 
It can get political (ASG member). 

At the beginning of the semester during an initial meeting, one individual 

nominated himself for president, nominated a co-president, also male, then continued and 

moved that tfie female who had been treasurer the previous year continue in that role. She 

was not present at that meeting so that nomination was tabled for later. While these 

labels were said initially to be unimportant, the roles did carry weight and were 

somewhat functional. The treasurer did write checks and, periodically, even though in a 

mocking manner, someone would ask the president to bring an unwieldy discussion back 

to order. This student saw validity and power in the titles and was keenly aware of the 

inequities in the group. 

I noticed the distribution of labor at the few ASG meetings I 
attended. Women seemed to do all the work, yet the official listed 
presidents are, I believe, two guys. Strange. From my brief 
encounters I just didn't get the feeling that it is a TRULY (sic -
capitalization) feminist organization, in large part because of two 
male active members that I will not name. I was a bit disenchanted 
as I had expected a bit more out of the members of an organization 
that I've admired for over two years (female, listserve message). 
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ASG members had their own unique and often functional structure and protocol 

for running their meetings. They had a consistent meeting time and place which was a 

classroom in a social sciences building. They utilized a "yea or nay" hand-raising voting 

system that they used after someone would "move" on an issue or make a motion. They 

would create periodic ad hoc, short-term committees to accomplish their goals. 

Every Thursday night at approximately 7:00 p.m., the ASG meeting began. The 

planned meeting time was from 7 until 9:00 p.m., though often the meeting went later. 

Meeting behavior and protocol were flexible and informal; sometimes an agenda might 

be created at the start of the meeting with input from others or the meeting would start 

with an agenda that had been created online. The democratic nature of this agenda 

formation process offered a sense of involvement and group collaboration. It also 

resulted in an agenda that was current, representing the immediate concerns and plans of 

those present at the meetings and those most involved in the ASG, a core of students 

whose numbers fluctuated but averaged between 8 and 9. 

The members of the local ASG expressed awareness and were vocal, both during 

meetings and in interviews, of their meeting structures and periodic organizational 

problems, though they did not typically express that the difficulties might be due to a lack 

of structure. Rather, if there were problems, they ascribed this to the utilization of the 

wrong structures. Quite often they would discuss their structural problems and search for 

techniques to remedy them. 
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During one meeting tension and periodic tension-breaking laughter were evident 

while members made suggestions to improve group functioning. 

Minutes could be posted on the web. Wouldn't this be helpful? 
The same people talk. 
We have to take "process" more seriously here. 
Sure, how about a process committee (laughter)? 
We need a safe mistake-making environment. 
How about taking breaks? 
Yeah, a massage break where we can massage necks (laughter) 
Yeah, I figured that wouldn't fly here. 
People come and don't come back. Why? (various ASG students 
speaking at the weekly meeting). 

Members made more suggestions including having a record keeper, a chair or 

leader for the evening, and an "amoeba watcher", an individual that would discourage 

tangential discussion. Additionally, suggestions were made regarding the meeting 

process; rotating all the aforementioned positions, going around the group to ask people 

who they are and where they are at, and having a break midway through the meeting 

time. The conversation dwindled when one male member, speaking calmly, quietly and 

with an authoritative voice, stated that 

ASG has done this before. We spent time doing this but didn't 
follow it at all (ASG member). 

There was some silence. Then one student asked a new member to take notes and the 

subject was changed with no motions or conclusions. The meeting continued. 

Meeting time tvrannv 

One night I was ten minutes late to the weekly ASG meeting and found that it had 

not yet started. I was relieved to know that I had not missed an important part of the 
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meeting nor disrupted ongoing discussion. My guilt subsided and I sat down and settled 

in for participation and observation. Surely the meeting would start soon. I observed and 

took notes, fascinated and shocked during the next forty-five minutes. Three male 

students were in attendance; one read the paper, another looked at the clock and the third 

wrote. There was little or no conversation. The meeting finally began when two female 

student members entered the room at close to eight o'clock. One male student jokingly 

said, "Now the meeting can start." 

Time parameters were a source of frustration for some. The meeting sometimes 

continued past the 9 p.m. end time, a frustration for some. 

Can we really try to end this meeting before 9 tonight? (ASG 
member). 

Often, when the meeting did go long, after 9 p.m., someone would suggest that 

the discussion continue at a nearby pizzeria. The first few times this happened I felt 

slightly ill-at-ease, partially for myself and partially for the potential effect on any visitors 

or new members. As a researcher, I was intrigued by these "after meetings" and how 

they connected with the group structure. It is still unclear what ongoing meaning and 

effects these meetings may have created. I lacked additional data because I made the 

decision not to request that I attend these "after meeting get-togethers" because it felt 

intrusive to do so. Yet, it was clear that discussion regarding priorities and actions did 

take place because at subsequent "official" meetings students would refer to items 

discussed at the "after meeting." No official decisions were made at the "after meeting" 

because the group followed a loose consensus procedure at regular meetings in order to 
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make official decisions. Anthropologists immersed in other cultures must decide the 

appropriateness of opting to include or exclude themselves from certain community 

rituals. I felt that my presence would be intrusive and threaten my status as 

participant/observer for regular meetings. However, this left me with limitations in terms 

of gathering data and learning about the meaning of these meetings after the main 

meeting. I do, however, suspect certain effects, particularly if a potential new member 

was at the meeting and was not directly invited to the "after meeting" meeting. 

The group made quick and strong decisions in the interest of collaboration and 

democratic sensibilities. This tendency, at times a palpable avoidance, was compounded 

by a general lack of formal structures. This "hyperdemocracy", or "anarchy" as a national 

staflfperson described it, often thwarted forward movement. 

There is a loss of efficiency. Also for me there is a concern 
that there seems to be some sort of conftision OTiong groups in 
general, among students, between what democracy actually is (sic). 
It's like in their democracy you can't have leaders and you can't 
have representatives tiiat voice the interests of the group. They 
take democracy to mean a lack of leadership and a lack of 
hierarchy at all. So, this really isn't democracy. It's anarchy. So I 
think anarchy and democracy are getting mixed up m some way 
here and in the student movement in general (national staff 
person). 

Woven in with the group structure and protocol was the 

tendency to shun power and leadership. 
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Recruitment Pizza Party 
Lots of Pizza. Few New Members 

ASG held a pizza party meeting with the expressed purpose of recruiting new 

members. The invitation to the meeting/party was sent throughout campus and put on as 

many listserves as possible. Flyers were also posted. The lure was free pizza and the 

meeting was successful measured by numbers of those attending that night. The 

attendance of 22 people exceeded by 3 times the average of 7 individuals per ASG 

meeting. Twenty-two people sat, waited for and then ate pizza. The room was filled 

vsdth an expectant feeling. For 15 to 20 minutes no one initiated any behaviors or 

language that focused the group or brought the meeting to order. Visitors looked lost 

and unsure but were happy to be eating pizza. As participant/observer I wrote in my 

notes -

I can't believe no one is saying anything. This is such a 
great opportunity to snag people for the cause. I am 
resisting the visceral urge to jump up and organize this 
meeting. TTiere is too much quiet (fieldnotes). 

Finally, after much waiting and uncomfortable silence, 2 group members, both 

male, begin explaining, very informally, the history of ASG on the SWU campus and 

providing general information about sweatshops. After several minutes of this type of 

discussion, Carlotta provided an opening for visitors to join in the discussion. "Why did 

you come tonight? Besides for free pizza." At that exact moment a male member 

entered, late, and attention was drawn to him. He was asked a few questions and the 
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focus was drawn away from Carlotta, As observer I vented my frustrations in my 

fieldnotes. 

There was an attempt made by Carlotta to have new people 
say why they were here but it is lost now! I am again 
fighting the urge to grab control but this time I want to grab 
control, take authority and give it back to Carlotta who had 
focus for fleeting moments (fieldnotes). 

Carlotta's question was never answered. 

The following week the meeting had 12 participants, some new faces! And, one 

week later attendance was less than the average 7 members. 

Hyperdemocracy and leadership vacuums resulted from an anti-hierarchical 

stance by members of ASG. This was displayed locally and at the national level. It was 

acted out in meetings and was displayed in working with the website of the national 

ASG. This national staff person described difficulties in dealing with the national 

website, presenting a virtual metaphor of the organizational problems. 

So there was the idea that the website would be, well, we didn't 
want just one or two people managing the website even though that 
would be the most efficient thing. We wanted to make sure lhat 
students were always in charge of the website. I don't know how 
the technology works but it was like anybody could post something 
as long as they had the right key to get in. There was a section of 
the website made just for that. But it hasn't worked is the thing. 
On the national level it hasn't worked very well because students 
just don't take the time to post on the national website. Also, the 
technology was a little frightening to them. I don't know how to 
use that technology. There was no one to teach them to actually do 
it. Also there's a problem with the, the problem is that one or two 
students would be in charge of that website and then they graduate. 
So there have been several times when the national website has 
been just sitting there and we don't have anyone who can actually 
take it. There was information there that stayed there for a long 
time that we couldn't change because nobody knew how to get in 
there and change it. It's like nobody having the key. Like when I 
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first got hired I could not find anyone in the whole country who 
knew what the password was. Finally I found someone.. .it was a 
student in Argentina who knew the password (national 
stafQ)erson). 

Leadership - Hesitant leaders & despot dread 

Interwoven with the rejection of top down management and the sensitivity to 

hierarchy was a "despot dread," a fear of being perceived as too much a leader. Without 

the structure or niche for leadership, individuals sometimes stumbled and tripped into and 

then winced at a temporary leadership role. Individuals would unwillingly, at least on the 

surface, trip into a leadership role and (oh so briefly) seem comfortable experiencing 

some power and ability to direct. This would give way to a discomfort and fear of being 

perceived as too much of a leader - a despot in waiting? This student described "despot 

dread." 

Nobody wants power and so they are afraid they will 
immediately be characterized as a despot if they try to take 
on a leadership role. Everyone will start criticizing them 
(ASG member). 

The discomfort and fear of being a tyrannical leader was displayed by some when 

in a leadership position for a time period. In my fieldnotes I describe a fleeting moment 

when Carlotta held leadership and could have directed the group. 

Here we are in tiie middle of a meeting and the male moderator for 
the evening just gave up the chair. He's very fioistrated and Fm 
not sure why. I don't think anyone understands it either. He just 
gave it up and said he knew this was unprecedented but who wants 
to take it? Carlotta took it and seemed flustered. Under the guise 
of being democratic she floundered. "Okay, guys, what are we 
going to do and how do we decide this?" She just relinquished her 
power. There is a lot of tension around this tonight (fieldnotes). 
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Overt, authoritarian power and domination were not obvious in the local ASG 

group. A student at the MWU campus described his situation within their ASG that 

looked different. A vacuum of official leadership was filled currently by a member 

whom he described as authoritarian and domineering albeit a great organizer. This 

national staf^rson said that leadership vacuums existed and that power and leadership 

then were a result of personality. 

It's like there are certain personalities that pick up on a 
void in leadership and kind of use that. We're dealing with 
that nationally. There is a void always in the leadership. I 
mean, unless you do a super job with transition leadership, 
and a lot of times that just doesn't happen. People are 
human and things happen. So it's usually like that void 
leaves that space for people to become dominating 
(national stafi^erson). 

This national staff person describes the fear of leadership and her response from a 

national viewpoint. 

People can be really discouraged from taking on leadership roles. I 
do know that people are afraid. It is very common all over the 
country and it drives me craay. They don't like me saying 
anything about it though (national staff person). 

At the local ASG most were afraid to display leadership in an overt, obvious 

manner. Yet, there were pockets of power that surfaced at times. One particular student 

member emanated a sense of authority when he spoke that correlated with slow speech, 

and a logical, reasoned affect. Periodically this student was teased which demonstrated 

other students' awareness of his authority. 
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Okay, here is this educated person with an informed 
opinion (ASG member). 

Generally, at SWU, it was a sense of inefficiency and floundering that filled 

vacuums rather than authoritarian personalities filling those empty niches. 

There's always... there's a lot of conflict that comes up as a 
result of the issue of leadership - like almost daily. It's a 
strange relationship between the knowledge that leadership 
is important and that of "team leadership," you know, 
recognizing the value of leadership, which is what we give 
lip service to and which we do actually recognize, and at 
the same time this mistrust of leadership in general 
(national ASG sta%erson). 

Perceptions of and actual leadership and power were complex within ASG. 

This male student made the connection with women doing much work and therefore 

being perceived as leaders. 

I think they are the leaders (referring to the women) by 
doing ASG work, which ranges firom going to 
demonstrations and doing the busy work, preparing leaflets, 
getting permits, contacting organizations. I guess you're a 
leader if you do that sort of stuff (male student member). 

This student described how the media helped construct perceptions 

of leadership. 

Our interactions with the media sort of highlight one person 
as the leader of ASG. This first came up during the sit-in 
when the local paper ran this story about the "leader" of 
ASG. They singled him out as the person who was leading. 
He was certainly in a really important position then but you 
probably could have singled out other people, too. It 
wasn't clear that it was justified. It raised a lot of worries 
in ASG of naming one person as a leader and allowing the 
media to do that. It's something that the media actually 
does a lot. They look for one personality to focus on (male 
member). 
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Another student notes that there are perceptions of leadership that are both 

internal and external to the group and that these perceptions may not always be the same. 

It's like the person talking to the media gets perceived as 
the leader. This is what happened with Roberta. For a long 
time she has done presswork for us and has been active 
doing a lot of presswork. So you saw her name in print a 
lot. Her name became like the name that was associated 
with ASG. In the big picture the dynamics of leadership 
are pretty informal in ASG. It seems like there are two 
things: internal dynamics of who's doing the most work 
and which kinds of leadership styles take off and which 
dissolve but there's also this external perception of 
leadership and how they interact (male member). 

External and self-perceptions of leadership and powerfiil was often confusing and 

sometimes contradictory. Women, and the woman mentioned above in particular, were 

seen as leaders by both the president of the university and the campus newspaper. 

However, she was one of the most vocal women regarding her sense of inequity in the 

group. As observer, I believe that these women could sense that they had power in fixing 

mission and agenda and that they were perceived as leaders, at times. Yet, they did not 

feel acknowledged or appreciated within the group. Possibly their sense of leadership 

and power was confounded with their desire for internal recognition. Another member 

explained his perception of the general dynamics of how ASG worked, underlining that 

leadership was internally perceived as working hard and tending to the group and its 

tasks. 

Women bring issues to the table and men react to them. 
Usually you'll see a lot of that (male ASG member). 
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Yet women were not satisfied with an external perception of leadership as 

adequate compensation for their labor. Rather, they emphasized that they were not in an 

equitable position in terms of doing necessary tasks, were not appreciated for their work 

and did not receive the proper recognition within their organization. Women were angry 

at their overwork yet still attended to the very role that angered them. This student sent a 

housekeeping type message a few months before the actual strike. 

Has that been sent out? Seems like we're falling behind 
schedule on getting it out (female member - listserve 
message). 

A national staf^erson confumed that this role played by women was typical and 

evident nationally, not just idiosyncratic of the local ASG. 

Usually you'll see a lot of, it's almost like women are in the 
nurturing role. It's like nurturing the group to make sure 
everything is okay and people are attended to (national staff 
person). 

Women are at the heart of family, intentional community or at a party doing the 

"emotional labor" that gives to others "the sense of being cared for in a convivial and safe 

place." Hochschild, in The Managed Heart, describes "emotional labor" as the kind of 

work that requires one "to induce or suppress feeling in order to sustain the outward 

countenance that produces the proper state of mind in others." The river rurming 

underneath much of ASG's activities was the energy that women brought to the group. 

A former student member reflected on the structure of the group at the point he 

was involved. Now a professor at a university that has similar campus activist groups, his 

emotional and geographic distance allowed him an overview of the group's organization. 
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We had an informal caucus and brainstormed the strategy of the 
group. The group structure, well, at different times it was 
structured differently. We started idealistically with no structure. 
We never settled on a structure that worked. Leadership was not 
accountable to anybody and delegating was always the biggest 
problem. It was whoever was in the office or whoever had all the 
time in the world. The largest group was left out and they were the 
most important (professor, past student member). 

Resources and voices, lost. 
Gender and Silent Richard - It's not iust about feminism 

Richard, a new member of the anti-sweatshop group at Mid West University 

(MWU) described his conraiitment and eagerness to be involved in his local campus anti-

sweatshop group. Yet, only after 45 minutes into our interview did he begin to come forth 

and share uncomfortable feelings that he was hesitant to talk about. He felt silenced, 

marginalized and lost and was not sure what to do about it. He continued by describing 

the dynamics of his group. A strong female leader had emerged, not by way of 

nomination for leader or president, but rather due to her strong personality and 

organizational skills which fevored her becoming prominent in the group dynamic. He 

described her as verbal, confident and skilled but he said she did not work cooperatively 

with other people. He added that others in the group, male and female, felt alienated. 

He hoped that someone else would address the issues. "I can't bring it up. It wouldn't be 

P.C." ' Yet, his assessment of the situation was not a gendered one. 

The power dynamic trumps the gender dynamic struggle 
right now in this case. It's more destructive. I don't have 
the position to say this though because I'm male (male 
MWU). 

' P.C. is the abbreviation for "politically correct." 
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This student adds that some structural issues go beyond gender, 

even though they may overlap and confound. 

The gender question comes in, sure. There are gender 
stereotypes. But when I was there, there was a woman, 
confident and outspoken but I realized very quickly she had 
a lot of downfalls and was destroying any sense of 
community in the group. People would immediately feel 
intimidated. Her personality was detrimental. We were at 
first excited to step up to the plate and take things on. I 
know that women have dropped out of the group. It goes 
beyond what sex and gender. It is about the ability to be 
able to ftmction in a community (MWU, past group 
member). 

This student makes the gender and power issues distinct. 

I feel uncomfortable as a male saying this but I think the 
power dynamic is worse than the gender dynamic. There is 
this weird thing because the person who has the most 
dominating personality knows that there is a power 
problem and knows that she has a lot to do with it. She 
can't do anything about it because her personality is so 
dominant (male MWU). 
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Division of Labor - Tasks, decision-making and agenda-setting 

All students interviewed agreed that women opted to do the legwork emanating 

from the group's work. This pattern was consistent with the MWU campus. 

Some of the women felt like, my understanding is that some of the 
women felt like the men were doing more of the thinking and 
weren't doing enough of the doing and the women were stuck 
doing all the stuff (MWU male student). 

This student suggests that women naturally understand hard work because of their 

role as workers in society. 

Women have a sensitivity to issues of hard work and can 
empathize more with people in struggles and just like people I 
know from ASG, I think women understand hard work better. 
There is, I think there is some like inherited male laziness. 
Carlotta always ends up volunteering to do stuff. She always has to 
instigate and then the guys say all right we'll go along with that. 
Women usually initiate whatever the issue is and tend to do that to 
an uncomfortable degree. I could help out with that. The fact is 
also that on the whole since women have so much other social 
work that they're expected to do and it's that social kind of work -
like child care and like actual work, actual labor (male MWU). 

It was primarily women who saw the sweatshop dilemma as a women's issue. 

Women, more than men, perceived their group as a micro-view of the larger issue of 

labor, patriarchy and sweatshops. 

Our strike is not an attack on the mdividuals in ASG 
(although change does need to happen on an individual level, too) 
but an attempt to expose the ways that the world's systems of 
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oppression are present in our own group. To be sure, we do not 
exclude ourselves as participants in the systems of oppression. Nor 
do we believe that this is an issue specific to ASG; it is present 
everywhere (women's strike statement). 

This student described the broader environment for women workers, not just in 

sweatshops. She expresses her finstration regarding women's burden of more work, yet 

she seems to display a sense of pride. 

Women do 2/3 of the world's woric! Hurrah for women workers! 
All women are workers.... They're just not all paid (female 
member). 

Sweatshop labor, which is mainly women, rests upon patriarchal 
thinking that devalues women's work, which says it's unimportant 
and unworthy of note or compensation. It is wrong for this idea to 
be present in ASG, however unconsciously it may be operating 
(male-listserve message). 

This student's email was sent supporting the strike. She, too, comments that there 

is a global tendency for women to work more. 

WOW! Imagine what would happen if all women across the globe 
went on strike for just one day! ASG women, you may have 
started a movement. Of course, it would require women's work to 
make such a movement happen. Way to go, ASG women 
(female/listserve message). 

This male student reacted angrily to the "overwork" alleged by the women. His 

response raises the issue of women's complicity in their own oppression. 

The important qualitative difference between the ASG strike and 
actions, which are "commonly known" as striking, is that ASG 
women are not striking against men, or for that matter, against any 
ASG leadership. They are striking against "themselves," against 
their own tendency to pick up the dirty work (male ASG member). 
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During meetings and after discussions, tasks that needed to be done were 

identified and then individuals would volunteer for the tasks. "Okay. Who wants to do 

this?" Aside from the pattern of individuals volunteering for tasks, no actual protocol 

existed for taking on work. As ideas were raised in meetings, an ad hoc action plan 

might evolve and a quiet vacuum of sound would loom waiting to be filled by volunteers' 

voices. The lack of structure for delegating tasks and following up to check progress, 

combined with the women's tendency to volunteer, exacerbated the gender problems. 

This student made a request online for someone to take on a task, and encased it 

in a slightly sarcastic package. Five months before the women's strike this listserve 

message was posted. It exhibits how the women's fi:iistrations were gaining momentum. 

Yo, someone from ASG please volunteer to speak to this class 
please! You don't have to be a woman !! (female 
member/listserve message). 

During the strike women addressed the unequal division of labor most strongly. 

In their strike statement they created an "initial list of tasks that must be accomplished in 

the absence of women ASG members." So, while the gender issues were clearly salient 

in ASG, the issues of structure and leadership were great, often interweaving with the 

gender issues, suggesting possibly that attention to the former might attend to concerns of 

the latter. 

One of the things that I teach in my training is if you don't create 
niches, structural niches for people, for people who want to be in 
leadership...if you don't create the structural niches for them to 
become leaders then the only way for somebody to rise in an 
organization is by the force of personality alone. That's the only 
way. If there is not room for them because somebody is already 
the charismatic leader of the group, or if they're forced to rise by 
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doing a lot of work, that's how it goes. But, if you would just 
structure it out so that work was, like given a committee for each 
or whatever, some kind of structural niche then people can have a 
space to come up and not be the one who controls everything. 
Then you can lead without feeling afraid that somebody is going to 
think, well, if you grab it yourself and start doing it people would 
accuse you of being a despot or you could do it yourself but then 
you're not even part of the group (national staff member). 

This student agrees that too much democracy can lead to an anti-democracy. 

What happens in the group dynamic is that the strongest 
personalities wind up having the most influence and in some way it 
winds up being less democratic. People who might otherwise be 
empowered in a situation where there is an established hierarchy. 
The people who might be empowered shy away from participating 
(male student member). 

Prior to the women's strike, the format and protocol for accomplishing work were 

loosely structured and, as of this writing, the strike has officially been terminated yet the 

group is still negotiating strike issues. 

Because group attendance varied, consensus vote-taking did not represent the 

interests of all members, although decisions were made in this way periodically at the 

SWU ASG and on other campuses. The consensus voting system was valued over a 

majority-voting structure. This national staff person described a recent evolution in 

decision-making in some groups. 

Some do consensus but in some groups we do consensus minus 
one or consensus minus two. That's something a lot of people are 
adopting and that helps. You allow for one or two vetoes. Two 
people can say no, but if everybody else says okay, then that's 
consensus (national staff person). 
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Email turned out to be somewhat effective in making group decisions beyond 

meeting times. 

Like if a decision gets made by some random people then that's 
not a fair way. It's not a decision-making body so like email turns 
out is the most effective way of having a discussion. But at the 
same time, I want to say that we run into problems (student 
member). 

Tone, culture and values - campus and student groups as idiosvncratic 

The nature of campus activist groups is unique because of the temporal nature of 

membership and the limitations of school calendars. Students are challenged to deal with 

tasks, agenda and mission within an imposed time limit. This student explained the 

limitations of a campus group structure and urged a format that would allow institutional 

reproduction. 

I think the organizations that make it work are the organizations 
that have a really good structure and they are able to make sure 
they are facilitating leadership over the years. But there is a high 
turnover in student groups. And student groups fall apart all the 
time because the seniors in the group that started it a few years ago 
graduated and then you have to have the system in place (past 
student member). 

Recruitment and retention is of concern for the ASG group. Their numbers are 

fewer than they would like and when new members do attend and join, the attrition is 

high. Students consistently reported concern regarding why interested individuals come 

to the meetings and then never return. 

This student expressed concern regarding the tone and tenor of the meetings; that 

the academic tone may be alienating. 
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Our group is unusual in that it's grad student dominated. Our 
group is really an anomaly. My own guess was it was something 
about the way our meetings were conducted. They'd show up and 
never come back. I think it has something to do with how the 
meetings were run but this is changing. A lot of times ASG has 
been really academic about how things are discussed. That can be a 
barrier. Sometimes it's harder typically for women to break 
through those barriers. We tried changing our meeting style. And 
so maybe we need to make more changes. There is something 
about that, something that is off-putting.. .larger (female member). 

The group process and how the organization fimctioned were as important to 

these students as the content of what they were trying to change. Particularly at strike 

time, students saw that the issues of social injustice that they were trying to change were 

often operative in their own group. They were aware and conscious of issues of race, 

class and gender within their own organization, even if they did not have the strategy to 

solve the problems. However, the local group did not express awareness of their own 

hyperdemocracy. The national staff was aware of the negative, unintended consequences 

of too much democracy. 

In these groups there is an understanding that power corrupts. 
There is an understanding that we want to do things differently 
than our predecessors. We want to do things differently from 
society at large. We are not only rebelling against sweatshops but 
also against our societal structure and capitalism and consumerism. 
We are doing things differently. The process with which we do it 
is just as important as what we do. That is a really strong theme 
throughout this. The way we do it is just as important as what we 
do (national staff person). 

Yet, this individual saw the difficulties of rejecting old structure and not really 

having models for new. Efficiency, time and energy were lost 

It was a big strain during the anti-globalization protests in DC and 
Seattle. There were big decision-making meetings and I saw these 
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activists all day and all night. They're really strong on saying that 
we're going to make this decision in a way that they wouldn't 
make it Everybody is going to be included no matter who they 
are. We are going to come to consensus. I saw 500 people in a 
church basement come to consensus on something but it took 
forever. It took hours and hours and hours. Really, in the end and 
this is my own opinion. What really happened in the end was that, 
what was agreed to is that everybody should just do their own 
thing. You can see the efficiency issues here. Nobody could 
decide for the group. There was nobody in power to do that. We 
refused to empower a leader. You have this absence of models 
(national stafl^erson). 

The group was informal to the point of eschewing professional behaviors. The 

language was often intense and extreme with many expressions of "fuck", "shit", and 

"screw," A notable exception to this discourse style was one male member whose calm, 

serious tone had the effect of quieting the group and taking the floor to speak and moving 

the discussion back to the agenda. While this student was sometimes seen as a leader in 

the group, others were concerned that he was overly intellectual and condescending. 

There was concern that an overly intellectual approach was one reason why new guests 

would visit once or twice and leave, never to become ASG members. Conversely, 

laughter, swearing and self-deprecating language, exhibited most often by females, would 

undercut forward, serious movement and more importantly, I believe would undercut 

their sense of self-esteem, agency and self-respect. Lack of serious protocol undermined 

efficiency. 

Summary and Analysis 

In this chapter I have described the often complex organizational structure, 

protocols and group design of ASG. Hyperdemocracy and fear of the despotic caricature 
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left holes and vacuums in ASG. At the local ASG group inefficiency and floundering 

behavior filled the emptiness more often than any despotic, authoritarian leaders. At the 

MWU site it was charismatic, strong personalities that filled the holes left by an anti-

hierarchical culture. Leadership and power did exist in the local ASG group though it 

was exhibited inconsistently and in idiosyncratic ways. Women that did a lot of work 

were often perceived as leaders externally, by the media, faculty and administration - by 

other students. If one characteristic of power is the ability to direct the agenda, women 

held that power fairly regularly. Power and leadership were terms that were used but 

were confiising and not clearly defined by the students. Women felt that they were not 

empowered because they worked so much yet they held the kind of power that comes 

fi-om energy and emotional resources. This kind of power moved the group along, 

created a palpable energy, and got things done. Working hard correlated with perceived 

leadership yet this was not the kind of leadership women wanted. Further research is 

needed (and indeed this case study has honed my research agenda) to explore perceptions 

of power and leadership in activist groups, and particularly how lack of structure may 

reinforce idiosyncratic leadership. 

The culture of stracturelessness and a fear of authoritarian leadership created 

inefficiency and, at times, lack of direction. The ASG was most directed and energetic in 

a previous era when the sit-in at the president's office occurred. Students had a clear 

issue over which to demonstrate (pending signing of a Nike contract). Students rejected 

past forms and models of authoritarian leadership and group structure. 

We have no president or other official leadership. This I 
believe is an anarchist model, designed as an alternative to 
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the rigid structure and hierarchy of old left style groups, 
and designed to keep the group from wasting time on 
useless questions of procedure (ASG member). 

The culture of the ASG group was informal and relaxed. These characteristics, combined 

with the anti-hierarchical approach to organization, resulted in inefficiencies and, I 

believe, negatively correlated with recruitment and new membership. Yet, the group 

functioned, continued to meet, took on new causes and actions and was committed to 

growth, progress and social change. Students' energy, passion and conmiitment to their 

cause persisted and seemed an undying force in spite of the organizational challenges. 

Networking with other campus groups, locally and nationally, was a force for these 

students. The internal group problems did not destroy the group because of outside input, 

support from students in like groups, faculty recognition, and students' commitment. 

The lack of structure and hierarchy in this group and the fears of authoritarian 

leadership, while intended to empower all, disempowered many. The holes left when 

hierarchical organizational models were rejected were not replaced with other structures 

or alternative forms of leadership. Rather, the emptiness was filled with a regression, a 

return to reproductive and traditional gender behaviors; women worked hard, got angry at 

working hard, and tended to avoid the technology. Vacuums in leadership were filled 

with disorganized meetings and late starts. Fear of leadership slowed down agenda 

setting. Yet the group persisted, renewed each semester and after each "vision" meeting. 

And these students have effected social change, and continue to do so. 
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CHAPTER 6 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Overview of Chapter 

Literature and case studies of specific campus activist groups have usually 

focused on psychological factors (why is a student an activist?) or are pragmatic in 

nature, studying which tactics work best. This literature review presents a cross section 

and longitudinal review of literature that connects to the findings in this study providing a 

context for examining the study, findings and analysis. The findings and emergent 

themes in this study are several and cross various disciplines; however, by visiting 

various bodies of literature and relating them to the findings, a cohesive, theoretical and 

literature background is formed. Relevant literature derives fi-om the fields of 

technology, specifically the Internet and cyberactivism, feminism and the Internet, social 

movements and activism, the social construction of technology and organizational 

structure as it informs social reproduction. 

Student Activism at the Beginning of the 21 '̂ Centurv 

"When the young people move, things change" (American Indian Movement 
elder Madonna Thunder Hawk) 

At first look one finds contradictory reports regarding the level of student 

activism since the intense activist era of the 60s. The news media has bemoaned 
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students' decline in interest in activism, political action and social justice activities. In 

the 80s students were mostly depicted as "greedy yuppies-in-training, politically correct 

naifs, and cynical slackers" (Monaghan, 1994). Gerber, a SUNY historian and former 

antiwar demonstrator, does not believe student activism is alive, nor well. "Today's 

students are apolitical by virtue of 1000 diversions" (1994). Some students, too, see their 

activist peers as in the minority, and peripheral. "They're just fringe groups. They're 

rebellious spirits in search of a cause. They're just looking for something to complain 

about" (Harvard sophomore). Bartlett states that college students are plagued by a strain 

of boredom. "These extraordinary students, who can dream of absolutely anything and 

attain almost everything are truly passionate about almost nothing" (Bartlett, 2003). 

Many scholars and researchers disagree with this view of students as apathetic. 

An exploration of the literature shows that it is primarily mainstream news media sources 

that depict students as "slackers, downwardly mobile, politically disaffected, and 

emotionally paralyzed by collective, generational trauma about their job prospects, their 

broken families and poised environment" (Alvarado). Alan Canfora, one of the thirteen 

students shot at Kent State by the National Guard in 1970, says that protests among 

students today are as large as they were in the 60s and 70s. "I think it is a conservative 

conspiracy to distort the truth. The news media constantly try to deny the continued 

existence of activism at Kent State." Some scholars vehemently disagree with the 

apathetic caricature of current students and state that popular stereotypes of today's 

college students are incorrect. And, even those who have perceived apathy note a 

reawakening of the college student. The January 2003 issue of the Chronicle of Higher 
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Education contains an article by Megan Rooney who states that after 36 years of a 

decline in interest in current and political affairs, four-year college students are having a 

political reawakening. Levine & Cureton conducted a survey from 1992 to 1997 with a 

representative sample of 9,100 undergraduates, which included surveys, focus group 

interviews on 28 campuses, and 270 surveys of chief student affairs officers. Their 

findings address the perception of students as apathetic showing that 64% of students 

were involved in volunteer and community activities such as building homes with Habitat 

for Humanity or raising ftmds and collecting clothes for the homeless in their towns. 

These students believe that the nation had severe social problems and that they were 

growing worse. They were aware of issues and involved on some level in social change 

and activism. One student said, "Rome fell. Why not the United States?" (Levine, 

1999). 

Some scholars believe that a closer look at student activism reveals a difference in 

focus from student activists of earlier eras. Students currently are involved in community 

issues and have a local focus with two thematic areas, himian rights and multiculturalism. 

Rhodes and Rhoads, in their work on graduate labor unions, cite recent studies that 

highlight a "new localism" in activism, a focus on local issues. Therefore, many 

demonstrations are campus specific and become invisible to the national media. 

According to some researchers and scholars the nature of protest is evolving. One 

Georgetown administrator commented after a sit-in, "The protests of the 90s feature 

laptops and cell phones. The students even brought Dustbusters to clean up after 
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themselves". Tactics are more conciliatory, according to Levine, less ideological and 

more strategic. 

Not all scholars reporting on student activism reveal a focus on local issues. 

Others describe a 90s radicalism with a worldview, protesting globalization and the 

World Trade Organization. There is a new mood in activism that "rages against the 

machine." Dan Seligman, head of the Sierra Club's trade office, describes this new mood 

as a feeling of "loss of control in a world of rapid change and turbocharged global 

capitalism. People are beginning to cormect that to corporate power media control, and 

politics stacked against them" (WTO History Project, Interview, 2000). This seemingly 

paradoxical activist focus of local and global, referred to as "glocal" or "glocalism," 

refers to a sense of local and global interests and issues intertwined, interconnected and 

interwoven, a radically new environment for activists in the contemporary world. 

Globalization and technology are often thought of as tools for 
capitalist forces to further exploit masses. However, social 
development today is determined by the ability to develop a 
synergistic interaction between technology and human values 
leading to a new set of organizations and institutions (Castells). 

Velella, in New Voices: Student Activism of the 80s and 90s (1998) chronicles 

current and recent protest activism through interviews with student leaders and maintains 

that student activism in the 80s was a vital and influential movement focusing on anti-

apartheid reforms, issues in Central America, sexism and racism. 

A fine analysis of contemporary student activism in which student involvement is 

not compared superficially to previous movements yields a view of strong campus 

activism and active, involved students. Altbach & Cohen explain that perceptions of 
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students being apathetic and apolitical result from an oversimplified comparison of the 

activism of the 60s with the time period following, up to this day. He states that 

"campuses will retain their potential as a source of progressive dissent in American 

society" (Altbach, 1990). Additionally, when the analysis is broadened to include an 

international scope, a worldview displays high levels of student activism throughout the 

world. Altbach provides this view by describing student activist movements in 29 

countries. He adds that student movements pass through cycles and that since the 60s 

there have been eras of "quietude;" however, student activism is of major importance, not 

only for the higher education climate but also for the larger social and political 

structure. 

Cowen echoes Altbach's view of high levels of student activism currently. "The 

level of campus activism far exceeds the days of the late 1960s, against which many 

students are measured." Between 1966 and 2000, the portion of incoming college 

freshmen who had participated in organized demonstrations during their senior year of 

high school tripled to 45.4% according to a report by the Higher Education research 

Institute (HERI) at the University of California, Los Angeles (2001). 

Women. Technoloev and the Internet 

The relationship between women and technology, and specifically the Internet, is 

complex and draws many stories, narratives that are liberating, show self-empowerment 

and others that highlight disempowerment and victimization, painting a picture of a 

technology and a cyberspace that is hostile to women. Feminists have debated and 
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continue to debate the radical potential of the Internet and their place within it (Youngs in 

Harcourt, 1999). Scholars who study the Internet and recognize its positive impact also 

point out problematic areas when gender and the intent interact. Gittler, Farwell, Wood 

in Harcourt, 1999 argue that the Internet fimctions as an equalizer and empowers, yet 

Koch, Schockman, Crowston and Kammerer (1998) argue that gender roles are 

reinforced, or at least maintained, on the Internet. 

Broadly, women's involvement in the computer and technology fields continues 

to be problematic. Women are still underrepresented in engineering and technology and 

are not entering computer fields. Three times as many men earn computer science 

degrees as women, and when women do enter the computer industry they work at lower 

levels (Lanham, 1993). A 1994 Scandinavian study shows that adolescent girls are 

rejecting computers in disproportionate numbers because they dislike the ideology of 

control that drives computers and because computers can disrupt interaction between 

people (Staberg, 1992). Margolis and Fisher, in Unlocking the Clubhoxise: Women in 

Computing. (2002) cite the paucity of females in computer science and attribute the lack 

to issues of culture and conditioning. Too little time on computers in childhood and 

beyond, a "geek" culture of gaming and hacking, and poor advising figure into the 

cultural explanation. Tobias (1997) adds that there is a failure to acknowledge second 

order discrimination where men in power operate to keep women out. Tobias goes 

beyond infirastructural, cultural and institutional explanations and clauns that the 

"intentionality of exclusion" is downplayed in much of the literature, thereby leaving 

the issue of power, that is, the who wins, who loses factor, out of the equation." 
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Campbell (2000) adds that even in situations where women are present in equal 

numbers, such as a classroom, they are learning and acquiring their computer experience 

while working with designs that are of masculine origin in a context that does not 

recognize "feminine learning." Other scholars agree and criticize the context of the 

computer field for its androcentric design that reproduces and reinforces sexist gender 

ideologies (Ayerson & Reed, 1996, Jackson & Yamanaka, 1985, Santiago & Okey, 

1992, Turkle, 1995). Campbell describes feminine learning style and the way in >^4iich 

women are socialized to process information as non-linear in nature, using cognitive and 

affective styles that are concrete and associative. "It is a scheme of connected knowing, 

constructivist, collaboratively created in relation to self and others" (Campbell, 2000). 

Not all scholars believe that radical, new opportunities for women arise from the Internet, 

or if they do, that they exist without costs. While new spaces can challenge essentialism 

and provide paths for dissemination of previously unheard or barely heard voices, 

questions of truth, authenticity, ownership, authorship and power arise. Cyberspace 

changes the publishing field for all users and increases access for those previously 

unheard. A primary limitation is that authorship and ownership are diminished. "The 

language systems of these communications disrupt the potential for users to claim 

authority over a concept. In other words while expanding access, legitimacy, prestige 

and credibility may be threatened" . Thus, radical and new voices may find voice though 

their words may not carry the prestige that traditional contexts give to those voices. 

In a study by Heimrath and Golding that explored a gendered perspective of 

Internet perception and use at a university and community library, findings showed that 
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males and females had like interest in the Internet yet the females had not taken to the 

Internet as rapidly and that women's experiences with the Internet were more negative. In 

this study women often commented on the ubiquitous nature of Internet pornography as a 

gender issue. 

Other scholars describe experiences, conduct studies and share narratives that 

create the image of new promise and point to the revolutionary nature of the Internet as it 

coimects with women users. Harcourt reports the stories of two indigenous women from 

Samoa and Hawaii as illustrative of the positive potential of the Internet. All were 

attending the Women and Cyberculture workshop organized by the Society for 

International Development and UNESCO, Santiago de Compostela, Spain, 1997. 

A quick image of communication transgressions involves 
two indigenous women who told of the netwarriors. This 
group of indigenous women uses the Intemet to link up 
with other groups in order to break the barriers of UN 
(United Nations) enclaves. Through swift communication, 
they can lobby for the indigenous point of view in 
international negotiations, flying the right person there at 
the right time, bringing their local experience to the heart of 
the debates in Geneva and New York. At the same time 
they are using the communication potential to link 
themselves, share their knowledge, plan together, share 
documents or in one case map out old ancestral burial 
ground using sophisticated computer technology to show 
people how their indigenous heritage and knowledge is 
under threat. Far from being lost people under siege they 
are powerful users of the new communication technology 
breaking racist and gender stereotypes. They are women 
transgressing communication borders with the new ICT, 
rethinking their politics, networking and protecting their 
community's sustainability. 
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Literature that is positive regarding women's relationship and potential with the 

Internet describe it as a new, free and democratic space unencumbered by the gender 

limitations that a face to face environment will call forth. They describe a space, a 

cyberspace, where conventional and visible markers of gender, class, status and body 

ability/disability, and the resultant power differentials, disappear on the Internet (Turkle, 

1998, Harcourt, 1998, Vogt & Chen, 2001, Farwell, 1999). Malina and Nutt (2000) 

describe the potential of the Internet for producing "grey literature," an important force in 

communicating women's knowledge and instigating activism. Auger (1994) defines grey 

literature and contributions to knowledge that are in "grey form" as a wealth of feminist 

information typically absent from mainstream debates, publications and the common 

arena of knowledge acquisition. The Internet provides a forum with fewer gatekeepers 

that give space for grey literature, women's knowledge and publications that would 

probably not be published in traditional journals. Hart (2001) focused specifically on 

three elite higher education print publications and notes that feminism is rarely (.49%) 

mentioned in scholarly titles or abstracts from 1994-1999. Sampaio and Aragon (1998) 

add that women's narratives have a new sense of legitimacy vis-a-vis computer 

communications. Sarap specifically notes that women's narratives and stories have not 

been perceived as scholarship in mainstream society and that the Internet brings a new 

"space" for communication, representation and self-determination. Arpaio agrees and 

states that the Internet "has also been effective at undermining the gatekeeping role of 

traditional print media and opening up new opportunities for the publication and 

dissemination of women's work." Feminist organizations which have made use of these 
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new media in disseminating information include Ms. Net (the online version of Ms 

Magazine), the Center for American Women and Politics, Geekgirls, Cybergirls, and 

Grrrrls. 

Donna Haraway's Cvbores and Women: The Reinvention of Nature (1991) is a 

seminal work treating women and technology. Her image of the Cyborg, a cybernetic 

organism that is a hybrid of machine and biological body, is a creation of social reality 

and fiction. The image and term have come to crystallize a sense of empowerment and 

the ability to construct on the Internet. "Commimications technologies and 

biotechnologies are the crucial tools recrafting our bodies. These tools embody and 

enforce new social relationships for women worldwide. The cyborg is a kind of 

disassembled and reassembled, postmodern collective and personal self. This is the self 

feminists must code" (Haraway). Harcourt, in Women@,Intemet states that women are 

creating new, empowering cultures in cyberspace. Sampaio & Aragon and Chemy & 

Weise (1993) echo Haraway's optimism and sense of power and pursue some of the 

implications of new commxmication technologies for women's lives emphasizing the way 

in which these systems allow women to "construct new language systems, new subject 

positions, and ultimately new political practices." 

Cvberactivism 

Literature about the relatively recent concept of cyberactivism is abundant. 

Initially studies, reports, articles and books waxed most enthusiastically about the 

Internet and its ability to flmction as a revolutionary tool for activists (Engardio, 1998, 
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Haraway, 1998, Turkle, 1993, Buie, 2000, Larkin, 2000). This commentary continues; 

however, it is now peppered with a more critical sense and points out that the initial 

stories about cyberactivism success also hold subtexts with unintended negative 

consequences (Rheingold, 1991, Ebo, 1998) like reproduction of traditional roles, elite 

access and usage, and the knowledge that those being protested against also hold the 

Internet tool. 

Cyberactivism, high tech politics, techno, digital or Internet activism are all terms 

used to describe the Internet's capabilities to advance an activist cause. Cyberactivism 

can involve one or many complementary activities vis-a-vis the computer. These can 

include using email in a diffuse, networking manner by sending information, articles, 

online calls for action, and websites to friends, family, colleagues and group listserves. 

Crashing web sites, or hacktivism, occurs when the tool itself is used as a weapon. 

Activist groups can create a clearinghouse and listserve and interested parties can 

subscribe to the listserve. In this way, a kind of asynchronous, virtual community is 

established in which information can be circulated among the group members. 

Individuals in diaspora throughout the world can then connect with each other and other 

subgroups may form. A clearinghouse, website or listserve can be created and then 

monitored by an individual or group. Activist webpages can have varying levels of 

interactivity though higher interactivity ftinctions take a fairly sophisticated level of 

technological knowledge. Many websites are static with links to documents and other 

web sites. Other sites range from local bulletin board type sites to mega networks that 

can house computer "conferences" across several networks and sites. "Flash campaign" 
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is the buzzword for a quick, mobilizing online campaign related to a certain issue. The 

speed, breadth and efficiency of the Internet is well suited for this type of quick activism. 

Incidents in Chiapas, Mexico in 1994 drew international recognition and positive 

narratives regarding the potential of the Internet in an activist cause. The Zapatistas of 

Chiapas, Mexico are composed mainly of Mayan Indians (Froehling, 1997). In January 

of 1994 this group occupied most of the state of Chiapas and set forth a series of demands 

which included "housing, land, health care, work, bread, education, information, culture, 

independence, democracy, justice, liberty and peace" (Froehling, 1997). The North 

American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) which the Mexico Solidarity Network calls 

"a death sentence for the Indian peoples of Mexico" is claimed to be a strong force 

precipitating the conflict. The Zapatistas had hoped to cause a large scale conflict in 

order to gain national attention. Twelve days into the conflict with 145 dead, the 

Mexican government called for a cease-fire due to the publicity this event had gained 

over the Internet. Most of the Internet activity was done on behalf of the indigenous 

group by academics and other non-Zapatistas with access to the Internet. The spread of 

information and the cause seemed to take on a life of its own as it spread through the 

web. The intemational recognition of the conflict had such effect that the Mexican 

government was forced to cease its military response. Subcomandante Marcos, the leader 

of the Zapatistas, recognized the impact of this intemational support. 

There are people that have put us on the Internet, and the 
zapatismo has occupied a space of which nobody had thought. The 
Mexican political system has gained its intemational prestige in the 
media thaaiks to its informational control, its control over the 
production of news, control over newsanchors, and also thanks to 
its country where journalists are also assassinated with a certain 
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frequency. The fact that this type of news has sneaked out through 
a channel that is uncontrollable, efficient and fast is a very tough 
blow. The problem that anguishes Gurria (Mexican government 
official) is that he has to fight an image he cannot control fi-om 
Mexico, because the information is simultaneously everywhere. 
(Froehling, 1997) 

The Internet was instrumental in averting government oppression and a possible 

massacre. Some believe that the most dramatic effects of the Internet as an activist tool 

exist in "protected" societies, within groups that do not typically have this technology and 

communication access. The case of Burma is another example of a dramatic outcome 

due primarily to activist eflforts on the Internet. Geographically dispersed, yet knit 

together by the Internet, the pro-democracy movement concerned with Burma (a 

Southeast Asian nation) is a grassroots movement utilizing the Internet as its primaiy tool 

for mobilization. Danitz and Stroble (1999) conducted a study of this group's activity 

and outcome in preparation for the United States Institute of Peace and Nonviolent 

Struggle. They found that a small group of Burmese constituents, using primarily the 

Internet in their organizing efforts, were able to raise national policy questions in the 

United States and through this grassroots movement, affect international legislation. 

The New York based Electronic Disturbance Theater is a leading proponent of 

hacktivism and the Internet's ability to create protest by using the computer itself as a 

protest tool. In 1999, in support of the actions in Chiapas, the Mexican government and 

its treatment of the people of Chiapas became their target. In what was referred to as a 

"virtual sit in," individuals sympathetic to the Zapatistas were encouraged to download 

free software that would allow their computers to repeatedly call up the Mexican 
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government web site resulting in an overloading of the server impiuring its ability to 

fimction. The East Timorese separatists also threatened to employ scores of expert 

hackers against the Indonesian authorities if the government tired to rig an independence 

referendum in 1999 (Asia: Nerd War/The Economist). 

Many scholars and activists agree that the Internet as an information source 

beyond mainstream media is invaluable. Brown (2000), former governor of California 

and director of "We The People", a grassroots political organization, attacks the 

gatekeeping power of the popular press to exclude viewpoints that are beyond the 

political mainstre^. 

The news media decides pretty much what we as a people think about and what 
we talk about to our friends; what's on the front burner, what's on the back burner 
and what's not on the stove at all. They decide the priorities of what's going to be 
the problems we try to solve. They decide the framework within which we're 
going to think about it. They decide the premises on which we're going to base 
some of our thinking. 

Price (Creating a Digital Democracy: The Impact of the Internet) echoes others' 

beliefs about the accessibility to new information that the Internet provides. He states 

that government documents, previously available to a chosen few, are now available 

online. Access to information, nationally and internationally, that is not represented in 

mainstream media is available online - to anyone who has access to the Internet. 

Hegemonic discourse emanating from western, usually American, sources can be 

deconstructed and challenged through access to media from countries other than the 

United States. Independent online magazines ("indies") like altemet.org or Zmag and 

international journals offer alternatives to mainstream American reporting. The 

Manchester Guardian published an article shortly after September 11"^ written by the 
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Indian writer Arundhati Roy in which she condemned the American military response in 

Afghanistan (2003). Some relatives of those who had died at the World Trade Center 

declm-ed themselves against the military reprisal in Afghanistan, aligning themselves with 

Roy. Their declarations were spread and amplified across the Internet more than across 

the traditional media (Le Monde Interactif). 

Much of the literature documenting the sweatshop phenomenon and anti-

sweatshop groups highlights the Internet as an important tool in their work (Bullert, 2000, 

Featherstone, 2002, Sachs, 2001). Bullert describes the anti-sweatshop movement as an 

example of "a la carte" politics and resistance that is an outgrowth of the contemporary 

globally interdependent, transnational economy and whose representative activists are 

primarily computer savvy youth. Email and websites are effective as channels between 

NGOs and labor advocates abroad. Employees who are afraid to speak out publicly in 

their own country can reach an international audience. The anti-sweatshop movement is 

characterized as a convergence of interests between third world workers and American 

consimiers (Bullert) creating "pockets of resistance" (Sachs). 

Hammond & Lash, in their report for the World Resources Institute, raise the bar 

for expectations of the Internet's ability to achieve social and political change, arguing 

that civil accountability and responsibility will be raised. In other words, the ability of 

constituencies to connect using the Internet will create novel checks and balances on a 

global scale and create a sea change in the political process - "e-govemance." 

Could this process temper the excesses of economic globalization, 
creating a civil accountability that imposes checks and balances on 
the power of global corporations providing new ways of 
articulating and enforcing social values - in effect, give rise to new 
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forms of governance? Are the processes of globalization, in other 
v^rords, creating a self-correcting response, albeit one that occurs 
largely outside formal channels? We believe that just such 
phenomena, what we will call e-govemance, are beginning to 
occur. We suggest that they will increasingly have profound and 
perhaps unexpected consequences for global corporations, 
international organizations and the nature of governance itself 
(Lash & Hammond, 2000). 

While most of the literature describing cyberactivism describes successes, 

mobilization and activity from groups with liberal and leftist ideologies, racist, 

xenophobic and radically conservative groups also utilize the power of the Internet to 

promote their causes. The Ku Klux Klan, White Aryan Resistance and the British 

National Party, all white supremacist groups, first seized the Internet as an unregulated 

and fairly cheap media source in the mid 1990s (Back, UNESCO Courier, 2001). 

Proving that the Internet is a mostly unregulated, democratic space, racist, anti-Semitic 

and pro-military groups all use the Internet and provide a new context for mobilizing, 

connecting, sharing information and in some cases, harassing. Some racist groups have 

used the Internet to send "mail bombs", an overabimdance of junk mail that crashes their 

victims' computer systems. 

Hill & Hughes conducted an online research study exploring how citizens actually 

use the Internet to discuss and affect politics. They report in Cyberpolitics - Citizen 

Activism in the Age of the Internet that while users who engage in politics on the Internet 

are more liberal, educated and male than the public at large, the content of political 

Usenet groups, websites and chat rooms is overwhehningly conservative. 
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As with all technologies, the Internet is not always touted as a singularly 

wonderful invention. Not all scholars share the romance with the Internet as a tool for 

activists. Many social scientists are p^cularly concerned about how new 

communication technologies affect equality or inequality within a society. Molotch and 

Lester (1974) noted that new technologies in general are accessed by those already in a 

higher socioeconomic position. Mills (1956), well before the computer "revolution," 

stated that access to information was instrumental in increasing power in those that were 

already privileged. Contemporary voices echo these beliefs and tell cautionary tales of 

the widening of the "digital divide," the term that graphically describes a gap between 

those who are able to access information digitally and those who are not. 

Some scholars, approaching the issue in a pragmatic way, question the Internet's 

ability as an effective tool, at least as it is currently used. Strobel and Danitz in "The 

Internet's Impact on Activism; The Case of Burma," cite potential disadvantages to using 

the Internet; it is dangerous for activists to rely solely on a single source of 

communication because systems can crash and grind to a halt; communications over the 

Internet can be easily monitored; opponents may use the Internet for sabotage; 

information transmitted via the Internet is unmediated and can be of questionable 

accuracy; access to the Internet is not equal and may highlight divisions between 

information haves and have-nots; the Internet cannot replace the power of human contact 

in lobbying and other activities. 

Lytel, managing editor of the White House's world wide web service, argued, in a 

debate in the Digital World panel "Catching a Tiger by the Tail: Instantaneous Virtual 
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Communities" that the Internet community has not learned how to use the net as a 

political tool. 

The biggest problem is the resistance of "netheads" to do anything 
more than send electronic mail to people in authority, like drunks 
who look for their lost car keys under the street lamp because the 
light is better there. Legislators don't give much weight to online 
petitions. Getting 50,000 or 80,000 people to hit their Enter keys 
on their computers doesn't represent much commitment on their 
part, and the legislators know this. Love, director of Ralph 
Nader's Taxpayer Projects, agrees that politicians give more 
credence to phone calls and individually crafted letters and faxes 
(Lytel, 1996). 

Others raise many factors that raise questions about the supposed efficacy, 

democratic nature and success of the Internet as a tool in progressive organizing. Many 

activists oppose the expansion of technology due to their belief that race, age, class, 

gender, and nationality divisions are reproduced and exacerbated. Often grassroots 

organizations are attempting to mobilize individuals who have limited or no access to the 

Internet and, when available, the time, cost, accessibility, and training to use the Internet 

are not consistently available to everyone. In many cases a dynamic is created in which 

those with access and ability are organizing to "protect" and protest on behalf of those 

who caimot speak for themselves and do not have the tools to do so. While initially these 

efforts may be admirable, this can lead to conflict particularly when those represented 

realize that the technological access can be another example of privilege and can re

create power imbalances. While it can pave the way for new voices to be inserted into 

the dominant discourse, a general hegemony flourishes, reinforced by elite users, using 
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English, and carving out commercial applications (Weis, 1992, Cronin, 1995, Grimes, 

1997). 

Increasingly easy access to email and the world wide web allows 
many politically disenfranchised groups to communicate with like 
minded or sympathetic audiences, publicizing causes often 
overlooked by the mainstream media and offering perspectives 
frequently stifled by the conservative corporate ownership of 
newspapers, television and other media outlets. Many such outre 
groups, though far from homogenous, subscribe to opinions that 
are effectively outside the mainstream and are not always taken 
seriously by fte larger public. Counterhegemony is anything but 
synonymous with progressive. Right wing groups have harnessed 
the Internet as readily as anyone on the political left, and perhaps 
more effectively so (Grimes). 

The touted democratic nature of the Internet holds inherent problems and 

potential for dangers. "It can function as a tool of the oppressed. Itcanjustasmuch 

serve the oppressor." Technologies can free and concurrentiy violate. Mander, 

cofounder of the International Forum on Globalization (IFG), echoes the skepticism and 

calls for a technocritical attitude towards the Internet. 

The Internet and other global commxmications systems have 
empowered multinational corporations, made them faster, stronger, 
and more able to coordinate their actions internationally. Now 
entire currencies can be destabilized at the push of a button. Sure, 
the Internet helps activists, but the question is Who are these 
technologies helping more? In ten years we are going to look back 
and recognize that the Internet is not decentralizing. It is the most 
centralizing technology every invented (Mander). 

Cyberspace does not exist in a cyber vacuum. It is still embedded in the culture 

and society within which it operates. The threat exists, too, that the democratic nature of 

the Internet is slowly being eroded with commercial and governmental interests and 

control. Scholars, whether aligned with a pro or con stance regarding the Internet's 
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potential as an activist tool, generally agree that it does not replace the effectiveness of 

face-to-face communication and the physical presence of groups of individuals 

demonstrating for a cause. Tarrow warns that we should not assume that networks using 

quick and inexpensive commimication technology to cross borders can provide the same 

"crystallization, mutual trust and collective identity" as do the interpersonal connections 

of social networks, "While linkages are important one must carefully examine what types 

of linkages are being made" (Price), 

Organizational Structure 

Literature dealing with organizational structure and systems is vast and highlights 

a broad range of themes. The literature that informs this case study of ASG includes 

authors and scholars dealing with organizational theory connecting with postmodernism 

and with gender. The main two thematic areas relevant for this case study are 1) 

avoidance of authoritarian, top down, centralized structure and 2) gender and 

organizational structure, 

Structurelessness 

Broadly, postmodern organizational theory is in stark contrast to Weber's theory of 

bureaucracy (Weber in Schroeder) in which an organizational structure is regulated by 

bureaucratic principles usually involving a fixed division of labor; a hierarchy of offices, 

a set of rules governing performance, and a selection of personnel based on qualifications 

(Bolman & Deal, 1984). This type of organization was not acceptable to ASG students 
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who flatly rejected these forms and embraced a kind of anti-hierarchy. Literature related 

to hierarchical systems range from a total critique of this form to a re-embracing of 

hierarchy, rewritten with postmodern tendencies. Scully states that in a globalized world, 

hierarchical organizations will not be able to respond quickly and smoothly enough for 

changes to take place. "In periods of intense and complex change, traditional hierarchies 

fall short - the future belongs to flatter, faster, more network-like organizations." Others 

state that problems with traditional organizational forms have created an extreme 

response in which all hierarchy is rejected. "This problem is so great that it has become 

fashionable to call for a new kind of organization to put in place of managerial hierarchy, 

an organization that will better meet the requirements of what is called the Information 

Age, the Services Age or the Post-industrial age (Jacques, 1990). He states that it is not 

flat organizations that are needed rather, layers of accountability and skill. He adds that 

"managerial hierarchy has never been properly described or adequately used'" and that 

"properly structured, hierarchy can release energy and creativity, rationalize productivity 

and actually improve morale." 

Gephart, Boje and Thatchenkery (1996) posit that there is a crisis in 

organizational analysis, theory and management because we are in a "new age" 

(Jameson, 1991) that has been dubbed "postmodern." There is a multiplicity of meanings 

ascribed to postmodernism and there are scholarly and political groups describing both 

the affirmative and critical assessments of postmodernism (Rosenau, 1992). 

Postmodernist organizational literature connects to contemporary activist groups and the 

ASG because it is seen as a reconceptualization of how we explain our organization 
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systems (Rosenau, 1992). This involves a questioning and lack of belief regarding past 

metanarratives (Lyotard, 1979), and rejection of traditional hierarchical organizational 

structures. "This disbelief in metanarratives again foregrounds a questioning of 

hierarchies, including those of higher education" (Bloland, 1995), The meaning of 

organization is therefore not fixed and substantive but is created by members (Gephart, 

1996). According to some authors analyzing organizations in the contemporary world 

with a postmodern lens, organizations must reconstruct in order to survive. They must 

rewrite traditional organization theories and concepts into postmodern forms that weave 

together structure, technology, environment and effectiveness (Gephart, Jr. Thatchenkery, 

Boje, 1996). One example of doing organizational analysis and inquiry dififerentiy is 

utilizing appreciative inquiry (Cooperrider & Srivastva, 1987) a process that begins with 

the presupposition that the organizational process is not value fi-ee. This approach 

encourages members of a group to be more cognizant of the power of images and 

expectations, focusing on what IS there and not on what is NOT there. This process, 

according to these authors, will show where power, energy and leadership reside even in 

the absence of organizational titles and structures. Kelleher approaches this slightly 

differently with similar goals. In "Deep Structure: A Key to Organizational Change," he 

encourages organizations to explore the collection of values, history, practices and 

common sense ideas that generally go unchallenged as groups organize and try to 

accomplish. He specifically encourages this process in order to make more gender 

equitable groups, policy and training. 
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A common feature of reorganization recognizing postmodernism is 

decentralization of bureaucracy. In schools this concept refers to the idea that planning 

and decision-making processes in schools should be based on the collaborative efforts of 

all involved (Malen, Ogawa, & Krantz in Clune & Whitte, 1990). The ASG students 

were committed to making decisions that were collaborative and utilized an informal 

consensus process to try to achieve this. Jo Freeman's seminal work from 1970 informed 

this case study at several points. She explains that during the period when the women's 

and civil rights movements were being formed, interest in leaderless, structureless groups 

formed as the main organizational structure of the movement. This, she states, was a 

"natural reaction against the overstructured society in which most of us found ourselves." 

However, the idea of structwelessness, according to Freeman, began as a healthy counter 

to too much structure became a "goddess in its own right." She explains that a 

structureless group is impossible, that a structure may be flexible and vary its form over 

time but that it will fonn itself Because of the extreme rejection of structure the idea 

becomes a "smokescreen for the strong or the lucky to establish unquestioned hegemony 

over others." In essence, the claim of structwelessness is insidious because it creates 

implicit power niches that are often unconsciously filled. Two potentially negative 

situations result with this structure - or rather, lack thereof. The informal structure of 

decision-making and power becomes like a sorority in which people are powerful based 

on personality. This "star system" is difficult to undo because it has not been created as 

an explicit governing structure. A second potential negative result is political impotence. 

"Unstructured groups may be very effective in getting women to talk about their lives; 
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they aren't very good for getting things done." Groups can tend to flounder and the 

victim of this behavior can be the movement, the activist cause itself. 

Gender 

Gendering organizational theory has created a body of literature with various 

focus areas. There is little literature that focuses specifically on gender, sex-roles and 

activist groups that specifically analyzes gender internal to group structure and behaviors. 

Freeman's work on the Tyranny of Structurelessness addresses lack of structure and how 

this does encourage an environment where women's voices are heard more or at least 

they are in an environment in which they can voice more. Literature that connected with 

this case study and gender/organizational structure provided a background of the field of 

gendering organizational theory in general. These authors' works make a general call for 

gendering theorizing in organizational analysis (Galas & Smircich, 1992, Kovalainen, 

1999, Fletcher, 1998, Bendl, 2000). Since the 1980s, gender theorizing has found its way 

into organizational analysis treating issues like concepts of masculinity and femininity in 

organizations, patriarchal structures, management styles, and dimensions of power 

(Kovalainen, 1999). Reasons for considering gender within organizations and 

organizational theory include the notion that organizations are central institutions and 

people are in daily contact with groups like the work-place, schools, and universities. 

These groups are key forces in the well-being of subjects (Alvesson, 1997). Organization 

theory has historically been structured as non-gendered. It has been primarily written 
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through a male perspective, culture and discourse. "Organization theory has been 

implicitly gendered." Because the past narratives are masculinist, Fletcher believes that 

traditional ways of thinking are inadequate to understand and analyze the gender 

dynamics that come into play within organizations. Other authors reinforced her view of 

the complexity of these issues because of the often unconscious, built-in, institutionalized 

sexism that still confronts us (Rosen, 2000, Faludi, 1996). Gender inequity is sustained 

and reproduced in organizations, often not consciously. For this reason, some scholars 

call for a systemic approach to dealing with issues of gender and power (Fletcher, 1998) 

in addition to attention to personal change. Gender and organizational theory literature is 

relevant for ASG and other activist groups because it provides background for viewing 

their internal gender conflicts and struggles. 

Literature that explores this field more specifically connected well with this study 

because students, while aware of grand narratives of race, class and gender, still struggled 

daily with gender-linked problems and conflicts. Authors that write about specific 

models, techniques and management behaviors informed this case study. In particular, 

authors that connected the gender issue with women organizing helped view this case 

study and its gender issues within a labor context (Armstrong & Connelly, 1992, Bhatt). 

Building an effective feminist model of organizing is an essential 
component of building a strong labor movement that is alive in the 
workplace and in the wider community. This is not an easy task. 
It involves being open to continually evaluate our work and to be 
self-critical. We need to constantly analyze how we are 
developing our approach to organizing, how we are implementing 
education and training, and how we are building alliances. We 
must be open to changing our process, structure and to sharing 
power (Self Employed Women's Association, India). 
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CHAPTER? 

CONCLUSION 

Overview of Chapter 

This study utilized an exploratory, qualitative methodology with fieldwork 

immersion for the purpose of gathering data about the lived experiences of student 

activists. Through nine months of intense involvement within one campus activist group, 

I experienced and learned about students' lives in an anti-sweatshop group. The findings 

are meaningful for members of this and other campus activist groups and the faculty and 

staff working with these students. Further, activist groups not based on a university or 

college campus can benefit from these findings. The qualitative analysis in this study 

focuses on how these student activists use and perceive the Internet, how gender roles are 

played out within the group and how organizational structure affected the group's 

functioning. 

The findings from this study; 

1) demonstrate that though strides and changes have been made with regard 

to women's and men's roles, inequities continue to exist. Additionally, this report 

encourages new ways of thinking about and conceptualizing gender and its 

connecting roles, behavior and expectations. 
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2) point to group and organizational structure issues and how they affect the 

way a group functions. 

3) call attention to contemporary student activists, their groups and roles 

within their universities and colleges, particularly at this time when higher 

education institutions are increasingly corporatized. 

4) provide data about how the Internet is perceived and used within one 

campus activist group. Despite many grand narratives in the media and in 

literature regarding the revolutionary aspects of the Internet in the social 

and political change process, these data show student activists who are 

often apathetic or suspicious in response to these grand narratives of the 

Internet as a revolutionary tool to be used with great effect in activism and 

social movements. Yet, they perceive the Internet, particularly its listserve 

and email functions, as indispensable in their activist work crediting the 

technology with the very beginnings of their group. 

5) show that issues of gender are relevant and intense within this group. 

6) call for further research into the changing and dynamic role of higher 

education within society, nationally and internationally. 

7) raise issues and call for research on the interconnectedness of 

oi^anizational structure and gender roles. 

8) demonstrate that in spite of conflicts, concems and crises, this group 

survived, functioned, was well known on campus and created change. 
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In order to make the findings of this case study more cohesive and relevant, in the 

following section I return to the research and guiding questions, synthesize and collapse 

them and highlight the findings and analysis. 

Research Questions Related to the Internet 

How was the Internet integrated in ASG? Was Internet usage perceived as 

revolutionary, empowering, disempowering, reproductive? 

At the beginning of this study my hypothesis was that the introduction of the 

Internet in the social and political landscape would be a strong, almost revolutionary 

force within the ASG group. My hypothesis grew from reading the literature regarding 

activist groups, Internet studies and the growth, popularity and fascination with the 

Internet. The findings regarding this question within the ASG group were mixed. 

Within the local ASG group, attitudes about the Internet as a revolutionary social and 

political force ranged from neutral to skeptical. Students doubted its revolutionary 

potential in social justice and activist causes and emphasized the digital divide, unequal 

access to technology. They also pointed out that multinational corporations' abilities to 

use the Internet in their international dealings exacerbate labor injustices. Further, data 

from this study showed that there was a gendered aspect to Internet usage that privileged 

male users. Males had designed, created and maintained the group's homepage and had 

sent the majority of email messages. However, the group was extremely positive 

regarding email, listserves and the ability to use the Internet as a tool for organization. 

Thus, ASG used the email and listserve functions consistently as a cormnunication and 

organizing tool and saw it as indispensable for their work. Additionally, for some 
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students, most often women, the ability to express themselves using email provided an 

avenue for communication for those that felt shy, inhibited, silenced or even marginalized 

during face-to-face group meetings. Though positive reports were strong regarding the 

advantages of using email, this group was cognizant of the overload of information that 

its listserves caused and connected this overload with potential negative results, an 

unintended consequence of too much activism on the Internet. Too much information 

and too many template activist calls to action could overload, overwhelm and dampen the 

activist spark. 

The Internet as an activist tool was used by the group in basic ways. The 

listserve was used substantially for sharing information (58%) and organizing (32%) and 

the website was standard with information and links to other sites. The group was 

generally pleased with the basic email and listserve function; however, a few students and 

the national staff realized that their technological infrastructure was not utilized as well, 

widely or potently as it could be. Further studies would shed light on the correlation 

between minimal usage and satisfaction and attitude levels towards the Internet as an 

activist tool. Greater, more innovative usage could affect the neutral, skeptical opinions 

about the Internet as an activist tool and could open doors to wider, more innovative use. 

Thus, the data from this study show a mixed response to the Internet as an activist 

tool yet an underutilization of the resource. Further, data demonstrated higher male 

Internet usage in design, maintenance and communication. It was hypothesized that the 

Internet would fiaiction as a more radical tool and/or that students would express 

enthusiasm and belief that it would be key in their activist work. The literature 
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connecting activism and the Internet is mixed as were the results of this case study. 

Gittler, Farwell & Wood, in Women@Intemet (1999) describe the Internet as an 

equalizer and speak of its ability to empower. Female students did report that they feh 

empowered to speak online in ways that they would not speak face-to-face. Yet, in its 

reproductive ftmctions the Internet was disempowering and inhospitable to women 

students thereby bearing out the literature that stresses its disempowering qualities 

(Schockman, Croston & Kammerer in Ebo (1998). 

The findings from this study contradict authors' who have described the Internet 

as a revolutionary tool in activism (McManus, 1995, Stangret, 2001, Goldberg, 1995, 

Tyson, 1995, Price, 2000, Benson, 2001, Wittig, 1996, Cohodas, 2000), yet corroborate 

the more critical literature that shows the mixed bag that the Internet is in activist causes 

(Danitz & Stroebel, 1999, Pickerill, 2001, Denning, 2002, Papciak, 2000, Stoecker, 

2000, Ebo, 1998, Wong, 2001). "The Internet is no panacea for international grass-roots 

movements aimed at nonviolent social or political change. It is a powerful tool when 

used to organize far flung nodes of a movement, to rapidly share news or to replicate 

successful strategies from one location to another" (Danitz & Stroebel, 1999). 

Particularly in the anti-sweatshop movement students share information and organize 

their groups relying heavily on email, email listserves and websites. "The flow of 

information is the life-blood of the anti-sweatshop movement. New communication 

technologies provide effective means to organize and mobilize supporters with the click 

of a mouse, circimiventing traditional channels of political communication" (Bullert, 

2000). The speed and efficiency of email makes this function of the Internet invaluable 
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to anti-sweatshop groups who want to share information and communicate primarily 

amongst themselves. This case study fits between the "revolutionary" discourse of 

Internet literature and the nay-sayers' commentaries regarding technology (Noble, 1998) 

reflecting mixed findings; the Internet is indispensable, helpful and needed by ASG and it 

is reproductive, troublesome and reflects continued inequities. 

Research Questions Related to Gender and Roles 

How does the group function with regard to sex roles and behavior? 

The data from this case study revealed palpable gender tensions obvious at the 

first foray into the field. Females used the Internet and the listserve less than their male 

counterparts, and when they did use it, their activity was not in the design realm, with one 

notable female exception who was adept at creating webpages. The findings reinforced 

feminist technology literature that women continue to be on the outskirts of the center of 

technology, computers, and engineering (Brook, 1995, Campbell, 2000, Cleaver, 2002, 

Faulkner, 1994, Pastore, 2001). Narratives of female empowerment via the Internet 

were mostly absent within this study, though there were a few pockets of women 

empowered through their Internet use. While some women felt fi-eer to communicate on 

listserves and in emails, there were few stories that resembled the literature of 

empowerment, revolution and connection for women via the Internet. 

Women often resembled leaders fi-om an external point of view (other students, 

media, university president) yet they felt overworked, even if by their own choices, and 

underappreciated for all their contributions and labor. These finstrations grew to the point 

that the ASG women declared a strike. This strike began at the end of my data collection 
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and lasted several months resulting in a series of meetings with an outside negotiator. 

While the issues are ongoing, the strike resulted in a commitment to be aware of and 

work on the conflicts tiiat precipitated the strike. Women's energy and spirit were at the 

heart of the organization and their enthusiasm and willingness to work provided ongoing 

momentum. Feminist literature focusing on women working more than males and the 

sexual division of labor, proved to be an effective framework for this study (Hoschild, 

1983, Mies, 1986, DeVault, 1999, Brown, 2000). The women of ASG complained of 

overwork within their group and emphasized the preponderance of women in sweatshops. 

Males perceived and described the anti-sweatshop movement as primarily a labor 

and social justice issue. Females, while addressing the human rights and social justice 

nature of the movement, described the issue and the phenomenon of sweatshop labor in 

feminist terms. Female students would periodically remind others that this feminist lens 

should be a marker of their work, characterizing their activist group. Both feminist 

theories and those theories interwoven with Internet literature informed this study and 

corroborate several findings. These findings connect with feminist authors' views that 

speak to international political economy (IPE) and women. Just as these authors call for 

a gendered view and feminist revisioning of IPE (Peterson, 1992, Peterson & Sisson-

Runyan, 1993, Murphy & Tooze, 1991, Tickner, 2001, Whitworth, 1994, Steans, 1998, 

Bakker, 1994), so did ASG women members call for a feminist lens in approaching the 

OTti-sweatshop issue. 

Female students' involvement with the Internet exhibited in this case study bear 

out the literature that emphasizes women's inequitable representation in the computer 
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field. (Margolis & Fisher, 2002, Tobias, 1997, Staberg, 1992). Morritt (1997) states that 

when women do enter the computer industry they do so at lower work levels than their 

male counterparts. The women of ASG bore this out because they used email 

consistently, as did other members, yet were not as involved in the creation and 

maintenance of the group's website. As Campbell stated, when women are in situations 

where they are using the computer in equal numbers they are working and learning in a 

context that is of masculine origin (Campbell, 2000). With the exception of the one 

female student who created a website for the women's ASG strike, females used a 

listserve and website that were created, moderated and maintained by males. 

Contrary to the discourse describing the disempowering nature of the Internet, 

authors who wrote of positives for women and the Internet stressed its empowering 

nature. This literature helps inform those findings that demonstrated gender 

empowerment through the Internet. Cyborg feminism and cyberfeminism theories 

emphasize the ability of the Internet to provide anonymity, new forums (fora) in which 

women can connect, and an environment in which quieter, shy and marginalized women 

can speak out louder (Turkle, 1998, Haraway, 1998, Harcourt, 1998). Consistent with 

this literature, a few women in ASG did feel empowered to speak online, expressing 

views that they believe they would not express face-to-face and, in some cases, the ability 

to connect with other coimtries' and their anti-sweatshop constituencies also gave "voice" 

to women workers, albeit in a more indirect way. Literature related to the social 

construction of technology (Bijker, 1995) informed the gender and Internet portion of this 

study. Theory that explains the past construction of the Internet connected with the 
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continued male constraction and maintenance of the ASG website and listserve. This 

study demonstrated that while both genders used email and listserve functions equally, 

males created and maintained these functions. Further studies of campus and other 

activist groups could explore whether this inequity is a national and international pattern. 

Bringing attention to the Internet and its internal social and human rights connections is a 

step in the further social construction of technology - - with new and equitable goals. 

Globalization and technology are often thought of as tools for 
capitalist forces to further exploit assets. However, social 
development today is determined by the ability to develop a 
synergistic interaction between teclmology and human values 
leading to a new set of organizations and institutions (Manuel 
Castells). 

Research Questions Related To Organizational Structure 

What is the organizational structure of the group and how does this connect to the 

group's activities, the gender issues, and the Internet usage? 

My research touches on the intersection of organizational structure and gender; 

however, additional research should be conducted to determine how structure affects 

power distribution and gendered leadership and how gender inequity is sustained and 

reproduced in unconscious and unobtrusive ways. Some literature regarding gender and 

organizations states that traditional ways of thinking about power and organizational 

structure as they relate to gender are inadequate to understand and intervene in group 

dynamics (Johnson, 1997, Kelleher, 1997). This notion was borne out in this case study 

because while gender and power issues were intense, and the feminist and gender focus 
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in this case study is highly relevant, it was not enough to explain idiosyncratic pockets of 

power and leadership within the group. 

The culture of the anti-sweatshop group, both locally and nationally, included attitudes 

that were anti-hierarchical, hyperdemocratic and favoring loose structure. "Despot 

dread" was a significant feature of the group. This environment left black holes in which 

charismatic power grew. Further, this strong emphasis on democracy and consensus 

often worked against the group's efficiency. Emphasis on consensus building, rather than 

democratic majority vote, was one group dynamic technique used and valued by 

members, though this approach proved problematic in terms of efficiency and the hoped 

for democratic nature of the process. For example, a national staff person explained that 

consensus building can be a long, tiresome process and as patience wears thin, the power 

and leader infrastructure, conscious or not, often pressures for consensus. 

While feminist theory was important and a reliable framework for analysis of this 

study, it was not sufficient to explain roles, behaviors and leadership and power 

structures and why some males felt disenfranchised within their group. Literature 

regarding organizational structure, particularly as it addressed hierarchy, group structure 

or lack thereof, connected with findings in this study (Freeman, 1970, Gephart, 1996). 

This literature focused on the need for some time of structure to offset happenstance or 

charismatic leadership and to increase efficiency and organization. ASG suffered 

inefficiencies and unintended power and leadership due to lack of structure. However, 

the group functioned, moved forward and achieved. Further research is needed within 

groups that are considered anti-hierarchical to determine what organiaational and 
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structural forms that are not hierarchical are actually functional. Further research is 

needed to understand how organizations might be structured in this "post-modernist" 

period so that groups are effective. It would be interesting to pursue research within and 

among activist groups, both on campus and off, to learn which forms and fimctions are 

considered effective. 

Limitations 

It is important to note that the findings of this case study are based on data from 

one activist group, with additional information from a second, similar group and 

augmented with interviews fi'om the national office of the anti-sweatshop group. 

Additionally, the anti-sweatshop group at Soutih West University was an anomaly in that 

the majority of its members are male. 

While these are limitations of the data from the South West group, the additional 

data from other groups triangulate the findings and reduce the potential of the limitations 

being problematic for the conclusions of the study. The data, stories, findings, and the 

students' attitudes, experiences and behaviors can provide a touchstone for understanding 

similar groups and for exploring activism at the begirming of this new milleimium. 
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Implications for Practice 

Recommendations for Future Research 

My research touches on the connections between organizational structure and 

gender. Further research into the systemic dimensions of power, particularly in groups 

that do not consist of traditional power structures, would aid this and other activist groups 

in understanding imconscious power and leadership systems, gendered or not (Lukes, 

1974). Research on poststructuralist and postmodern perspectives on group structure 

would be important in order to challenge the status quo in new ways so that the goal is 

not to substitute one group's or individual's interests over another, but rather to envision 

new structures, paradigms and ways of knowing and doing. 

Further study should be continued to explore how other activist groups use the 

Internet as an activist tool. Concurrent with writing this dissertation I am conducting 

research into other activist groups for this purpose as part of a grant-funded project. I 

will compile these results for the benefit of the South West ASG group and a related task 

force group on this campus. This type of exploration and research can result in a more 

pragmatic, practical, "best practices" report that can provide information for activist 

groups in using technology to support their work. 

It would be interesting to pursue a study on using technology as a support for new 

organizational forms. The flat, networked nature of the Internet is often cited in literature 

about postmodern organizations and how new organizational forms mirror the structure 

of the Internet (Gillespie, 1995). Additionally, further research and exploration regarding 

all types of campus activist groups should be undertaken. Campus activist groups have 
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idiosyncrasies that can weaken their work. High turnover of students, semester schedules 

and lack of structure to reinvent the group each term, are all facets of campus activism 

that can have negative effects on a group creating successfiil change. Research 

undertaken from the activist's point of view would identify potential weaknesses of 

campus activism and create a body of literature that could teach how to turn weaknesses 

into strengths, and compensate with creative organizational structures. 

Further, research into campus activist groups and how they enhance the learning 

environment would be valuable information for activists. Students in ASG were 

frequently asked by professors to speak in their classes in which the content related to 

sweatshop issues. Sports and Gaming, Feminist hitemational Relations, and Activism and 

Social Movements were all classes that benefited by having an ASG student visit and 

speak. Additional research in this area would add to current literature that emphasizes 

the natural cormection between learning and activism. Activist work could serve as a 

form of service learning as suggested by Robert Rhoads (1998). Further research could 

support a call for students and professors to view activism as an arena in which students 

learn, educate, and, possibly even gain academic credit. However, in pursuing this 

notion, it is important to return to discourse regarding the coiporatization of the 

university (Ellis, 2001, Slaughter & Leslie, 1997, Mitchell in Silvey, 2003, Castree & 

Sparke in Silvey, 2003, Bok, 2003). If involvement in activist causes moves closer to the 

core of the corporatized university, radical activism seeking frmdamental social change 

may indeed become dampened and potentially co-opted. This case study raises questions 

regarding student activism or apathy; how is it defined; how active are current students? 
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My research addresses the current climate in higher education but further study should be 

continued to explore how "academic capitalism" (Slaughter & Leslie, 1997) and 

increasing corporatization of the university does and will affect students' activism. It 

would be interesting to pursue a study measuring current levels of student activism with 

specific definitions of volunteer, charity and service work versus activism aimed at 

radical change. A humorous irony that I discovered through this study supports the 

interconnectedness of student activism and higher education and learning. The ASG 

students who had chained themselves to an administration building during one action 

were arrested and were fined. Their fine, however, could be satisfied by doing volunteer 

work for a conmiunity service or student organization. They retiraied to their activist 

work within ASG, technically a student organization, and this community service 

satisfied their fine. "Unbridled conamercialization of colleges threatens American 

democratic and civic life. Challenging the encroachment of corporate power is essential if 

democracy is to remain a defining principle of education and everyday life. The challenge 

requires the dedication of educators and students" (Giroux, 2000). Further research in 

this area could help students and faculty organize and position themselves to be 

instrumental as the higher education environment evolves and changes and lowered 

budgets encourage corporate contracts. Campus activist groups may be uniquely situated 

to be "brokers" among business, public sector, government and higher education groups 

(Orbach) and they could position themselves and their causes in strategic ways, becoming 

even louder voices as institutions of higher education change and evolve. This reinforces 

literature that stresses the capitalist environment of the university where students perceive 
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themselves as consumers. As a consumer, with a self perception as a paying customer, 

students may feel that they have a stronger voice in questioning and challenging their 

university's contracts and business dealings. 

More and continued research is necessary to illuminate issues regarding gender 

and technology so that women will be empowered not just to use electronic 

conmiunications technology but to transform it. A lack of agency and power undercuts 

the potential for individuals to transform technology and to have a creative effect on 

constructing the technology (Hakken, 1999). Without intervention, the power behind 

technology stays in the hands of key groups and continues to flow along previous power 

lines and market forces (Bijker, 1995). Technologies have politics. 

Women's Strike and Resolution 

At the conclusion of this case study, women had ceased their strike and students 

were addressing sweatshop and additional issues. The strike was declared at the end of 

the spring semester and the women refused to meet with the men until the men had 

submitted proposals for change. The men did submit proposals, as did the women, and 

later in the summer, all members met to discuss these. The main discussions involved 

keeping a focus on sexism and racism vnthin ASG. When students returned to campus 

after the summer was over, many of the men had decided to leave the ASG group. One 

female member noted that these men were the ones who were most resistant to talking 

about gender. As ASG continues with their work they have recruited new members. 
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While there are not many conversations currently about gender or race, one woman stated 

that things do feel different. And, for the first time, women are in the majority. 

ASG is now half new people. We're working hard on our new 
campaign. We haven't talked about gender or race yet. We're 
concentrating on getting our campaign off the ground. The 
situation doesn't feel like it did before. I don't feel swamped with 
work because I am a woman. I feel like the men are working but 
they were the ones who were working (female student). 

During the peak of activity, sit-ins, demonstrations, lockdown (chaining 

themselves to the administration building) and rallies were instrumental in raising 

awareness of sweatshop labor as an important human rights issue. The president of the 

South West University credited the campus with bringing to his and the others' 

awareness "an issue that would otherwise have remained invisible." However, the group 

survived, functioned and was active in achieving successes. In spite of conflicts and 

uncomfortable tension, the group persisted, added campaigns, both sweatshop-related and 

otherwise, to their agenda. Their successes and ongoing energy are a result of the ideals, 

energy, beliefs and sense of social justice that these students exhibit. In many cases 

students maintained their school programs, employment, and in addition, committed their 

time to this activist cause. By embracing other issues and causes, their presence was 

broader and more pervasive than if they focused on anti-sweatshop themes alone. 

Students are currently pressuring SWU's administration, the president, to examine and 

discontinue connections with major financiers of private prisons. ASG states that 

through their own investigation and research they have discovered a "deep history of 

SWU complicity with the major financiers of private prisons, through construction and 
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consolidation bonds" (ASG webpage). These private prison companies are "for-profit" 

businesses that contract with state and federal governments to house their prisoners in an 

extremely cost effective manner. 

ASG students continue to use the Internet as an organizing and information tool, 

no matter their cause. Ultimately though it is the face-to-face encounters and strategic 

actions that have been most effective in keeping ASG well known on the campus. It 

would be interesting to see if and how, after this case study, students function differently 

with regard to the Internet, gender roles, and group organization. 

Summary 

Organization 

Students perceived hierarchy, traditional organizational forms, titles and top down 

managing style as a "grand narrative" that they at minimum, questioned, and most often 

rejected. Their perceptions of organizational structure created images of Webeir's "iron 

cage" of bureaucracy and they were committed to a freer, collaborative group structure. 

The ASG took the position of avoiding the outward forms of the modernist, bureaucratic 

structures. In a few cases experimentation with new, alternative forms were evident. 

Voting by consensus was an example of the ASG group exploring an alternative to past 

voting styles. In general though, there was a lack of new ways to run this organization 

that displayed vacuums and black holes of leadership. The vacuums and black holes, 
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rather than breed exploration wiUi new models or paradigms of organizational forms, 

tended to be jBlled with inefficiency and, sometimes reproduced traditional roles. 

Power within this organization, while complex, did exist, though it was a subtle 

force, difficult for students to define. Further research is needed to understand the 

structure of power and authority, particularly in a flat organization like ASG, and how 

they affect and influence how technology is used or not used. Thomas (1994, "What 

Machines Can't Do") states that technological choice remains largely invisible in 

organizations yet it is the structure of power that influences the range of technological 

alternatives considered. ASG's technological infrastructure was accepted and 

underanalyzed both in terms of how and who created and maintained. 

The ASG was stuck between rejecting old forms yet not having reconstructed 

itself with new workable forms. Rosenau called this state "skeptical postmodernism" 

(Bloland, 1995) in which modernism is attacked and delegitimized but there is essentially 

no offering for how to organize a society having rejected the modernist structure. 

It is not clear how this apparently anarchic organization would 
function because it seems clear that some discourses are going to 
be more equal than others, and some are going to have more 
power, resources, richer vocabularies and definitions of merit that 
work better than others. The result will again be hierarchy... .based 
strictly on power (Bloland, 1995). 

Some exploration was taking place but, particularly in the case of gender 

structural forms, they were quickly rejected and forgotten. When Elise brought in an 

article about conducting meetings informed by feminist pedagogy, she was heard but 

later forgotten. Granted, these are busy students, a group with an intense agenda, and 
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they are hard pressed to spend time and energy on achieving their activist goals and 

reinventing their group structure; however, success on both levels is intertwined. 

Gender 

ASG members, both male and female, expressed an awareness of race, class and 

gender issues. Indeed, these concepts were part of the fabric of their mission so that it 

was ironic and a surprise to some that internal gender conflict became such a volatile 

issue within the group. The strike experience was valuable in that students began sharing 

articles, books, ideas and references about gendering organizational systems. 

The women's strike brought gender issues to the forefront. As researcher, I 

watched these tensions slowly build. While the focus was "feminist" in that women 

highlighted their overwork and lack of recognition, the strike and the events leading up to 

it drew out conversations about gender. It was recognized that there were males that 

worked hard and did not fit some of the dualistic descriptions of males versus females, 

yet the conversation did not go deeply into gender problems that affected males 

negatively. The male student at MWU who felt disadvantaged and silent spoke more of 

organizational problems that affected him negatively, yet he stayed silent due to his 

awareness of gender issues. Further research is needed to explore the triangular 

cormection among organizational structure, gender and power as it connects with males 

and females. 

This case study shows that gender conflicts and organizational structure issues 

affect negatively the optimum ftinctioning of a campus activist group. Additionally, this 
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study creates a call for continued research on the connection of gender, organizational 

structures and leadership/power. 

Some Final Thoughts, Conclusions and Analyses 

SWU - ASG as Anomaly and as Typical 

The membership of ASG, throughout the time period of this case study, was 

relatively low. While this was not a multi-case study project, through visiting another 

group and through interviews with the national group, I learned that there were 200+ 

national groups. According to ASG students, other groups were larger. The MWU 

group, according to one student interviewed had over 25 members and often more would 

attend the meetings. MWU, like SWU is a large, research I institution so the comparison 

is reasonably valid. Membership concerns were ongoing for ASG students. ASG was an 

anomaly in terms of size, student level and gender. According to the national staf^eople, 

gender issues were of concern in most groups albeit were expressed differently. The 

national office explained that women were in the majority in most groups and that there 

may be gender issues of concern to men. Yet, a representative of this office agreed that 

the sweatshop issue was seen more as an economic issue than a feminist one. She also 

stated that she continued to see sexist behavior and attitudes; however; she discussed 

more the issues of organization and fear of hierarchy and how those issues affected group 

fimctioning. 

The local ASG group was small and members were primarily white, male 

graduate students. More research is needed to understand exactly why the group looked 
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and fiinctioned as it did. As mentioned earlier, a few women thought that the academic 

discourse during meetings compounded by that fact that that discourse typically came 

from males was a factor in reducing female membership and discouraging increased 

membership. My fieldnotes held data that pointed more heavily to organizational style or 

lacks. The pizza party recruiting meeting was slow to get started and noticeably 

disorganized. I believe that potential members were lost. Organizational systems like 

mentoring or creating a buddy system for new members was a technique used at MWU. 

Students were focused on internal gender issues and how to decide which projects to 

pursue. Energy and time were lost in avoiding hierarchy. It would be interesting to begin 

with the findings of this study and pursue a study that involved a cross-case comparison 

of several of the more than 200+ ASG-type groups. Even more expansive and 

fascinating would be a research study examining these findings and doing a cross-case 

study with many activist groups. During my fieldwork I spoke with the executive 

director of a national activist legally related group, a non-student group. His response to 

my queries about gender was that there was no problem. Women were working in equal 

numbers and gender was not an issue. If this is the case, what is unique about campus 

groups that yet have gender issues? Or is it particular to activist groups dealing with 

sweatshop issues? 
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EMAILING AND LISTSERVE BEHAVIOR 

The students in ASG stated that the Internet was indispensable in their work. The 

speed and efficiency of communication were key in allowing them to communicate 

among themselves and with others. A key finding in this case study relates to students' 

perception of the Internet as an aid to their activism. Students did not see their computers 

and the Internet as activist tools. Rather, their focus was on the communicative abilities 

of the technology. Students did not give examples, potential or real, of how the Internet 

and their computers might be used as tools for civil disobedience or for "hacktivism." 

When asked about hacktivism and using the computer itself as a weapon, students 

seemed imaware, tense or disinterested in pursuing this line of conversation. It would be 

interesting to investigate this issue further both in campus and community activist groups 

in order to see how the Internet is perceived and how it could be used in social activist 

causes. 

Additional gender issues 

While workload issues were key in the women's strike, female students did raise 

other points that they saw as troubling within their organization that were connected to 

gender. A few students, males and females, raised the point regarding gendered 

discourse surrounding the sweatshop issue. They explained that the sweatshop 

phenomenon was discussed primarily in economic and labor terms without enough 

attention to its feminist related themes. This finding has implications for the local ASG 

and for activist groups generally. It would be helpful to explore how an activist issue is 
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"framed" linguistically and the connection if any to recruitment, behavior and group 

membership. To clarify, perhaps if the local ASG group spoke more widely about the 

sweatshop problem and packaged it in feminist terms, their membership, and particularly 

female membership, would increase. This discussion has implications for other activist 

groups, student and non-campus, and raises points about marketing and presentation. 

The students in ASG who expressed this point connected it to a kind of sexism within the 

group and society at large. Of course, social change issues are not "one topic" 

discussions and problems of gender do overlap greatly with economy. A broader 

linguistic treatment of an issue, though, could raise awareness of complexities, educate 

and satisfy the need for a feminist lens. 

Student Activism 

The exploration of literature regarding student and campus activism raised many 

questions about the phenomenon, past and present, and how activism is currently 

researched and described. Hie literature expresses contradictory views in its expression 

of levels of student activism over time. Further research is needed in order to define 

student activism or at least in order to recognize the complexities and differences in the 

conception of student activism over time. Additionally, it is worth investigating whether 

comparisons of student activism over time are the most important research points. To 

clarify, some authors state that cuirent student activism ranks in at very low levels when 

compared with the campus activism of the 60s. In this literature comparisons with the 

60s are often used. Other authors state that student activism is on the upswing, alive and 
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well, and meets and possibly exceeds the levels of the 60s and that the notion of student 

apathy is a myth (Dreier, Alvarado). "There is a great deal of campus activism but it 

hardly ever gets covered in the mainstream media" (Dreier). There are contradictions, 

confusions and complexities in making an assessment of current levels of campus 

activism. Part of the difficulty is that it is hard to create an "apples to oranges" 

comparison. Contemporary activism is said by some to be based more in "identity 

politics" and relate to a new "multiculturalism." 

The literature and its complexities 

Many sources refer to an annual survey done by the Higher Education Research 

Institute (HERI). Knell refers to the 1998 report and states that 73% of students polled 

had performed "volunteer work during the previous year" and yet fewer than 25% 

deemed it important to "participate in a community action program." These statistical 

extremes demonstrate the difficulty in pirming down measures and definitions of 

activism. It is important to note that the HERI reports poll incoming freshmen only and 

yet these HERI reports are cited quite often in articles comparing levels of student 

activism. Data reflecting student activism after the freshman years, arguably a period of 

time when students may "become" activist, are therefore not included in these surveys. 

The 2001 HERI report states that the number of students participating in "organized 

demonstrations" was at an all time high of 47.5%, yet they also report that the level of 

students who believed that "keeping up to date with current political affairs is important" 

was at a low 31.4%. The various indicators that the HERI reports use to measure 
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activism, political commitment and activity demonstrate the difficulty in measuring 

levels of student activism. "Keeping up to date with current affairs" is the indicator used 

most often by authors referring to the HERI report. The HERI reports use other 

indicators to attempt to get at student activism or apathy over the years. They included 

levels of "activism and volunteerism", how often students "discussed politics," 

"participation in organized demonstrations" and "becoming involved in programs to 

clean up the environment." These indicators are described by HERI as "indicators of 

social activism." HERI reports the ups and downs of levels of activism reflected by these 

indicators over time. While the HERI reports display ups and down in student activism 

based on their indicators they show a slight trend of increase. The HERI reports state that 

it is a "given" there has been "student disengagement from politics and activism." 

Authors that disagree with this statement and believe that students continue to be 

activist do not refer to the HERI reports. Rather they describe the issues around which 

students have mobilized, e.g., apartheid in the 80s and sweatshops currently. Many 

authors state that student activism is high and on the upswing. Altbach (1997) defines 

activism broadly and describes many kinds of political involvement. He thinks students 

may be even more active and says "activism is not dead." Yet he adds that at the end of 

the 80s there was a "glimmering of revival of student activism." While he states that 

student activism is alive he says that "compared to the volatile 60s, the past two decades 

have, of course, been notably apathetic." Monaghan states that there was apathy in the 

80s but that activism is on the rise although he measures and defines activism in various 

ways and includes community service because he perceives it as an entry to activism. 
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Velella adds that activism is alive and well but adds that it has changed in terms of issues, 

strategies, perspectives, linkages and sensibilities. Schlumpf agrees that activist issues are 

different than they were in the past. Levine and Cureton say that current undergraduates 

are decidedly activist and perhaps are more socially active than those in the 1990s. Their 

student surveyed 9,100 undergraduates and showed that 2 of 3 (64%) were involved in 

volunteer activities. They use this finding to demonstrate that activism is alive and well. 

While this may show that students are volunteering, if may not fit with others' definitions 

of activism. Alvarado believes that students are just as active as in the past but she does 

not present statistics; rather she gives anecdotal descriptions of current activist 

campaigns. Her thoughts reinforce the notion that it is too difficult to compare "apples 

and oranges" because she states that activism is different currently, that it is more 

dispersed but no less influential. Risen believes that student apathy is higher now and 

that it is a result of corporate influence. His viewpoints begin to broach the issue that 

begs new research. How is activism changing in the contemporary educational climate? 

All of tiiese authors present opinions and findings regarding levels of student 

activism but without similar definitions and surveys the comparisons are difficult to reach 

and maintain. I question whether the most meaningful research currently is to compare 

levels of campus activism over time. Rather, it is more meaningful to investigate types of 

issues over time, which student activists continue to be community activists after their 

student years, how tactics have changed over time, how campus groups can be more 

successful and how the changing nature of education is affecting activism. Yet, if levels 

of activism are to be compared and deemed important, then consistent and similar 
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indicators and definitions must be used. I argue that the debate about whether or not 

student activism is as high as it was in the 70s is a research target and topic that is off the 

mark. Issues, activism and tactics currently are different from those of the 60s and 70s, 

as different as activism in the 30s and 40s. More intriguing is how changes in the 

university may be affecting or will affect the "nature" and "existence" of political and 

social activism. It would be interesting to explore more deeply how corporatization of 

the university is affecting students' perceptions and behaviors of activism and social 

change. 
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GENDER AND POWER 

Gender, power and leadership were complex issues in the local ASG 

group. Throughout this case study more than one student explained that the origins of the 

group were very connected to one male individual who had since graduated and moved 

away. Students and the president alike spoke of him in glowing tones and complimented 

him on his intelligence and personable nature. The historical story of the group included 

this narrative of "the guy that had started it." While there were no presidents and leaders 

as such, stories surrounding the group did describe periodic "leaders." During the time 

that I was involved, females seemed and reported themselves to be extremely involved 

and active. This activity seemed to correlate with a certain power, the ability to set 

agenda and rally to get things done. As this was fleshed out throughout the study, what 

seemed clear to me was that women held a kind of power that connected with their 

energy and willingness to work very hard and with their energy and "heart" pushing the 

group forward and constantly pushing for completion of tasks. In this sense women were 

sometimes seen as leaders both internally and externally to the group. Additionally, 

another kind of power seemed evident that connected with males who displayed a sense 

of authority. It is too simplistic to say that males or females held power in this group 

consistently over time. It would be worthwhile to continue research in this area by 

looking at groups, activist or not, and ferreting out how individuals perceive power and 

males and females obtain and use power. This is a vast subject and power and leadership 

in themselves can be difficult to define. Females had great power in the fact that they 

could strike and be reckoned with. They also were powerful in that their "overwork" 
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seemed connected with power within the group and externally by the administration and 

the media. Yet, females expressed frustrations that were connected with power issues. 

The one female student that noted the irony regarding technology and power displays the 

complexity of this issue. She expressed that while "maintenance" is typically seen as 

women's work, the web maintenance for the ASG web page was being done by a male 

and that this web work was seen as powerful. She expressed disempowerment at not 

being involved in these activities. 

ADDITIONAL LIMITATIONS 

A limitation of this study in terms of analyzing online behavior was that the 

students in this case study using the Internet were a known group among themselves. 

Each one knew the others fairly well or at least had some contact through campus 

activities. In this sense then, this was not a case study of behavior in a virtual setting; the 

online and offline behavior wove together and were connected. Other studies have 

analyzed virtual commtmities, usenet groups and online classes making virtual 

ethnography more relevant for their studies. 
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